
TOP PUBLIC
ANTI-GRAVITY REVELATION

Area 51 Gravity-Defying Crafts
float over, based, and secretly first
launched over the naive and distracted
public from Albany NY Airport 2015/16.

A taxpayer paid-for breakaway-civilization
has developed large ultra-high-tech

silently floating vehicles equipped with
unlimited Zero-Point Energy.

This secretive “black-operations” group
wishes to dominate humanity world-wide

with this powerful vehicle and surveillance
technology. Only We The People can save

our global civilization from this
illegitimate ”shadow-government”

alien-imitating invasion.
We must immediately make this issue Job #1



We, The People, allowed ourselves, for decades, to be screwed.



Currently on a nearby planet, Earth, in the Milky Way galaxy...
An epic struggle of Reality versus Fiction is taking place.

Since the Earth month and year of October, 2015, a breakaway rogue group
Of most of humanity’s billionaires and those sold-out to this establishment, who

Have secretly, for a long-long time, referred to themselves as the ‘elites’ or
Illuminati, through over a century of deception, conspired to enslave the planet,

Stealthily, from within the darkness of blinded public perception.

Through the control of the major media widely known as “television”,
Distracting the world’s peoples mostly with sports before the New Year 2016,
Just prior to a shoddy remake release of the 1977 classic film “Star Wars”,
The illuminati started launching a dominant militarized roll-out in the skies

Against the 99.8% of the less wealthy, less fortunate, population.

Using “zero-point energy” anti-gravity platform vehicles covertly developed by
Tax-payer debt and embezzled corporate laundered money from a secret
Conspiratorial location known as “Area 51”, “DreamLand”, “Groom Lake”,
A black operations military industrial complex base, secretly guarded
Away from public oversight for many decades; this group has begun

Creepily deploying these silent spooky crafts over the heads of the public,
First over Albany New York and Denver Colorado, two conspiratorial

Secret “Darth Vaderish” military bases within otherwise public airports.

The first phase of unannounced public acclimation testing centers around the first
innocent citizen, Michael Weise ( address: 88 Old Coach Road Clifton Park NY 12065
(518) 383-6933 YouTube: “RadioEast1” ), already stalked by these silent levitating
Warships for two months, before a hot war against other innocent citizenry begins -
Using lasers and neutral particle beam weapons to terrorize the populous to submit

Through force to the new dark Tyranny; which the insiders have long referred to as their
“Novus Ordo Seclorum” or “New World Order”; as printed on popular paper money.

This group now intends to incrementally and rapidly transform Earth into a Prison Planet.

The levitating silent anti-gravity platforms appear as big bright stars in the night sky.
Also the average Earth person refers to famous people in the establishment media,
Sold-out accomplices to the public’s physical poisoning and enslavement, as “stars”.

Will most of humanity quickly alert each other and re-install a much better government
Before billions of random people are increasingly forced into a new fascist holocaust of
Indoctrination and mass extermination? Or will the people of Earth mostly speak of
Sports, movies, video games until their once more sane and happier world is no more?

This latest Epic Time Period in Earth’s history is referred to as “War Stars”....



We have a real “Star Wars”
battle beginning above our
heads since October 2015
It is a real Emergency and
not allowed on Television.
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EPISODE #6: Believe it or not!
The government is being more like aliens; now
deploying large anti-gravitycraft over US cities.
Presented by the GRIP Party (G)overnment (R)e-(I)stallation (P)arty 2016 - Open for everyone to join.
It sounds impossible. But in light of this news we don’t have a better choice. We need to wake up.

Anti-gravity craft stalking of American citizens
This is HUGE EPIC NEWS. Bigger than a white house sex

scandal, bigger than Charlie Sheen admitting he has an STD, bigger
then Bruce/Caitlin Jenner wearing dresses and lipstick, bigger than
unconstitutional (illegal) warrantless mass spying, bigger then the
US covertly funding and weaponizing ISIS, this is UNANNOUNCED

UNDEBATED ULTRA-CREEPY UNILATERAL TOTALITARIAN TYRANNY.
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EPISODE #6: Believe it or not! The current Reality of
Anti-Gravity Crafts in the hands of the pyramidal

global power oligarch evilarchy...

PUBLIC RED ALERT: This breakthrough transportation technology could quickly improve
our whole world from the limits of primarily 2D to 3D navigation; if this transportation
breakthrough wasn’t only used to dominate us and keep us on the slow congested roads.

Show your kids this ebook 2015-16; as they
will most clearly see why We The People
should be given access to anti-gravity
technology and not just private government.
We the People also need anti-gravity militia
to defend us from any threat, such as fascist
or communist interest or even alien control.

1st innocent American illegally stalked by

Silent Anti-Gravity Vehicular Technology based from
Albany New York Airport (ALB). First innocent target,

Michael Weise, repeatedly tracked, traced, and
stalked by various AI and piloted anti-gravity crafts,
persistently for weeks in October & November 2015
(hour+ of total video proof - as not seen on tv ! )
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The pages below showcase a full visual frame-by-frame video analysis, second by second - as
you can see in time code, and also verify in the recorded video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aF4X_oCnPHk - that a large airliner-shaped craft is
silently levitating in mid-air across the street from the Albany Airport, silent & still, and about
200-300 feet above the ground; freaking out those drivers passing under and to the side of it.
Also see the video analysis performed by SecureTeam10 on youtube: ( https://www.youtube.com/user/secureteam10 )

Time Lapse Second by Second Showing you a Large Vehicle Parked in the Sky, undeniable by looking at the sequence
second by second.

Here is the craft in the video, parked motionless and silent in the sky (for over 1 minute), just
across the street from Albany International the evening of 11/11/2015. A 1/2 minute (40 secs)
later from the airport’s border, from being parked like on a pole across the street, it lands:

Take time out from so much reading now and just watch one of Michael’s youtube videos if you
haven’t yet. At least one now. The shadow-state Military Industry Complex has ANTI-GRAVITY
modules/boosters/lifters -> no spinning rotors and no movement of air is needed for lift.

Update: Here is Michael stalked on November 9th, 2015 all the way home form work, over 9
miles, over the course of 30 minutes, by two anti-gravity military industrial craft. He also
notices multiple people on the side of the road who are simultaneously witnessing the craft:

See for yourself: --> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2ski-aCHnY
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NOW JUST HOLD THE PAGE DOWN KEY AND SCROLL DOWN THE VIDEO FRAMES BELOW AT A
RATE OF 1FRAME PER/SEC. SEE A REGULAR PLANE CAN NOT JUST TRAVEL 10 FEET-10 SECONDS.

Feel free to copy/forward/share/re-publish this.... ( no copyright - full public domain report )
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There it is above, acting like a giant streetlamp, as if attached to a large steel pole sticking straight up out of the ground.
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Look at the car(s) pass below it. After several
minutes of levitating right there like on a pole, it
slowly moves forward, only then turning on some
jet noise (meant as a disguise - as real jetliners
make tremendous jet noise), moving slower that
the car traffic on the road, it takes a full 30
seconds for this jet to slowly travel about 4 city
blocks to the airstrip. As it passed over the road, it
appears its speed was only 20-30mph. As slow as
a “school zone” speed limit.
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See for yourself: ---> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2ski-aCHnY
------->>>>>>> A REGULAR PLANE CAN NOT JUST TRAVEL 10 FEET IN 10 SECONDS. <<<<<<--------
This one video is already enough proof, but Michael’s “RadioEast1” youtube channel has over
60 more recordings of these CREEPY floating Anti-Gravity craft following him around nightly.
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HAPPENING AT THE SAME TIME AS THE STAGED TERROR EVENT
But EVERYONE SHOULD BE MORE FOCUSED ON THIS ISSUE!
While ‘they’ keep spraying the nation’s sky & air with toxic
chemtrail/geo-engineering metals and particulates: Think!

This is #1 report that everyone should be copying/sending
to others today, and read in full, as soon as possible.

The photos above show the same anti-gravity plane shown landing, and before as it is
parked in the sky, still, for several minutes, just across the street of the Albany INTL airport

before it decided to land. You can watch the video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aF4X_oCnPHk

(as long as youtube doesn’t agree with the evilarchy to censor it - or delete Michael’s
“RadioEast1” channel.) Michael plans to keep these video files posted indefinitely.

This “MUST SEE” video has also been securely posted here rather just on youtube:

https://archive.org/details/VideoEvidence-AlbanyNyAirportAnti-graviticTechnologyNwoMilitary
Please download and/or repost it to make sure everyone around the world has a chance to
see the clear evidence that anti-gravity technology exists and the system/government is still
hiding that fact from us. Those in power appear to have no intention to allow the people to
benefit from this technical ability other than spying & stalking and perhaps abducting us
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with it. This is one of the reasons that this incredibly powerful technology should be openly,
freely & publicly debated. Should the ‘light bulb” or should “the airplane” be patented?

If US taxpayers paid in full or in part for this, information on how this works should not be
withheld from the public; nor should the public be limited from experimenting and maximally
benefiting from this breakthrough; only sensible regulations regarding airspace safety
should be implemented. There is no copyright issue, Michael filmed these with his own
camera, from a street view in the nearby sky from where he was standing and openly
observing matters in the sky, and has published his videos on Youtube and elsewhere into the
public domain.

Delta-Military?Magenta colored logo on these otherwise unidentified anti-gravitic craft.

” We, the People, need to encourage these anti-gravity pilots to defect
with those crafts for full public inspection and public information
disclosure and subsequent public debate; yet somehow they must
disable the more than certain remote-control, auto-pilot, or self-destruct
devices on board them. “

- An Air Force Veteran (NCO), November 12th, 2015
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All People of the world in 2015 and 2016 and most probably into 2017,

... and you are one of those people. If you are not employed/receiving
payments from the creepy shadow-state that is gearing up to lurch out upon
all of us, or even if you are, then you should be concerned... at least aware of
these anti-gravity vehicles now being deployed above our cities. The
attached video at least will make you aware of it.
https://archive.org/details/MichaelWeiseFilmingCreepyJet-shapeAnti-gravityCraftInNy

This is something we just shouldn't stick our heads in the sand about.
One of our fellow friends - yes he is a good guy and a friend to the people of
the world, Michael Weise, 45, of New York, has dramatically filmed
737-shaped-and-sized Anti-Gravity vehicles hovering around the trees
around his subdivision and up to altitudes between 50 to 2000 feet - multiple
times. He has released and we already have over 60+ recent short videos
of these plane-shaped anti-gravity vehicles hovering above the area of
Albany NY, especially near the airport, where they are based, they are
launched, and return to float in and land at Albany NY ALB airport.

This isn't just awesome. This creates and signifies a tremendous
imbalance of power between the 300+ million Americans people whose
families founded and built this country - and untold/unknown thousands of
deceitful shadow-dark-government contractors, perhaps many of them
foreign, who have apparently devised these vehicles from alien technology,
or they are actively in league with alien invaders. This is currently not
announced by the maximally dubious white house and the flashy but corrupt
big corporate press. This should be fully explored.
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Please view this amazing video for an eye and mind-opening
experience like you have never seen before, but you will soon see over your
own heads in the future, especially if a great national debate about this does
not soon (immediately) occur due to denial or fear or just ignorance.

Completely understand the value of, for all of us, in actively forwarding
this message and video around to all our fellow citizens, including children as
they count too, fearlessly. Let's do it for ourselves, and our children.

So simply put - this technology should be used to serve mankind by
freeing us to be able to travel around our cities and around the world making
new friendships and business relationships around the whole world
extremely efficiently --- and not be used to enslave the great majority of the
planet in some ultra creepy non-science-fiction oligarchical/tyranny
Blade-Runnerish future reality remote controlled by shadowy financial
kingpin elites.

Centralized control of an alien-ish highly dangerous silent and ultra
creepy military force should not solely be in hands of a shadowy group of
ruthless elites. Rather, like the invention of the airplane, this technology
should be used to benefit all of us forevermore. This great debate has now
begun, please join in. Do you realize we have never voted on any issues -
votes were ever only cast on names of these slick politicians, traitors, and
usurpers? Inaction at this time, on our part, is futile.
Reference links:
https://archive.org/details/MichaelWeiseFilmingCreepyJet-shapeAnti-gravityCraftInNy
https://archive.org/details/EmergencyCitizenAnnouncement-Govermentantigravitycrafta
ssault ( previous revision of the ebook covering this )
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To HONEST REAL MEDIA OUTLETS and other various citizen journalists + anyone else in the
whole world with an internet connection and who can read ,

Subject: Hugest Possible Story Ever -> “ Huge News Story - NEW YORK BUS DRIVER BEING TRACKED AND
STALKED FOR OVER A MONTH BY SHADOW-STATE ANTI-GRAVITY MILITARY CRAFT ” // "First Persistently
Anti-Gravity Military Craft Stalked Man" // “ Anti-gravity Military Crafts & Alien UFOs & Chemical Spray Tankers
Jets Now In Our Air Daily Above Our Heads ! ” // “Albany New York INTL Airport = Delta/Military NWO
Anti-Gravity Vehicle Launch Base”

Summary: A fellow in upstate New York ( YouTube channel: “RadioEast1” ) has recently filmed dozens of
videos of clandestine (hushed-up) Military Industrial Complex ANTI-GRAVITY SILENTLY LEVITATING CRAFT now
levitating in dusk/daylight, but mostly at night, in full public view (yet most everyone is presumably
not-paying-any-attention-to-it). The SHADOW-STATE appears to have at least a dozen or so ANTI-GRAVITY
JET-shaped craft stationed at the ALBANY NEW YORK INTL AIRPORT and perhaps elsewhere already.
HELICOPTERS ARE NOW OUTMODED. The system wants to use this technology to stalk and enslave us.
Michael then has conversations with the fellow New York citizens, and they also testify that
they clearly see these anti-gravity craft gliding around about a half mile away from them at
about 400 ft about the ground. Multiple citizen witnesses are currently witnessing these craft,
launched from the ALBANY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT silently hovering low in the night sky
near between Clifton Park and Albany New York. }

The following is a compilation video of SHADOW-STATE ANTI-GRAVITY STALKER (SCOUT) craft
hovering far around ALBANY INTERNATIONAL NY AIRPORT, mostly during the night, but
sometimes in daylight/dusk: Please view this early November 2015 produced compilation
video and download/record extra copies to prevent censorship ======>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6qheKQBwXI

Dear fellow non-traitor-sympathizing patriotic Americans and other fellow people ,

First things first, this power technology should be in the HANDS OF THE PEOPLE if nothing else
for at least self defense from predators with equivalent technology. Say in the hands of
billionaires only. This technology should only being allowed be in the hands of any entity who
intends to safely-towards-others capitalize with it.

This requires the attention of KIDS all over the world.
Kids, this technology should not be in the sole hands of a minority group. This is the point that
needs to be understood best. The balance of power must be restored to the people with this
technology be made full open; with economically priced levitation lifting pods made available
to tinkerers in a Renaissance of entrepreneurship of new form of vehicle industry. The
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supreme balance of power should not be a the top of the corporation privileged elite. If there
was a guy named Dracula at the top of the current system, we would not want to give
Dracula sole power of an alien-like military. Maybe the pilots of the stalking anti-gravity craft
call themselves “the aliens” among themselves. Think about that over and over again 10 times.

We need to have a public conference and public debate about this technology over the
course of a whole week, an “everyone invited” free conference, where people can express
their opinion openly on their shirts, hats, video cameras & streaming, and pamphlets.

It is that important.

Help set the date & local location for a local conference.
Become a leader yourself!

Returning to the not-so-secret anymore NWOmilitary anti-gravity hangar at Albany NY Airport.
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This is how it looks when it has its glaring spotlight aimed right at you,
stalking you like prey.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aF4X_oCnPHk

THIS IS REALLY HAPPENING TO US NOW FOLKS.
NO LIE!

MICHAEL IS A FELLOW CITIZEN. THE COMPOSER OF THE EBOOK
IS A CITIZEN. We are not politicians. We are not lying to you.
We must learn to trust each other, as fellow citizens again, for us
to overcome this. Us common citizens need to take over again.
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As Michael (and his girlfriend who is filming with him) is being tracked in his car, in parallel
precisely with the craft that is flying along side his car at EXACTLY the same precise speed of his
car he says to you:

" Look Guys...", at time-code position 0:35 in his November 24th video ( YOUTUBE LINK ),
" we are being tracked in the car right now, this thing is flying sideways with us... if we can get
it, look at it right there, look at it fly with us sideways guys... look at this... unbelievable!, look
at this guys, Look at what I am showing you from the car! You want to know what it is like
to be a targeted individual??? Well, here you go. This sh-t hovers sideways, following us, right
with our car, same speed as us - look at this thing guys, unbelievable... " until time-code 1:40
Watch Michael being chased by it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9p7NBI9WQbM
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SO FOR OVER 1 MINUTE - this anti-gravity craft shaped like a plane, and flying
sideways is tracking Michael Weise and his girlfriend in their car as they drive.

Remember, Michael is totally innocent and just being used as a test surveillance target ( for
over a month now, these anti-gravity craft have especially exposed themselves and their
capabilities to Michael ). Through Michael, as they probably realize he is video-taping them
hovering and surfing silently and with precision across the sky at low altitudes (less than 1000
feet), above Albany New York and his home suburb of Clifton Park, especially over his
subdivision. Michael has given out his home address as a safely measure , since the shadow
state already knows his address - and also somehow his precise position at any time.
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Fellow being stalked by the ant-gravity craft from Albany ALB:
Michael Weise
88 Old Coach Road Clifton Park New York 12065
518 383-6933

They may be tracking him through GPS signal emitted from his car, or his cell phone, or
possibly Micheal's own biological energy signature - but somehow these crafts are onto him
and have stalked him with precision each night he gets the courage to go out and face this ultra
creepy threat.

Michael certainly doesn't feel as safe as he did when he was a young boy growing up in the
area and riding his bicycle around town and through the woods in the area where he grew up.

This isn’t America anymore, as it has been transformed. For those of you that remember the
loveliness and serenity and feeling of security in former America - don’t you wish for a better
system for you children and grand children than this ultra-spooky militarized police state? Do
you wish them to benefit from this incredible transportation breakthrough, or be enslaved by it,

like cattle being helicoptered on a plantation?
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Spotlight AIMING DOWN!
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Here is the same plane , flying so slow,
banking around and hovering above a
elementary school across the street from
where Michael was filming it. This is the

same craft that just flew above his head, a
minute later hovering across the street !!!
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Do you like a government that feels it can stalk
anybody at any time, and maybe shoot a laser
beam right into your eye and cook your brain?

Discuss the GRIP party, where you are given
your house as your family’s, and anti-gravity
technology public and personal transportation
convenience will be provided for everyone.
The current government is too corrupt and
power-mad to let you have anti-gravity
vehicles. Banksters just want to enslave you.
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Let’s get a grip on this alienish government
ultra-creepy non-sense. First Michael needs
our help. He needs whistle-blower protection
He also quit his job to uncover this for you.

Fellow hero being stalked daily by the ant-gravity craft::
Michael Weise
88 Old Coach Road Clifton Park New York 12065
518 383-6933
Let’s call him all day long!
We can help keep him safe!

These operators, technicians, and pilots don’t
want their own family and friends to also get
shot up inevitably by these Dark Side drones
in some kind of Planet of the Apes situation.
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Michael here being stalked hard by 2 craft circling around the mall aiming their beams on him.
Just see Michael Weise’s “RadioEast1” permanent YouTube channel for this video and more:

https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1/videos (Look up Part 6 - P6)
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Here Michael, on November 26th, 2015, in him home suburb of Clifton Park noticed a 737 jet-shaped
anti-gravity vehicle levitating behind some trees behind a Sunoco gas station at about 11pm at night.
The following photo were screen-grabbed from his video which has been posted to his “RadioEast1”
Youtube channel. This incredible video has also been re-posted here:
https://archive.org/details/MichaelWeiseFilmingCreepyJet-shapeAnti-gravityCraftInNy
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Yes, that is anti-gravity technology upon us. Wouldn’t you like to travel around the world in one of
these babies?
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There is is, floating up after scaring the birds in the trees behind the Sunoco gas station. Maybe it
was collecting some firewood for fuel? Probably not... These things probably have some unlimited
plasma fusion energy transducer on-board. How about we find out how these things really function?
Is it emitting harmful radiation energy fields too? We don’t know. We should do more than inquire.
We should demand immediate public transportation services based on this marvelous technology.
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FBI flying surveillance aircraft over US cities; planes traced to fake
companies
Published June 02, 2015

Associated Press

Facebook5 Twitter0 livefyre Email Print

The FBI is operating a small air force with scores of low-flying planes across the country carrying video and, at
times, cellphone surveillance technology -- all hidden behind fictitious companies that are fronts for the
government, The Associated Press has learned.

The planes' surveillance equipment is generally used without a judge's approval, and the FBI said the flights are
used for specific, ongoing investigations. In a recent 30-day period, the agency flew above more than 30 cities
in 11 states across the country, an AP review found.

Aerial surveillance represents a changing frontier for law enforcement, providing what the government
maintains is an important tool in criminal, terrorism or intelligence probes. But the program raises questions
about whether there should be updated policies protecting civil liberties as new technologies pose intrusive
opportunities for government spying.

U.S. law enforcement officials confirmed for the first time the wide-scale use of the aircraft, which the AP
traced to at least 13 fake companies, such as FVX Research, KQM Aviation, NBR Aviation and PXW Services.
Even basic aspects of the program are withheld from the public in censored versions of official reports from the
Justice Department's inspector general.

"The FBI's aviation program is not secret," spokesman Christopher Allen said in a statement. "Specific aircraft
and their capabilities are protected for operational security purposes." Allen added that the FBI's planes "are not
equipped, designed or used for bulk collection activities or mass surveillance."

But the planes can capture video of unrelated criminal activity on the ground that could be handed over for
prosecutions.

Some of the aircraft can also be equipped with technology that can identify thousands of people below through
the cellphones they carry, even if they're not making a call or in public. Officials said that practice, which
mimics cell towers and gets phones to reveal basic subscriber information, is rare.

Details confirmed by the FBI track closely with published reports since at least 2003 that a government
surveillance program might be behind suspicious-looking planes slowly circling neighborhoods. The AP traced
at least 50 aircraft back to the FBI, and identified more than 100 flights since late April orbiting both major
cities and rural areas.

One of the planes, photographed in flight last week by the AP in northern Virginia, bristled with unusual
antennas under its fuselage and a camera on its left side. A federal budget document from 2010 mentioned at
least 115 planes, including 90 Cessna aircraft, in the FBI's surveillance fleet.

The FBI also occasionally helps local police with aerial support, such as during the recent disturbance in
Baltimore that followed the death of 25-year-old Freddie Gray, who sustained grievous injuries while in police
custody. Those types of requests are reviewed by senior FBI officials.
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The surveillance flights comply with agency rules, an FBI spokesman said. Those rules, which are heavily
redacted in publicly available documents, limit the types of equipment the agency can use, as well as the
justifications and duration of the surveillance.

Details about the flights come as the Justice Department seeks to navigate privacy concerns arising from aerial
surveillance by unmanned aircrafts, or drones. President Obama has said he welcomes a debate on government
surveillance, and has called for more transparency about spying in the wake of disclosures about classified
programs.

"These are not your grandparents' surveillance aircraft," said Jay Stanley, a senior policy analyst with the
American Civil Liberties Union, calling the flights significant "if the federal government is maintaining a fleet
of aircraft whose purpose is to circle over American cities, especially with the technology we know can be
attached to those aircraft."

During the past few weeks, the AP tracked planes from the FBI's fleet on more than 100 flights over at least 11
states plus the District of Columbia, most with Cessna 182T Skylane aircraft. These included parts of Houston,
Phoenix, Seattle, Chicago, Boston, Minneapolis and Southern California.

Evolving technology can record higher-quality video from long distances, even at night, and can capture certain
identifying information from cellphones using a device known as a "cell-site simulator" -- or Stingray, to use
one of the product's brand names. These can trick pinpointed cellphones into revealing identification numbers of
subscribers, including those not suspected of a crime.

Officials say cellphone surveillance is rare, although the AP found in recent weeks FBI flights orbiting large,
enclosed buildings for extended periods where aerial photography would be less effective than electronic
signals collection. Those included above Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport and the Mall of America
in Bloomington, Minnesota.

After The Washington Post revealed flights by two planes circling over Baltimore in early May, the AP began
analyzing detailed flight data and aircraft-ownership registrations that shared similar addresses and flight
patterns. That review found some FBI missions circled above at least 40,000 residents during a single flight
over Anaheim, California, in late May, according to Census data and records provided by the website
FlightRadar24.com.

Most flight patterns occurred in counter-clockwise orbits up to several miles wide and roughly one mile above
the ground at slow speeds. A 2003 newsletter from the company FLIR Systems Inc., which makes camera
technology such as seen on the planes, described flying slowly in left-handed patterns.

"Aircraft surveillance has become an indispensable intelligence collection and investigative technique which
serves as a force multiplier to the ground teams," the FBI said in 2009 when it asked Congress for $5.1 million
for the program.

Recently, independent journalists and websites have cited companies traced to post office boxes in Virginia,
including one shared with the Justice Department. The AP analyzed similar data since early May, while also
drawing upon aircraft registration documents, business records and interviews with U.S. officials to understand
the scope of the operations.

The FBI asked the AP not to disclose the names of the fake companies it uncovered, saying that would saddle
taxpayers with the expense of creating new cover companies to shield the government's involvement, and could
endanger the planes and integrity of the surveillance missions. The AP declined the FBI's request because the
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companies' names -- as well as common addresses linked to the Justice Department -- are listed on public
documents and in government databases.

At least 13 front companies that AP identified being actively used by the FBI are registered to post office boxes
in Bristow, Virginia, which is near a regional airport used for private and charter flights. Only one of them
appears in state business records.

Included on most aircraft registrations is a mysterious name, Robert Lindley. He is listed as chief executive and
has at least three distinct signatures among the companies. Two documents include a signature for Robert
Taylor, which is strikingly similar to one of Lindley's three handwriting patterns.

The FBI would not say whether Lindley is a U.S. government employee. The AP unsuccessfully tried to reach
Lindley at phone numbers registered to people of the same name in the Washington area since Monday.

Law enforcement officials said Justice Department lawyers approved the decision to create fictitious companies
to protect the flights' operational security and that the Federal Aviation Administration was aware of the
practice. One of the Lindley-headed companies shares a post office box openly used by the Justice Department.

Such elusive practices have endured for decades. A 1990 report by the then-General Accounting Office noted
that, in July 1988, the FBI had moved its "headquarters-operated" aircraft into a company that wasn't publicly
linked to the bureau.

The FBI does not generally obtain warrants to record video from its planes of people moving outside in the open,
but it also said that under a new policy it has recently begun obtaining court orders to use cell-site simulators.
The Obama administration had until recently been directing local authorities through secret agreements not to
reveal their own use of the devices, even encouraging prosecutors to drop cases rather than disclose the
technology's use in open court.

A Justice Department memo last month also expressly barred its component law enforcement agencies from
using unmanned drones "solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment" and
said they are to be used only in connection with authorized investigations and activities. A department
spokeswoman said the policy applied only to unmanned aircraft systems rather than piloted airplanes.

FBI Is Behind Mysterious Low-Flying Surveillance Planes Over U.S.
Cities
By JACK GILLUM, EILEEN SULLIVAN and ERIC TUCKER
View Comments ()

Passenger jet airplane taking off at dusk

The FBI is operating a small air force with scores of low-flying planes across the country carrying video and, at
times, cellphone surveillance technology — all hidden behind fictitious companies that are fronts for the
government, The Associated Press has learned.

The planes' surveillance equipment is generally used without a judge's approval, and the FBI said the flights are
used for specific, ongoing investigations. In a recent 30-day period, the agency flew above more than 30 cities
in 11 states across the country, an AP review found.
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Aerial surveillance represents a changing frontier for law enforcement, providing what the government
maintains is an important tool in criminal, terrorism or intelligence probes. But the program raises questions
about whether there should be updated policies protecting civil liberties as new technologies pose intrusive
opportunities for government spying.

U.S. law enforcement officials confirmed for the first time the wide-scale use of the aircraft, which the AP
traced to at least 13 fake companies, such as FVX Research, KQM Aviation, NBR Aviation and PXW Services.
Even basic aspects of the program are withheld from the public in censored versions of official reports from the
Justice Department's inspector general.

"The FBI's aviation program is not secret," spokesman Christopher Allen said in a statement. "Specific aircraft
and their capabilities are protected for operational security purposes." Allen added that the FBI's planes "are not
equipped, designed or used for bulk collection activities or mass surveillance."

But the planes can capture video of unrelated criminal activity on the ground that could be handed over for
prosecutions.

Some of the aircraft can also be equipped with technology that can identify thousands of people below through
the cellphones they carry, even if they're not making a call or in public. Officials said that practice, which
mimics cell towers and gets phones to reveal basic subscriber information, is rare.

Details confirmed by the FBI track closely with published reports since at least 2003 that a government
surveillance program might be behind suspicious-looking planes slowly circling neighborhoods. The AP traced
at least 50 aircraft back to the FBI, and identified more than 100 flights since late April orbiting both major
cities and rural areas.

One of the planes, photographed in flight last week by the AP in northern Virginia, bristled with unusual
antennas under its fuselage and a camera on its left side. A federal budget document from 2010 mentioned at
least 115 planes, including 90 Cessna aircraft, in the FBI's surveillance fleet.

The FBI also occasionally helps local police with aerial support, such as during the recent disturbance in
Baltimore that followed the death of 25-year-old Freddie Gray, who sustained grievous injuries while in police
custody. Those types of requests are reviewed by senior FBI officials.

The surveillance flights comply with agency rules, an FBI spokesman said. Those rules, which are heavily
redacted in publicly available documents, limit the types of equipment the agency can use, as well as the
justifications and duration of the surveillance.

Details about the flights come as the Justice Department seeks to navigate privacy concerns arising from aerial
surveillance by unmanned aircrafts, or drones. President Barack Obama has said he welcomes a debate on
government surveillance, and has called for more transparency about spying in the wake of disclosures about
classified programs.

"These are not your grandparents' surveillance aircraft," said Jay Stanley, a senior policy analyst with the
American Civil Liberties Union, calling the flights significant "if the federal government is maintaining a fleet
of aircraft whose purpose is to circle over American cities, especially with the technology we know can be
attached to those aircraft."

During the past few weeks, the AP tracked planes from the FBI's fleet on more than 100 flights over at least 11
states plus the District of Columbia, most with Cessna 182T Skylane aircraft. These included parts of Houston,
Phoenix, Seattle, Chicago, Boston, Minneapolis and Southern California.
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Evolving technology can record higher-quality video from long distances, even at night, and can capture certain
identifying information from cellphones using a device known as a "cell-site simulator" — or Stingray, to use
one of the product's brand names. These can trick pinpointed cellphones into revealing identification numbers of
subscribers, including those not suspected of a crime.

Officials say cellphone surveillance is rare, although the AP found in recent weeks FBI flights orbiting large,
enclosed buildings for extended periods where aerial photography would be less effective than electronic
signals collection. Those included above Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport and the Mall of America
in Bloomington, Minnesota.

After The Washington Post revealed flights by two planes circling over Baltimore in early May, the AP began
analyzing detailed flight data and aircraft-ownership registrations that shared similar addresses and flight
patterns. That review found some FBI missions circled above at least 40,000 residents during a single flight
over Anaheim, California, in late May, according to Census data and records provided by the website
FlightRadar24.com.

Most flight patterns occurred in counter-clockwise orbits up to several miles wide and roughly one mile above
the ground at slow speeds. A 2003 newsletter from the company FLIR Systems Inc., which makes camera
technology such as seen on the planes, described flying slowly in left-handed patterns.

"Aircraft surveillance has become an indispensable intelligence collection and investigative technique which
serves as a force multiplier to the ground teams," the FBI said in 2009 when it asked Congress for $5.1 million
for the program.

Recently, independent journalists and websites have cited companies traced to post office boxes in Virginia,
including one shared with the Justice Department. The AP analyzed similar data since early May, while also
drawing upon aircraft registration documents, business records and interviews with U.S. officials to understand
the scope of the operations.

The FBI asked the AP not to disclose the names of the fake companies it uncovered, saying that would saddle
taxpayers with the expense of creating new cover companies to shield the government's involvement, and could
endanger the planes and integrity of the surveillance missions. The AP declined the FBI's request because the
companies' names — as well as common addresses linked to the Justice Department — are listed on public
documents and in government databases.

At least 13 front companies that AP identified being actively used by the FBI are registered to post office boxes
in Bristow, Virginia, which is near a regional airport used for private and charter flights. Only one of them
appears in state business records.

Included on most aircraft registrations is a mysterious name, Robert Lindley. He is listed as chief executive and
has at least three distinct signatures among the companies. Two documents include a signature for Robert
Taylor, which is strikingly similar to one of Lindley's three handwriting patterns.

The FBI would not say whether Lindley is a U.S. government employee. The AP unsuccessfully tried to reach
Lindley at phone numbers registered to people of the same name in the Washington area since Monday.

Law enforcement officials said Justice Department lawyers approved the decision to create fictitious companies
to protect the flights' operational security and that the Federal Aviation Administration was aware of the
practice. One of the Lindley-headed companies shares a post office box openly used by the Justice Department.
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Such elusive practices have endured for decades. A 1990 report by the then-General Accounting Office noted
that, in July 1988, the FBI had moved its "headquarters-operated" aircraft into a company that wasn't publicly
linked to the bureau.

The FBI does not generally obtain warrants to record video from its planes of people moving outside in the open,
but it also said that under a new policy it has recently begun obtaining court orders to use cell-site simulators.
The Obama administration had until recently been directing local authorities through secret agreements not to
reveal their own use of the devices, even encouraging prosecutors to drop cases rather than disclose the
technology's use in open court.

A Justice Department memo last month also expressly barred its component law enforcement agencies from
using unmanned drones "solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment" and
said they are to be used only in connection with authorized investigations and activities. A department
spokeswoman said the policy applied only to unmanned aircraft systems rather than piloted airplanes.

___

Associated Press writers Sean Murphy in Oklahoma City; Joan Lowy and Ted Bridis in Washington; Randall
Chase in Wilmington, Delaware; and news researchers Monika Mathur in Washington and Rhonda Shafner in
New York contributed to this report.

The phrase the AP didn't mention is that there crafts, notable with the Delta tail
logos are anti-gravity, therefore hovering/levitating like alien ufos. Over a dozen
are these have been based at Albany ALB international airport in New York since
October 2015. The big unannounced party is that they are using seemingly
alien-sourced anti-gravity lifters to levitate 737 sized aircraft parked stationary and
silently in mid-air with no air movement. So get the with program people... there is
a reason they are not telling you in the controlled press, any any big media source
that a secretive group has reversed engineered from aliens or helped by aliens with
anti-gravity technology and have deployed it. Understand the deceit within not
announcing it.
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Government Named Top U.S. Problem for Second

Straight Year

by Lydia Saad, Politics, January 4, 2016

http://www.gallup.com/poll/187979/government-named-top-problem-second-straight-year.aspx?u

tm_source=alert&utm_medium=email&utm_content=morelink&utm_campaign=syndication

Story Highlights

 16% of Americans see government as nation's top problem
 The economy ranks second at 13%
 Unemployment mentions drop by half, but still rank third
 Immigration ranks in top four for first time in eight years

PRINCETON, N.J. -- For the second consecutive year, dissatisfaction with government edged out the economy
as the problem more Americans identified as the nation's top problem in 2015. According to Gallup's monthly
measure of the most important problem facing the U.S., an average of 16% of Americans in 2015 mentioned
some aspect of government, including President Barack Obama, Congress or political conflict, as the country's
chief problem. The economy came in second with 13% mentioning it, while unemployment and immigration
tied for third at 8%

.

http://www.gallup.com/poll/187979/government-named-top-problem-second-straight-year.aspx?utm_source=alert&utm_medium=email&utm_content=morelink&utm_campaign=syndication


Although the economy and unemployment both made
the top four this year, the average percentages
mentioning them are down from 2014 and well below
the levels recorded from 2009 through 2013.

Notably, 2015 was the first year since 2007 in which
immigration was one of the top four most frequently
cited problems, although this is mainly because
mentions of healthcare dropped from 10% in 2014 to
6% in 2015, making room for immigration at the top.
Mentions of immigration held steady in 2015 at 8%.
Rounding out the top 10 were a constellation of
problems each averaging 5%, including ethical/moral
decline, race relations/racism, terrorism, the federal
budget deficit or debt and education.

2015 marks only the second time since 2001 that no
single issue averaged 20% or more for the year.
However, 34% of Americans named at least one of
several specific economic issues -- including the
economy, unemployment, the budget deficit, inflation
and others.

Mentions of Terrorism, Gun Control, Immigration
Surged at Points

Although mentions of terrorism averaged just 5% for
the year, the percentage of Americans citing it spiked
to 16% in December following the terrorist attacks in
Paris and the San Bernardino shooting in which two
individuals killed 14 people. Earlier in the year,
terrorism rose as a concern to 8% following the
Charlie Hebdo attack in Paris, which al Qaeda in the
Arabian Peninsula claims to have orchestrated.
Otherwise, monthly mentions of terrorism were mostly
in the 2% to 4% range throughout the year.

Another issue that briefly spiked as a concern in 2015
was gun control, with mentions rising from near 1%
most months to 7% in October and December
following mass shootings that dominated the news.
Similarly, mentions of immigration rose above 10% in
September, possibly reflecting Americans' concerns
about the European migrant crisis, or in response to
the publicity that the Republican presidential debates
gave to Donald Trump's stances against illegal
immigration.

Mentions of the economy were fairly steady all year
near the 13% average rating, but dropped to 9% in
December, likely because of the spike in concern that
month about terrorism and gun violence.

http://www.gallup.com/poll/187655/americans-name-terrorism-no-problem.aspx?g_source=most important problem terrorism&g_medium=search&g_campaign=tiles
http://www.gallup.com/poll/181619/mentions-terrorism-rise-important-problem.aspx
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As was the case in each of the two prior years, there was less consensus in 2015 on any single problem as the
nation's biggest, largely because Americans' concern about the economy and unemployment subsided, while no
other issue replaced them.

Bottom Line

Americans were most likely to mention some aspect of the federal government in 2015 when asked to name the
country's top problem, but this category still averaged less than 20% of all responses during the year. Even
when mentions of terrorism, immigration and gun laws briefly flared, the percentages citing these stayed below
the 20% threshold.

This lack of a prominent public concern provides an interesting setup to the 2016 presidential election. Some
Americans remain most worried about the economy; others are mainly concerned about immigration, and others
are divided across a host of domestic policy concerns. This contrasts with the last three presidential election
cycles when at least one issue commanded significant public attention in the year prior to the election. In 2011,
for example, the dominant issues were the economy and unemployment; in 2007, the Iraq War; and in 2003, the
economy. Those concerns provided a clear framework for the campaigns, something that is thus far lacking in
the race for 2016.

Survey Methods

Results for the monthly Gallup Poll Social Series surveys included in this analysis are based on telephone
interviews conducted with a random sample of approximately 1,000 adults, aged 18 and older, living in all 50
U.S. states and the District of Columbia. The yearly averages from the combined results are based on the total
sample of approximately 12,000 national adults, with a margin of sampling error of 卤 1 percentage point at the
95% confidence level.

Each sample of national adults includes a minimum quota of 50% cellphone respondents and 50% landline
respondents, with additional minimum quotas by time zone within region. Landline and cellular telephone
numbers are selected using random-digit-dial methods. Learn more about how Gallup Poll Social Series works.

http://www.gallup.com/185477/gallup-poll-social-series-work.aspx?utm_source=METHODOLOGY&utm_medium=topic&utm_campaign=tiles


The following article(s) about our REAL predicament by career constitutional attorney John
Whitehead of the wonderful civil rights site, www.rutherford.org

The Deep State: The Unelected Shadow Government Is Here to Stay

By John W. Whitehead
November 10, 2015

“Behind the ostensible government sits enthroned an invisible government, owing no allegiance and
acknowledging no responsibility to the people.” ― Theodore Roosevelt

America’s next president will inherit more than a bitterly divided nation teetering on the brink of
financial catastrophe when he or she assumes office. He will also inherit a shadow government, one
that is fully operational and staffed by unelected officials who are, in essence, running the country.

To be precise, however, the future president will actually inherit not one but two shadow governments.

The first shadow government, referred to as COG or continuity of government, is made up of unelected
individuals who have been appointed to run the government in the event of a “catastrophe.”

The second shadow government, referred to as the Deep State, is comprised of unelected government
bureaucrats, corporations, contractors, paper-pushers, and button-pushers who are actually calling the
shots behind the scenes right now.

The first shadow government, COG, is a phantom menace waiting for the right circumstances—a
terrorist attack, a natural disaster, an economic meltdown—to bring it out of the shadows, where it
operates even now. When and if COG takes over, the police state will transition to martial law.

Yet as I point out in my book Battlefield America: The War on the American People, it is the second
shadow government, the Deep State, which poses the greater threat to our freedoms. This permanent,
corporatized, militarized, entrenched bureaucracy is unaffected by elections, unaltered by populist
movements, and beyond the reach of the law.

This is the hidden face of the police state.

These two shadow governments, which make a mockery of representative government and the
“reassurance ritual” of voting, have been a long time in the making. Yet they have been so shrouded in
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secrecy, well hidden from the eyes and ears of the American people, that they exist and function in
contravention to the principles of democratic government.

As the following makes clear, these shadow governments, which operate beyond the reach of the
Constitution and with no real accountability to the citizenry, are the reason why “we the people” have
no control over our government.

The COG shadow government plan was devised during the Cold War as a means of ensuring that a
nuclear strike didn’t paralyze the federal government.

COG initially called for three teams consisting of a cabinet member, an executive chief of staff and
military and intelligence officials to practice evacuating and directing a counter nuclear strike against
the Soviet Union from a variety of high-tech, mobile command vehicles. If the president and vice
president were both killed, one of these teams would take control, with the ranking cabinet official
serving as president.

This all changed after the attacks of September 11, 2001, when it became clear that there would be no
warning against a terrorist attack. Instead of waiting until an attack occurred to mobilize part-time
bureaucrats and activate evacuation schemes, George W. Bush opted to change COG and establish a
full-time, permanent shadow government, stationed outside the capital, run by permanently appointed
(not elected) executive officials.

COG has since taken on a power—and a budget—of its own.

Incredibly, under the Obama administration, the plans for the shadow government have expanded and
grown far more elaborate and costly than many realize. It is what investigative journalist William M.
Arkin refers to as “the latest manifestation of an obsession with government survival.”

In much the same way that the nation was taken hostage after 9/11 by color-coded terror alerts and
“See Something, Say Something” campaigns that transformed us into a fearful, watchful nation of
suspects, the government’s efforts to prepare us for a so-called national disaster have, in turn, left us a
constant state of near-emergency and acclimated us to the sight of militarized police, military drills on
American soil, privatized prisons, the specter of internment camps, and the erosion of constitutional
rights, especially as they pertain to so-called “extremists,” domestic or otherwise.

Study the COG plans carefully, however, and you’ll find that the concern isn’t so much about protecting
our government as it is about protecting the nation’s governmental elite.
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As Arkin reports: “Countless billions have been spent on this endeavor over the years, a secret orgy of
preparedness going on behind the scenes, one that ensures Washington can defend itself, take care
of its own, and survive no matter what.”

To this end, the government has invested heavily in the “architecture of fear”: massive underground
bunkers—the size of small cities—which are sprinkled throughout the country for the government elite
to escape to “in case of an imminent nuclear strike so that they can set up a kind of
Administration-in-exile, directing every order of business from retaliation to recovery.”

These bunkers, strategically located around the nation’s capital and in key states, represent a who’s
who on the shadow government’s payroll, with every department and agency represented, from the
Department of Education and the Trademark Office to the Small Business Administration and the
National Archives.

No sector has been overlooked: military, surveillance, counterintelligence, scientific, political, judicial,
corporate contractors, as well as computer programmers, engineers, fire fighters, craftsmen, security
guards, branch chiefs, financial managers, supply officers, secretaries and stenographers, all of whom
have been entrusted with special ID cards allowing them clearance into the doomsday survival sites.
They’ve even included individuals tasked with patent and trademark processing. They even have
contingency plans to save priceless works of art.

The Federal Relocation Arc near Washington DC will reportedly serve as the emergency bunker for
“every Cabinet department (and every government organization deemed essential).” Site R, a
700,000-foot facility inside Raven Rock Mountain near Camp David, will serve as a backup Pentagon.
Peters Mountain near Charlottesville, Va., is the likely site for the nation’s domestic spies to hide out.
Congress will retire to a subterranean facility near the posh Greenbrier resort in West Virginia, which
served as an internment facility for Japanese, Italian and German diplomats during World War II. And
a 600,000-square-foot complex inside Virginia’s Mount Weather is expected to be the primary
relocation site for the White House, the Supreme Court and much of the executive branch.

Built into the side of a mountain, Mount Weather, near Bluemont, Va., is staffed 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. This self-contained facility contains, among other things, a hospital, crematorium, dining
and recreation areas, sleeping quarters, reservoirs of drinking and cooling water, an emergency power
plant, a radio/television studio and a full-time police and fire department.
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There is also an Office of the Presidency at Mount Weather, which regularly receives top-secret
national security information from all the federal departments and agencies. This facility was largely
unknown to everyone, including Congress, until it came to light in the mid-1970s. Military personnel
connected to the bunker have refused to reveal any information about it, even before congressional
committees. In fact, Congress has no oversight, budgetary or otherwise, on Mount Weather, and the
specifics of the facility remain top-secret.

These facilities reinforce a troubling government mindset that treats the American people as relatively
insignificant and expendable. Because you know who’s not on the list of
key-individuals-to-be-saved-in-the-eventuality-of-a-disaster? You and me and every other American
citizen who is viewed as a mere economic unit to be tallied, bought and sold by those in power.

Not to worry, however. The government hasn’t completely forgotten about us.

In the event of a “national emergency”—loosely defined as “any incident, regardless of location, that
results in extraordinary levels of mass casualties, damage, or disruption severely affecting the U.S.
population, infrastructure, environment, economy, or government functions”—the executive branch
and its un-elected appointees will be given unchecked executive, legislative and judicial power.

In such an event, the Constitution will effectively be suspended, thereby ushering in martial law.

However, writing for Radar magazine, Christopher Ketcham suggests that the government won’t have
completely forgotten about the rest of us. In fact, Ketcham believes that the government also has plans
to imprison hundreds of thousands of “potentially suspect” Americans in detention camps.

Ketcham describes a program created by the Department of Homeland Security that relies on a
database of Americans who might be considered potential threats in the event of a national emergency.
Referred to by the code name Main Core, this database reportedly contains the names of millions of
Americans who, “often for the slightest and most trivial reason, are considered unfriendly, and who, in
a time of panic, might be incarcerated. The database can identify and locate perceived ‘enemies of the
state’ almost instantaneously.”

Sounds unnervingly like the objectives of the government’s new Domestic Terrorism Czar and the
Strong Cities network, which will be working to identify and target potential extremists, doesn’t it?

Under Ketcham's scenario, if a terrorist attack occurs, the president will declare a national emergency,
activating COG procedures and throwing the country into martial law with the shadow government at
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the helm. The administration will then round up the “dangerous” Americans listed in Main Core and
place them in one of the many internment camps or private prisons built for just such an eventuality.

For all intents and purposes, the nation is one national “emergency” away from having a full-fledged,
unelected, authoritarian state emerge from the shadows. All it will take is the right event—another
terrorist attack, perhaps, or a natural disaster—for such a regime to emerge from the shadows.

As unnerving as that prospect may be, however, it is the second shadow government, what former
congressional staffer Mike Lofgren refers to as “the Deep State, which operates according to its own
compass heading regardless of who is formally in power,” that poses the greater threat right now.

Consider this: how is it that partisan gridlock has seemingly jammed up the gears (and funding sources)
in Washington, yet the government has been unhindered in its ability to wage endless wars abroad, in
the process turning America into a battlefield and its citizens into enemy combatants?

The credit for such relentless, entrenched, profit-driven governance, according to Lofgren, goes to “
another government concealed behind the one that is visible at either end of Pennsylvania Avenue, a
hybrid entity of public and private institutions ruling the country according to consistent patterns in
season and out, connected to, but only intermittently controlled by, the visible state whose leaders we
choose.”

This “state within a state” hides “mostly in plain sight, and its operators mainly act in the light of day,”
says Lofgren, and yet the “Deep State does not consist of the entire government.”

Rather, Lofgren continues:

It is a hybrid of national security and law enforcement agencies: the Department of Defense, the
Department of State, the Department of Homeland Security, the Central Intelligence Agency and the
Justice Department. I also include the Department of the Treasury because of its jurisdiction over
financial flows, its enforcement of international sanctions and its organic symbiosis with Wall Street.

All these agencies are coordinated by the Executive Office of the President via the National Security
Council. Certain key areas of the judiciary belong to the Deep State, such as the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Court, whose actions are mysterious even to most members of Congress. Also included
are a handful of vital federal trial courts, such as the Eastern District of Virginia and the Southern
District of Manhattan, where sensitive proceedings in national security cases are conducted.
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The final government component (and possibly last in precedence among the formal branches of
government established by the Constitution) is a kind of rump Congress consisting of the
congressional leadership and some (but not all) of the members of the defense and intelligence
committees. The rest of Congress, normally so fractious and partisan, is mostly only intermittently
aware of the Deep State and when required usually submits to a few well-chosen words from the State’
s emissaries.

In an expose titled “Top Secret America,” The Washington Post revealed the private side of this
shadow government, made up of 854,000 contract personnel with top-secret clearances, “a number
greater than that of top-secret-cleared civilian employees of the government.”

Reporting on the Post’s findings, Lofgren points out:

These contractors now set the political and social tone of Washington, just as they are increasingly
setting the direction of the country, but they are doing it quietly, their doings unrecorded in the
Congressional Record or the Federal Register, and are rarely subject to congressional hearings…

The Deep State not only holds the nation’s capital in thrall, but it also controls Wall Street (“which
supplies the cash that keeps the political machine quiescent and operating as a diversionary
marionette theater”) and Silicon Valley.

As Lofgren concludes:

[T]he Deep State is so heavily entrenched, so well protected by surveillance, firepower, money and its
ability to co-opt resistance that it is almost impervious to change… If there is anything the Deep State
requires it is silent, uninterrupted cash flow and the confidence that things will go on as they have in
the past. It is even willing to tolerate a degree of gridlock: Partisan mud wrestling over cultural issues
may be a useful distraction from its agenda.

Remember this the next time you find yourselves mesmerized by the antics of the 2016 presidential
candidates or drawn into a politicized debate over the machinations of Congress, the president or the
judiciary: it’s all intended to distract you from the fact that you have no authority and no rights in the
face of the shadow governments.

WC: 2236
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Signs of a Dying Society
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article43520.htm
By Paul Buchheit

November 24, 2015 "Information Clearing House" - While Edward Snowden and Chelsea Manning
and John Kiriakou are vilified for revealing vital information about spying and bombing and torture, a
man who conspired with Goldman Sachs to make billions of dollars on the planned failure of subprime
mortgages was honored by New York University for his “Outstanding Contributions to Society.”

This is one example of the distorted thinking leading to the demise of a once-vibrant American society.
There are other signs of decay:

1. A House Bill Would View Corporate Crimes as ‘Honest Mistakes’

Wealthy conservatives are pushing a bill that would excuse corporate leaders from financial fraud,
environmental pollution, and other crimes that America’s greatest criminals deem simply reckless or
negligent. The Heritage Foundation attempts to rationalize, saying “someone who simply has an
accident by being slightly careless can hardly be said to have acted with a ‘guilty mind.'”

One must wonder, then, what extremes of evil, in the minds of conservatives, led to criminal charges
against people apparently aware of their actions: the Ohio woman who took coins from a fountain to
buy food; the California man who broke into a church kitchen to find something to eat; and the
90-year-old Florida activist who boldly tried to feed the homeless.

Of course, even without the explicit protection of Congress, CEOs are rarely charged for their crimes.
Not a single Wall Street executive faced prosecution for the fraud-ridden 2008 financial crisis.

2. Unpaid Taxes of 500 Companies Could Pay for a Job for Every Unemployed American

For two years. At the nation’s median salary of $36,000, for all 8 million unemployed.

Citizens for Tax Justice reports that Fortune 500 companies are holding over $2 trillion in profits
offshore to avoid taxes that would amount to over $600 billion. Our society desperately needs
infrastructure repair, but 8 million potential jobs are being held hostage beyond our borders.
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3. Almost 2/3 of American Families Couldn’t Afford a Single Pill of a Life-Saving Drug

62 percent of polled Americans said they couldn’t cover a $500 repair bill. If any of these Americans
need a hepatitis pill from Gilead Sciences, or an anti-infection pill from Martin Shkreli’s company, they
will have to do without.

An AARP study of 115 specialty drugs found that the average cost of a year’s worth of prescriptions
was over $50,000, three times more than the average Social Security benefit. Although it’s true that
most people don’t pay the full retail cost of medicine, the portion paid by insurance companies is
ultimately passed on to consumers through higher premiums.

Pharmaceutical companies pay competitors to keep generic drugs out of the market, and they have
successfully lobbied Congress to keep Medicare from bargaining for lower drug prices. The companies
claim they need the high prices to pay for better medicines. But for every $1 they spend on basic
research, they invest $19 in promotion and marketing.

4. Violent Crime Down, Prison Population Doubles

FBI statistics confirm a dramatic decline in violent crimes since 1991, yet the number of prisoners has
doubled over approximately the same period.

Meanwhile, white-collar prosecutions have been reduced by over a third, and, as noted above,
corporate leaders are steadily working toward 100% tolerance for their crimes.

5. One in Four Americans Suffer Mental Illness, Mental Health Facilities Cut by 90%

According to the National Alliance on Mental Illness, 25 percent of adults experience mental illness in a
given year, with almost half of the homeless population so inflicted. Yet from 1970 to 2002, the per
capita number of public mental health hospital beds plummeted from over 200 per 100,000 to 20 per
100,000, and after the recession state cutbacks continued.

That leaves prison as the only option for many desperate Americans.

There exists a common theme amidst these signs of societal decay: The super-rich keep taking from
the middle class as the middle class becomes a massive lower class. Yet the myth persists that we
should all look up with admiration at the “self-made” takers who are ripping our society apart.
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Prisons Without Walls: We’re All Inmates in the American Police State

By John W. Whitehead
June 15, 2015

“It is perfectly possible for a man to be out of prison and yet not free—to be under no physical
constraint and yet be a psychological captive, compelled to think, feel and act as the representatives of
the national state, or of some private interest within the nation wants him to think, feel and act. . . . To
him the walls of his prison are invisible and he believes himself to be free.”—Aldous Huxley, A Brave
New World Revisited

“Free worlders” is prison slang for those who are not incarcerated behind prison walls. Supposedly,
those fortunate souls live in the “free world.” However, appearances can be deceiving.

“As I got closer to retiring from the Federal Bureau of Prisons,” writes former prison employee Marlon
Brock, “it began to dawn on me that the security practices we used in the prison system were being
implemented outside those walls.” In fact, if Brock is right, then we “free worlders” do live in a prison
—albeit, one without visible walls.

In federal prisons, cameras are everywhere in order to maintain “security” and keep track of the
prisoners. Likewise, the “free world” is populated with video surveillance and tracking devices. From
surveillance cameras in stores and street corners to license plate readers (with the ability to log some
1,800 license plates per hour) on police cars, our movements are being tracked virtually everywhere.
With this increasing use of iris scanners and facial recognition software—which drones are equipped
with—there would seem to be nowhere to hide.

Detection and confiscation of weapons (or whatever the warden deems “dangerous”) in prison is
routine. The inmates must be disarmed. Pat downs, checkpoints, and random searches are second
nature in ferreting out contraband.

Sound familiar?

Metal detectors are now in virtually all government buildings. There are the TSA scanning devices and
metal detectors we all have to go through in airports. Police road blocks and checkpoints are used to
perform warrantless searches for contraband. Those searched at road blocks can be searched for
contraband regardless of their objections—just like in prison. And there are federal road blocks on
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American roads in the southwestern United States. Many of them are permanent and located up to
100 miles from the border.

Stop and frisk searches are taking place daily across the country. Some of them even involve anal
and/or vaginal searches. In fact, the U.S. Supreme Court has approved strip searches even if you are
arrested for a misdemeanor—such as a traffic stop. Just like a prison inmate.

Prison officials open, search and read every piece of mail sent to inmates. This is true of those who
reside outside prison walls, as well. In fact, “the United States Postal Service uses a ‘Mail Isolation
Control and Tracking Program’ to create a permanent record of who is corresponding with each other
via snail mail.” Believe it or not, each piece of physical mail received by the Postal Service is
photographed and stored in a database. Approximately 160 billion pieces of mail sent out by average
Americans are recorded each year and the police and other government agents have access to this
information.

Prison officials also monitor outgoing phone calls made by inmates. This is similar to what the NSA,
the telecommunication corporation, and various government agencies do continually to American
citizens. The NSA also downloads our text messages, emails, Facebook posts, and so on while
watching everything we do.

Then there are the crowd control tactics: helmets, face shields, batons, knee guards, tear gas, wedge
formations, half steps, full steps, pinning tactics, armored vehicles, and assault weapons. Most of
these phrases are associated with prison crowd control because they were perfected by prisons.

Finally, when a prison has its daily operations disturbed, often times it results in a lockdown. What we
saw with the “free world” lockdowns following the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing and the melees in
Ferguson, Missouri and Baltimore, Maryland, mirror a federal prison lockdown.

These are just some of the similarities between the worlds inhabited by locked-up inmates and those
of us who roam about in the so-called “free world.”

Is there any real difference?

To those of us who see the prison that’s being erected around us, it’s a bit easier to realize what’s
coming up ahead, and it’s not pretty. However, and this must be emphasized, what most Americans
perceive as life in the United States of America is a far cry from reality. Real agendas and real power
are always hidden.
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As Author Frantz Fanon notes, “Sometimes people hold a core belief that is very strong. When they
are presented with evidence that works against that belief, the new evidence cannot be accepted. It
would create a feeling that is extremely uncomfortable, called cognitive dissonance. And because it is
so important to protect the core belief, they will rationalize, ignore and even deny anything that doesn’t
fit in with the core belief.”

This state of denial and rejection of reality is the essential plot of John Carpenter’s 1988 film They Live,
where a group of down-and-out homeless men discover that people have been, in effect, so
hypnotized by media distractions that they do not see their prison environment and the real nature of
those who control them—that is, an oligarchic elite.

Caught up in subliminal messages such as “obey” and “conform,” among others, beamed out of
television and various electronic devices, billboards, and the like, people are unaware of the elite
controlling their lives. As such, they exist, as media analyst Marshall McLuhan once wrote, in “prisons
without walls.” And of course, any resistance is met with police aggression.

A key moment in the film occurs when John Nada, a homeless drifter, notices something strange about
people hanging about a church near the homeless settlement where he lives. Nada decides to
investigate. Entering the church, he sees graffiti on a door: They live, We sleep. Nada overhears two
men, obviously resisters, talking about “robbing banks” and “manufacturing Hoffman lenses until we’
re blue in the face.” Moments later, one of the resisters catches Nada fumbling in the church and tells
him “it’s the revolution.” When Nada nervously backs off, the resister assures him, “You’ll be back.”

Rummaging through a box, Nada discovers a handful of cheap-looking sunglasses, referred to earlier
as Hoffman lenses. Grabbing a pair and exiting the church, he starts walking down a busy urban
street.

Sliding the sunglasses on his face, Nada is shocked to see a society bombarded and controlled on
every side by subliminal messages beamed at them from every direction. Billboards are transformed
into authoritative messages: a bikini-clad woman in one ad is replaced with the words “MARRY AND
REPRODUCE.” Magazine racks scream “CONSUME” and “OBEY.” A wad of dollar bills in a vendor’
s hand proclaims, “THIS IS YOUR GOD.”

What’s even more disturbing than the hidden messages, however, are the ghoulish-looking creatures
—the elite—who appear human until viewed them through the lens of truth.
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This is the subtle message of They Live, an apt analogy of our own distorted vision of life in the
American police state. These things are in plain sight, but from the time we are born until the time we
die, we are indoctrinated into believing that those who rule us do it for our good. The truth, far different,
is that those who rule us don’t really see us as human beings with dignity and worth. They see us as if
“we’re livestock.”

It’s only once Nada’s eyes have been opened that he is able to see the truth: “Maybe they’ve always
been with us,” he says. “Maybe they love it—seeing us hate each other, watching us kill each other,
feeding on our own cold f**in’ hearts.” Nada, disillusioned and fed up with the lies and distortions, is
finally ready to fight back. “I got news for them. Gonna be hell to pay. Cause I ain’t daddy’s little boy no
more.”

What about you?

As I point out in my book Battlefield America: The War on the American People, the warning signs
have been cautioning us for decades. Oblivious to what lies ahead, most have ignored the obvious.
We’ve been manipulated into believing that if we continue to consume, obey, and have faith, things will
work out. But that’s never been true of emerging regimes. And by the time we feel the hammer coming
down upon us, it will be too late.

As Rod Serling warned:

All the Dachaus must remain standing. The Dachaus, the Belsens, the Buchenwalds, the Auschwitzes
—all of them. They must remain standing because they are a monument to a moment in time when
some men decided to turn the earth into a graveyard, into it they shoveled all of their reason, their logic,
their knowledge, but worst of all their conscience. And the moment we forget this, the moment we
cease to be haunted by its remembrance. Then we become the grave diggers.

The message: stay alert.

Take the warning signs seriously. And take action because the paths to destruction are well disguised
by those in control.

This is the lesson of history.

Life in the Electronic Concentration Camp: The Surveillance State Is Alive and Well

www.rutherford.org
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9-

Optical Illusion - Right or Left - Right or Wrong?

Ask your KIDS which world they would enjoy better...
and take their vote...

What happened to America that used to be really be wonderful ?
Be a leader in the GRIP Party. Anyone can join at anytime.

Deny empowering the lying rotten Democrat/Republican trap.
Just speak of and get together about a new people’s government.
Either We The People take charge again now, or we will perish.
We need to invent a new & modern constitution, and honor it.
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Here is a another summary of what is going on. This page should be read in public for others to hear.

There is a “REAL’ STAR WARS battle now starting to take root in the skies above our heads. You
don’t need to watch Star Wars to see real silently levitating anti-gravity crafts now lurking about in our
skies. George Lucas must of been aware of what has now emerged out of Area 51, but he has kept
quiet about it for selfish interest. Maybe his 1 little now-old life has been threatened. Even Jeff Bezos
and Elon Musk must have been tipped off that anti-gravity has been perfected and is currently flying
around. With Ant-Gravity propulsion there is NO NEED FOR ROCKETS BOOSTERS ANYMORE. So
why do they launch big rockets with much fanfare still these days, even trying to land the used rocket
shells standing up? IT IS ALL USELESS Folks, now that human-made Anti-Gravity propulsion is
already here. Satellites can be much more easily lifted up in space and put in place by Anti-Gravity
crafts. In other words, the establishment is spending billions of dollars on Out-Moded rocket launches -
just to DECEIVE YOU. What an excess waste of time & resources; just to make you think there is no
easier way to lift payloads into space(!) The system literally has spent Trillions to Deceive all of us!
Yes, anti-gravity propulsion has been invented in the process - but they are trying to now keep it still a
secret in plain (or excuse the pun, ‘plane’) view. “Delta airlines” seems to be most affiliated with the
cover-paint for these anti-gravity jet-shaped platform vehicles. Further investigation into this should be
initially probed into Delta’s link with the shadow-state & out-of-control military industrial complex.

If we don’t self-alert ourselves to these unannounced anti-gravity platform vehicles lurking at low
altitudes, then they are going to be only used for spying on us, intimidating us, freaking us out, stalking
us, rendition (disappearing key journalists/whistle-blowers/political-opposition), or be generally used to
herd mobs of people into bondage or camps. However, they are used operationally in low-altitude,
often stationary, or slow moving manners. This however makes them extremely vulnerable to
50calibre turrets and shoulder mounted surface-to-air missiles. However, we shouldn’t allow these
nameless creeps of the so called ‘shadow state’ commissioning these creepy anti-gravity craft stalking
operations. Maybe, in a regulated manner these silently levitating crafts can be only used for
beneficial-to-We-The-People purposes. Obviously they shouldn’t be used to run drugs at low altitudes
across borders. Anti-gravity should enable a truly new amazing public transportation network between
cities, lessening demand & congestion on our often grid-locked highways. We must demand it!

So, it is amazing that we have never arranged for a NATIONAL DEBATE, including “everyone”,
on a single issue before, especially 1 of incredibly profound implications to our future.

We need to all simultaneously call for a “NATIONAL DEBATE ON THE IMPLICATIONS OF
ANTIGRAVITY PLATFORMS AND CRAFTS”. This technology should not be only left in the hands of
shadowy private corporations or militaries. This technology should be used for more efficient public
transportation. Know-how should be given to the public to promote competition in anti-gravity craft
design and production. Plus they appear to be using withheld ZP (Zero Point) unlimited free energy!

So, we have a choice now - either to all get interested and start the great debate among ourselves and
hold a National Convention/Debate about this -or- choose to be enslaved as if a race of alien invaders
came down to conquer humanity. In other words, do you someday in this decade want an anti-gravity
vehicle in your garage for you/your children, or would you rather have your family herded into concen-
tration camps for forced processing, toxic vaccination, indoctrination, chipping, or to be beheaded or
gassed? That is the difference we are talking about. A horrible or no future for you and your
family, or a much better high-tech “Jetsons” like world around you. Which one will you push for?

It is that important folks. Make many digital copies of this ebook; it adequately covers the topic
and contains enough visual proof, the 9MB video, and all of Michael’s Weise’s initial reporting videos
on his “RadioEast1” youtube channel. Choose a better future for all of us, please don’t ignore this out
of fear or disbelief, please do bring this to the attention of everyone you know, all our neighbors. GB
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Dear fellow Americans and Canadians, especially college-aged students, 20-30 somethings, or “millenials”,

These are really the worst times in American history. Things used to be much better. The US wasn’t existing
mostly off debt. It was managed much better. It was healthier. The skies were bluer and the air has much
less haze, or particulate matter put into and suspended in it. Vaccines were entirely optional. People had more
rights, liberties, protections, and the justice system was much more constitutional and legitimate. We weren’t
put under so much fear (or daily economic turbulence or terrorism) by the media daily and the press was more
free. It was a funner and happier time for everyone. One spouse, usually the husband was required to work,
today both most often are are, unless you or your spouse have a high paying six figure or insider-type job.

What we have to realize is that we don’t have a legitimate constitutional form of government anymore. It
resembles more like its own corporation, and we have what is more like a corporate type governance, or what is
termed “corptocracy”. It is actually worse than that. The already rich & powerful or the “haves” or the “1%”
has formed into what is called an ‘oligarchy’. This has also happened to our neighbor Canada. It is clearly
evident. The new PM there, Justin Trudeau, is the son of a former communistic PM, Pierre Trudeau.
http://news.nationalpost.com/full-comment/david-frum-the-disastrous-legacy-of-pierre-trudeau The Canadian
people were just conned, just like we might all be media-suckered into a 3rd Bush, or 2nd Clinton. The global
oligarchs all work together. They own most all of the media/TV, they care more about profit, power, and
control than about the common people, not matter if it is Canada, the US, Cuba, or Communist China, etc.

Communism is often the central policy of an oligarchy. Communism is very bad. Communists has killed
100s of millions of their own innocent citizens in the past, notably the Soviet Union and the Communist Party
of China but there are dozens of other examples. Communism and America’s original Constitution and Bill of
Rights are entirely incompatible. One is a government by “We The People, By, For, and Of” and communism
supports an abusive oligarchy of the richest usually leveraging oppressive militarized tyranny against it citizens.
Communism wants to own and invasively control everything. Communism is simply not a pleasant form of
government, rather it is often a massively murderous form. However, communists have slyly implemented
their puppet ‘leaders’ in Canada, The US, The UK, South Africa, etc. These oligarchs even have more
advanced technology that they are withholding from the public, such an anti-gravity vehicles, which this ebook
exposes. They intend to suppress the people with this technology, much like alien invaders. They are not going
to empower us with it, they are not going to allow us to commute much more efficiently in “skyways”.

In the 1950’s, Americans enjoyed freedom and prosperity like never before in history. Men usually worked,
and women usually raised the children and tended to the household and the neighborhood. Sometimes it was
the other way around. With just one spouse working, Americans could pay for the mortgage, their car(s), food,
medical care, everything and still have enough left over each much to accrue savings. Americans could go to
disneyland or plan other vacations at least once a year. This is no longer the case. The American middle
class is being crushed with debt, with inflation, with unemployment, and otherwise low-paying poverty-class
type jobs. It is shrinking. Foreclosure rates are high during economic downturns. The entire country is bankrupt
on the books, which is all privately managed around the private/independent-from-government ‘federal reserve’
bank. The “federal reserve’ took over America’s entire finance system in 1913; we are forced to use their paper
money, their IRS policies, at their variable rate of interest. The constitution does not mention a private bank
over America. America was conned in on December 23rd, 1913 by international bankers. They represent the
monopoly board of monopolists. The Chinese have a similar privately owned and managed central bank.

Trying to keep this message just on one page... Even though the humongous 20 trillion national credit card is
still not completely maxed-out, we are all in deep doo-doo/danger. College age people and our young children
have the most to lose. Communisim’s oppressors are planning on murdering down the population by 50-80%
in the “New World Order” communist agenda for a global ‘prison planet’ type of military/police-state world
government; which is similar to the system in the original and new Blade Runner movie. We need to fight for
a new better system. That is why the name GRIP - “Government Re-Installation Party” was coined. Please
consider the essential/vital value to our world if we think well & setup a much better system for us, in 2016-17.
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Would you help break the most incredible news story of this era between yourselves via
emailing each other? - because this corrupt system isn’t going to share this with you otherwise.
It might have to be done mostly through EMAIL as the establishment controlled fake news
outlets (ABC, CBS, CNN, NBC etc.) would most likely only censor this important information.
Then it will be played off as a “Yeah, but so what...” but more like “Yeah so what are you going
to do about it?” cowardly response.

SO HELICOPTERS ARE NOW OLD TECHNOLOGY. The shadow-state Military Industry Complex
NOW has ANTI-GRAVITY modules/boosters/lifters -> no spinning rotors or any air movement
is needed. Logically, this is HUGE NEWS, eh? ( No propulsion of air is necessary. )

It's all right there in this fellow's compilation video that he just posted earlier this evening.
Please have a 13-minute look through the above YouTube link into the future of [ private
shadow-state illegitimate government ] aviation, stalking and spying, "new world order"
intimidation, warmongering, suppression of the public, and covert kidnapping, etc.

SO HEADS UP fellow people of the planet! Here is proof that we are now in a full-bore
science-fiction reality with ANTI-GRAVITY-CRAFT taking off, gliding around, and landing daily at
the ALBANY, NEW YORK, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbjx2lbcUb0 ( A fighter-sized jet parked in the sky at night
with lights on, MOTIONLESS, before its very slow linear descent into ALBANY Airport, obvious
ANTI-GRAVITY propulsion in order to PARK it STATIONARY AND SILENTLY in the AIR. )

I am writing you and others domestically and internationally for help in reporting what is
happening to one man from Albany New York as Michael Weise is under surveillance/stalking
by the shadow-state military, possibly the first citizen under such large-scale, persistent, and
overt levitating military craft surveillance stalking.
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Michael Weise is just a DOWN TO EARTH (pun intended) 45 year old CDTA bus driver from New
York, who recently had to quit his job to be able to film what he has seen and identified going
on in the skies above him and for the past several weeks. Multiple times he has been
spotlighted-by while filming these silently hovering craft in the late evening, night, and early
morning sky. There is no doubt they have been observing him filming them as the craft pilots
( if the crafts are not drones? - yet a telescope would be needed to see that detail if these
small-to-large craft are actually manned ) point their craft and spotlights directly at this fellow,
for many minutes at a time, dozens of times already, and all on the video as chronologically
posted to his excellent [ "RadioEast1" ] YouTube channel.

In this new video from yesterday night a large GRAVITY-DEFYING-CRAFT flew over him
with about a dozen *DOWNWARD POINTING* SPOTLIGHTS.

The craft chose to fly directly above his head, apparently in an attempt to frighten him,
which it did, --->>>> then the large jet anti-gravity plane PARKED ITSELF silently ON TOP of an
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL across the street from him as he filmed on November 4th, 2015.
Think about that...

Can a large jet hover silently above an elementary school for several minutes? No! But It has
been all witnessed/recorded on video! RED ALERT! SUPER ADVANCED ALIEN-INVASION-TYPE
TECHNOLOGY is being used upon and on-top of us! ( video link on next page )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUvYzsgnWiE ( Jumbo-sized ANTI-GRAVITY jet directly over
his head with spotlights on, at about 400-500 feet above ground level (agl) - then it slowed
down, banked around, and PARKED itself in the air SILENTLY 10-20 FEET ABOVE of an
ELEMENTARY school (!) across the street from where Michael Weise was standing. )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QfzdcfOopjw ( We, our nation, are under shadow-state
tyranny; Buck-Rogers/Star-Wars style - WITHOUT our GENERAL KNOWLEDGE OR CONSENT(!) )
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May God help us. This is NO JOKE. It is clearly documented reality. This makes me feel
our days are already truly numbered less than a year. Please help alert others of what is
going on today. PLEASE HELP SEND SOME ADDITIONAL REPORTERS HERE ASAP. These
anti-gravity craft should be investigated more. { Bring HD cameras with zoom or a telescopic
lens - sometimes there are a half-dozen visible in the night sky at a time! }

The citizen journalist, Michael Weise, will gladly escort arriving journalists to where they
craft can be filmed; as they are apparently on a mission tracking and following Michael as a
test surveillance subject. With practice they easily can come after you or a relative next.

This is his YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1/videos ( that
Michael surely doesn't ever plan on willingly taking down (removing) anytime in the next year )

Please utilize/condense/edit the following text for your writers to produce similar articles for
your websites/papers/reports.

More sighting video captures:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gk_BNRAbEVE ( Levitating Star-Wars-X-wing-like military
craft from Albany Airport filmed on November 1st, 2015 hovering and silently gliding behind a
Albany NY DUNKIN DONUTS billboard )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbjx2lbcUb0 ( Fighter-sized jet parked in the sky at night
with lights on, MOTIONLESS, before a very slow linear descent into Albany airport )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DlwonT_LBqQ ( more footage of strange activity above
the airport )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snAKu1NC7RA ( an anti-gravity plane silently hovering
over water; NOT DISTURBING THE WATER AT ALL - not even a ripple, implying the AIR AROUND
and below THE CRAFT is *MOTIONLESS*. i.e. NOT A HELICOPTER )

[ Please download these and his other video reports for safe keeping. Even though they are
now flying them around in daylight in public view, they might still be in “Area 51”
Cover-up-mode. ]
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**** Those behind these flights and their bosses, probably think of us as some form of lower
species -- now that they have these advanced technologies all to themselves. The non-open
disclosure of these craft in our skies is currently setting a dangerous precedent. ****

Where is the media now in October/November 2015? Shielding us from corruption and

state secrets? Or covering-up the biggest stories for their bosses/owners in
the upper establishment pyramid? Where are the good/real media
outlets to help report on this within all this insidiously-censoring-
commercialized-press?

This SHOULD BE A HUGE PERSISTENTLY SENSATIONAL STORY, but the controlled corporate
news media monopoly certainly is not “allowed” to report on it.

This naturally should be one of the biggest stories of the decade. We have now visibly
entered a “Star Wars”, Darth-Vader-ish, era/saga. Think about how EPIC this Fall/Winter 2015 is,
especially in this regard. Better to wake up Early and demand public access to inspect these
craft - rather than burn in Blade-Runner type camps later (!)

Our society is being dominated by a monopolistic criminal mafia. We are also all being
physically poisoned through atmospheric spraying of “CHEMTRAIL” COAL-POWERPLANT-ASH
lines cris-crossing our skies daily. Part of the reason why that is happening is that so many
corrupt press institutions fail to rigorously point out this SLOW/INCREMENTAL BIOLOGICAL
ECOLOGICAL HOLOCAUST to the their viewers!

Only an ALERT CITIZENRY can stand up together against such CENTRALIZED INSANITY.
But the press has been keeping the public uniformed, discombobulated, fearful, weak,
unorganized and ineffective to even question, much less dissent, against this encroaching
alien-invasion-like military surveillance state.
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There is a real "war of the worlds" going on above our heads every day now, in broad
daylight caught on film. And if you don't like you and your family getting incrementally
poisoned with toxic metals with every breath everyone takes, every day, -> then forward this
report. https://archive.org/details/MassPoisoningOfThePeopleReport ( also google
“chemtrail” images for visuals or just LOOK UP in the sky above your house ) EXCERISE
YOUR FREEDOM MUSCLES and FORWARD this REPORT to DOZENS of OTHER PEOPLE apiece
TODAY, every day, just like you received this, and are reading this real news story now.

Make sure this letter gets FORWARDED and this information PUBLISHED! It's just not
your right, It is your DUTY to inform our fellow AMERICAN and CANADIAN citizens! This
should be the HUGEST NEWS report/story of our current times...

The youtube link below is a recent video days ago in Albany New York - at the city airport
the MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX has obviously taken over -> a big jetliner, LEVITATING IN
MID-AIR, flying at "0 (ZERO) to 20" miles per hour, with a surveillance spotlight shining
brightly straight down *below* it, ready to land on your house or business any day now - to
take you and your staff to an underground containment facility. Maybe or maybe not - but
these type of creepy silent anti-gravity craft could be used for for sneak renditions of key
JOURNALISTS and WHISTLEBLOWERS. So everyone post this on your blogs, blow the whistle
and Journalists publish and distribute this wide and far. Think again... why else would this
jet need a POWERFUL SPOTLIGHT SHINING down directly *BELOW* it?

Perhaps they are just carting the global elites around. Probably not. One of the points
is that we don’t know what the purpose of these anti-gravity jets and SILENTLY HOVERING
FIGHTER-PLANES are for IN OUR AMERICAN SKIES; *and we haven’t even been lied to about it
yet* - so far the public has received only COMPLETE SILENCE a month after these Albany public
immersion flights have already began in OCTOBER 2015.

Filmed in daylight in the 3rd week of October:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKvv2bxrCVU ( Large advanced "jet" moving 10-20MPH
(over 100MPH too slow to stay aloft!) - takes over 1 minute to fly 1 mile (less than 60mph) )
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Again, what you just saw there was levitating craft (made to look like a mid-sized jet
airliner) hovering (PARKED IN THE AIR) in daylight - then it starts moving forward, say 10mph,
then 20mph, SLOWER THAN A CAR driving. It takes over a minute for this mid-size "jet" to fly
1 mile. Think about that! 1 Mile per minute? That’s less than the speed limit on highways.

A jet airliner CANNOT fly at 60mph. It would instantly stall and dive-bomb to the Earth!!!
It can’t stay aloft in less than 140-180 mph. Shouldn't the public think this is a huge story and
demand admission from the gov/shadow-gov/system? The people of this country don't have
a right to know what kind of crafts are flying about their heads and neighborhoods?

What is the intent, and what is also being sprayed into the air by the CREEPY AND
CRIMINAL ROGUE GOVERNMENT? What happened to "We The People" state of “common
sense” or consciousness? Are we really being governed through our "consent"? No, we
are being subjected without declaration under a scientific dictatorship, and we MUST THROW
an UNCONSTITUTIONAL LAWLESS ROGUE OVER-TAXING GOVERNMENT OFF OF US !

We must utilize these technologies for the public benefit - not enslavement
nor harm! Public Transportation, emergency airlifts, especially to tight areas
that helicopters cannot fly into -> there are many good uses for ANTI-GRAVITY
technology; and we must make laws against the abuses of such technology. A
fresh and trustworthy government system could keep public citizen anti-gravity
craft on SAFE and APPROVED lanes in the sky using GPS with accurate ALTITUDE
SENSORS. People can start up new construction companies using anti-gravity
drone lifts to quickly bring up material to build skyscrapers. We could use alot
more skyscrapers to house the poor and he homeless, and we can do it with this
technology and system reform.

Here is this hero fellow citizen's YOUTUBE CHANNEL of the recent citizen filming of
government/military UFOs: https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1/videos

From what I see currently going on, with the public’s apparent apathy about so many
important issues - maybe it is better to focus more on maximally enjoying time with our
families, because it really does seem that it will be 1-2 years ( or sooner? ) before the
governments might really go bananas all over us with their covert, but now overt, advanced
transportation & weaponry technologies.
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It is obvious to this one writer that, humanity, we the 7 billions of "little people", are being
totally incrementally totally enslaved by some POWERS-THAT-SHOULD-NOT-BE. Only an
awake and alert citizenry can control it - and that is highly unlikely that is going to happen as
people like to pretend they are in their own careless world of nightly entertainment, endless
sports, and other more trivial distractions.

In other words, it is probably best to live like we only have a couple of months or years left
- before the governments really scare the sh*t out of us, launch physical attacks, and screw us
all up, or enslave us, hardcore. I have that suspicion because how they have been doing so
much in secret - now even flying these silent and low flying levitating crafts around without
any EXPOSURE FROM the COMPLICIT COMMERCIAL MEDIA. The public should and must
wake up and ARISE to this for a war, or holocaust, not to happen.

This should be allowed to be freely spoken of at work, in offices, around the
water-coolers and coffee kettles all across out country. WE DEMAND ACCESS AND FILM
CITIZEN DEMONSTRATION FLIGHTS ANDWEMUST INVESTIGATE THIS ISSUE FULLY.

**** Those involved in the anti-gravity program more-than-likely think of us as some form of
lower species that they can pick on - now that they have these advanced technologies all to
themselves. ****

If you are more awake than that, then SEND THIS MESSAGE AROUND THE WORLD, and
we will find out what percentage of non-cowards, vigilant and up-right people with a backbone,
there may be out there.

Perhaps the average person might feel like they are being overpowered by robbers with
guns, and the careless American majority is deciding to cozy up with them instead - like scared
hostages. However, if so, who do they think is going to liberate them from an Orwellian
Militarized Police State? Other corrupt governments? Aliens? If the government/system
is doing the robbing, who is there to bust the bank robbers holding the American people
hostage?

Only the American people can overthrow their oppressor; but many are too old to care,
too trained and conditioned to be prisoners in their elementary schools and colleges - too
bankrupt under under too much daily stress to think or act together straight.
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The American public currently even lets heroic whistle-blowers like Edward Snowden be
exiled to Russia, Chelsea Bradley Manning to be harshly incarcerated for just leaking evidence
of intentional civilian causalities in Afghanistan, for a ex-CIA whistle-blower (John C.) for
reporting on illegal torture - only the good have been punished in and by the government.
But people are they even able to use their mouse-clicks to forward this message to others?
Surely millions of us will... DISTRIBUTE this information out however you know best, most
effectively, ok?

However, this message should be duplicated billions of times all over the internet if we
have a chance to stand up to this and put these technologies to proper use - such as
DRIVER-LESS LEVITATING CARS or public transportation LEVITATING BUSES ( for safety ). It is
there at ALBANY INTL AIRPORT right now, the technology is proven and it exists - for us to grab
hold of, in numbers, if we want to have access to this technology and not be only forever
gridlocked in traffic patterns on the roads. Think about the time saved if that happens!

Again, in summary, a group of anti-gravity craft pilots are currently literally tracking this
one man nightly for the past month (youtube channel “RadioEast1”) who has cared enough to
film and report on them for weeks. They hover near him and put their spotlights right on him
- the crafts are pointed directly at him. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5P2rmjFaJyA

Michael has caught these large levitating craft HOVERING BEHIND TREES, etc.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kbc8xpoeukw

He has dozens of sighting videos, some of them quite close-up. I've watched them all,
they are real videos, and he is a real, and brave, and hero citizen journalist - a real
Paul-Revere-like legend already.

The pilots of these anti-gravity craft are obviously fully aware of him, as evidenced in
these short sighting videos on his channel. They regularly follow him home from the airport:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sWPy4UkY_4 and cross the highways at angles directly in
front of his parked car on the side of the highway with SIDE-VIEWING spotlights directed at his
car. These pilots obviously know he is video taping them. The crafts probably have
long-range facial recognition cameras and can shoot him with a laser beam - or worse, a
particle beam, too, if they were currently allowed to fire / target-practice on innocents. I am
waiting for them to put a red laser dot on him from a 1/4 mile away just to scare him.
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Here is his youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1 ( 20-30 clips of
this man being monitored-chased by military levitating craft taking off and landing from an
undisclosed hangar facility at the Albany International Airport )

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL @ ALBANY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT is OBVIOUSLY being QUIET
and COVERING THIS HAPPENING UP - they now "PARK" jets/planes in STATIONARY
LEVITATION hold before the ANTI-GRAVITY planes slowly angle down. The citizen reporter,
RadioEast1 (youtube) shows one "jet" parked STATIONARY IN THE SKY for a couple of minutes,
then slowly landing.
https://archive.org/details/VideoEvidence-AlbanyNyAirportAnti-graviticTechnologyNwoMilitary

Please see his youtube channel for dozen more amazing sighting videos. And pass this
on to your viewers and mail-list so we can start all waking up more to the OUT-OF-CONTROL
SYSTEM and the REAL THREAT that we are under.

Ask yourself? Are you really fully awake [to this new part of reality] right now?

With and In Trust, We have safety in numbers,

George J.

p.s. As an added report, here is a link to a scientific study, a 17-page PDF, credentialed/
peer-reviewed, evidential, report on the various particular particulate contaminants in typical
CHEMTRAIL/geoengineering spray DUST which has been SPRAYED UPON US ALL - over all
major American cities - even all on the thug and otherwise good cops and their families, the
cover-up meteorologists/weather-reporters, the GAGGED COMMERCIAL PILOTS ( who are
fully aware of the spraying jets up there dangerously flying un-patterned/un-controlled and
without using transponders ).

It turns out the main ingredient in the the atmospheric spraying is TOXIC ASH leftover
from COAL POWER PLANTS - known as Coal "Fly" Ash. The EPA forces containment of the ASH
at coal power plants under fines, then allows for it to be shipped to the shadow-state
government air force of TANKER SPRAY JETS to be sprayed into out air to MURK-UP AND
POISON OUR SKIES ACROSS the ENTIRE COUNTRY, even over Hawaii, and in various other parts
of the world for over a dozen years already and slowly NEUROLOGICALLY POISON ALL OF US
and our ecosystem with ALUMINUM OXIDE, Al2O3 and 10 other toxic elements and other
unknown compounds, Barium, Strontium, even Uranium, etc...
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Google this: Kids/Small-children are getting ALZHEIMERS's from ATMOSPHERIC TOXICITY.

Is the media capable of alerting and waking up the people to ANTI-GRAVITY planes and
holocaustic-tendencies of the out of control constitutionally-toxic ILLEGITIMATE-GOVERNMENT
and DEPARTMENT of OFFENSE and the un-elected rogue, threatening, and MURDEROUSLY
CONSPIRATORIAL SHADOW-STATE?

If you think these words are exaggerations, Not! Think again... If there was a
full-bore alien invasion from outer space going on, would the typical knucklehead out there
still can only thinking about turning on the commercial-censoring-press TV programs and
talking about the current week's football and fantasy football games instead?

People, you will never get to ride in an anti-gravity craft if we do not take
hold of this - during this period in time.

HERE IS THE LINK: https://archive.org/details/MassPoisoningOfThePeopleReport ( a 30 some
page PDF, credentialed/peer-reviewed, evidential, report on the contaminants in typical
CHEMTRAIL/geo-engineering spray dust composed by a retired, and noble, nuclear scientist -
truly a great patriot and man. )

**** This group - The Military Industrial Complex and the "elites" - probably think of us as
some form of *lower species* -- now that they have these advanced technologies, developed
on our backs financially, and hidden from our view, all to themselves. ****

However, this much more advanced and INCREDIBLE ALIEN BAT-WINGED CRAFT was
filmed over “New Boston” Ohio on October 24th, 2015...

Close-up Ultra Creepy Alien Craft Sighting: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQNvkJPigiQ
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Perhaps if we are under threat from real aliens, possibly hostile - then this now Open-Secret
Militarized anti-gravity fleet development might actually come to Earth's/humanity's timely
rescue? - Identifying and possibly chasing/fighting-off a hostile alien threat from outer space?
That would be highly ironic.

Or possibly the visiting aliens in this bat-winged alien craft view our own GOVERNMENTS -
AS HOSTILE to the INNOCENT, -> us <-, -- and possibly such and alien force is planning to be
and could be our liberators? That would be strangely divine.

Or perhaps the military is working with, or perhaps already under the command of alien
invaders? That would be most likely... that our fellow human being oppressors are possibly
enslaved by extra-territorial forces, who are potentially in treaty with untrustworthy deep-state
power elites?

If aliens are hell bent of making war with humanity, we should try diplomacy first, but if
necessary we will have to fight them, befriend some of their soulful defectors, learn their
technologies and weaknesses, and grow strong enough to fend off any threat of extraterrestrial
invasion or enslavement.

Diplomacy would be essential though. The US military were like an alien invasion force
to the hapless citizens of Iraq, and the million+ defenseless Iraqi people with an inferior
defense were slaughtered and blown apart in the most inhumane ways imaginable. If WE as
a PEOPLE can’t stand up to even human-being-oppressors - how could we ever manage to
defend our home planet from a future alien agenda?

Again, think about the mass chemtrailing problem again - have we really no respect for
ourselves? Do you really think the SPRAYING of billions of tons of TOXIC COAL
POWER-PLANT LANDFILL ASH from over a century of power production is really a justifiable
matter? Look how the "nightly news" hasn't ever reported on this atrocity.

People like "Lester Holt" and "Brian Williams" are knowingly cover-up artists; nor should
such characters be ever trusted again. Let them work useful, less powerful, less trustworthy
jobs. These characters cannot be trusted and do not deserve the public’s trust.
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But for today - do you and media outlet family members just want to continue to be
poisoned with everyone else - now making children develop Alzheimer's syndrome? (google
“Alzheimer’s rise in children” ) - including all your families and every child you know and see -
or do you want get this huge story out all over the world and help put an end to all this TOXIC
CHEMICAL DUMPING IN OUR SKIES - a case of mass societal insanity?

This is the full scale of serious/critical issues we face, except for cosmic events such as
asteroid impacts or solar flares. But just on the topic of a future solar flare, for the $2.5
Billion the government has already wasted on that 243 foot helium filled SPY BLIMP that
floated away and crashed into power-lines cutting power to over 20,000 American households
in October - and just meant to spy on citizens, could have been infinitely more wisely spent
instead on protecting/grounding our national power grid from EMPs and solar flares.

People - we need to wake up and take control of our crazed and out of control system
from the obvious elite power-crazed lunatics that have infiltrated our institutions and are
ruling us. We need a new system.

Speak of the GRIP (“(G)OVERMENT (R)E-(I)NSTALLATION (P)ARTY”) solution to others, or
through forwarding them this text. That’s all you have to do - is speak the name of
something else to get behind the name of it, and rally together to form what it
becomes.

No establishment-controlled puppet candidate from the Bush or the Clinton to Trump or
Rand Paul or Ben Carson crew is going to mention these issues to you. If they did, they
already know they would be instantly threatened and any such admission would be censored
in the cover-up complicit corporate press. We must throw off and REPLACE (RE-INSTALL) this
SYSTEM by getting our minds out of the parameters and control of this slick corrupted system
DICTATORSHIP.

There is a video and mp3 speech concerning how we can logically get back to
constitution peace, sanity, and prosperity once again.
(https://archive.org/details/Grip-os-GovernmentRe-installationParty2016-2020Film-speech)
But please just share/copy out this document in full. Make hundreds more copies of the
copy you have right now, and you have that power.
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[ This email contains links to recent video of ANTI-GRAVITY craft, in our skies above our heads,
evidence and proof + a link to a 17-page peer reviewed science/chemistry report (adobe pdf)
of what is being SPRAYED ON ALL OF US through the massively wasteful and environmentally
damaging chemtrail geo-engineering program, a detailed chemical composition report, from a
retired nuclear scientist and the most logical, most peaceful, solution to it all. ]

Please do your dutiful share and forward this to many others by email, and so on... To the
free and open press out there, please publish this news in full, or in part, or an edited version
of this. This article is not copyrighted. This information is fully provided into the public
domain.

The Anti-Gravity Craft Stalked Citizen Journalist ( and Albany New York Bus Driver ) can be
contacted, as long as the Military Industrial Complex and Shadow State or NSA/FBI/CIA/HSA
has not LASER-BLASTED or abducted or murdered him, through his email address:
Eastcoast20066@aol.com

Albany International Airport Ownership Information:

Ownershi

p:
Publicly owned

Owner: ALBANY COUNTY ARPT AUTH

LEASEE. PROPERTY OWNED BY ALBANY COUNTY, 112

STATE ST., ALBANY, NY 12207; TELEPHONE

518-447-7000.

737 ALBANY SHAKER ROAD

ALBANY, NY 12211

518-242-2200

Manager: FRED ACUNTO

737 ALBANY SHAKER ROAD

ALBANY, NY 12211

518-242-2352
Albany County Arpt Auth, Arff Bldg Rm 200,

Albany, Ny 12211, 518-242-2200
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suffer the same consequences in the electronic concentration camp that surrounds us.

Dear Felows & Folks, it is sooooooooo obvious that we need to install a

New government. This one is already totally screwed up. There is no “fixing

it” from the inside-out. We must demolish it, reformat it from the outside in -

and set up a much better system in its place. Sounds complicated? It can

be as easy as this:

Just say something along the lines above to people, and say we can replace

it with the (G)overnment (R)e-(I)nstallation (P)arty - or the GRIP Party.

What is the GRIP Party? It is just a unique, catchy acronym, but once

everyone is talking about it - then we will all convene about it to define what it

will become - it then becomes what we all want it to be - maximum protection

for EVERYONE! Freedom to Speak, Privacy, Self-defense, Real Security,

Low taxes, Prosperity, etc... Anything that sounds good to most of us. In

other words, we will set up a new government by voting on all the issues,

one by one. We just all need to agree on a name for the Change, like GRIP.
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The King of Creation's Most Witty 
& Amazingly Graceful Message: 

it's now time for us to upgrade   our world's entire “system”  .

“ America Gets to Know Obama” =
“ Barack was enigma to me too!”

(the many amazing hidden messages, in the anagrams, of the letters, spelling his name and title)

“ Barack Hussein Obama, President of the United States of America ” = 
“ I  am picked to reform a nation after Bush cheats and abuses it! See? “

" President-elect Obama"=" Enter amicable despot."

“ President-elect Barack Obama"=
" America pretends to be a black."

“ President Obama”  =  “ A bad-time person.”, “ I  am a debt 
person.”, “ Modest ape-brain.”, “ Born as media pet?” 

“ Barack Hussein Obama”  =  “ I  am a h  a  c  k  , a  b  u  s  e  r  , s  n  o  b  .”, 
“ I , Arab sham, beckon USA.”, " A     m  a  n     h  a  c  k  s     o  u  r     b  a  b  i  e  s  !" ,  

" Heck, USA, I 'm an Arab SOB!"  

“ Obamacare”  =  “ Bear a coma.” :: “ Obama defends his 
patr iotism.”  =  “ I  hope items of a bastard's mind??”  

“'Dreams From My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance', by B.Obama” =

“ Mercy be!  Rather a drab mamma's boy ran off on a search for identity.”
 

" President Obama of the USA” = “ A safe bet? Manured poo? Shit?!

{ If you have discovered another Obama decoding to add in to these, you can call 1-800-259-9231 to announce it. }
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Anagrams ,  the reordering of  let t ers of  words & phrases ,  
have long been decoded t o provide deep hidden insig ht .  
These are actually f ully det ailed st ories ,  where each line is 
a perf ect  anagram & all amazingly of  the same t heme .

"Pr esident  Bar ack Obama"
key: aaaaBbcdeekinmOPr r st  (20 let t er s)

Neat  bar bar ic, dope mask!
Spoke bar bar ic mandat e!

   Macabre Bonapart e ,  kids!
P  r  i  c  k     a  b  o  a  r  d     m  e  a  n   b  e  a  s  t  !
So bar bar ic: apt , keen, mad.

Apt  bar bar ic, and so meek!

Pea-br ained br at s ok cam! (t he mass media)

Bad point s br eak camer a! (LOL!)

Repr obat e, akin bad scam!
       Keep sat anic r ambo bar d!

Adopt  me, bar bar ic snake!

Top bar bar ic, mad as keen.
Bad Mar k! Br aincase poet !
Mad poet ! Bar bar ic snake!
Mad poet ! Bar bar ic sneak!

Bad cobr a!! Mist aken r ape!
A  p  a  r  t  ,    b  r  a  i  n   m  o  c  k  e  d     b  a  s  e  !

 Kept  bar bar ic, as moaned...
 Kept  as a bar bar ic demon!!

( A “boar -dick” beast -man! Rape! )

Pea- br ained br at  scam,  ok?
A r abid,  macabr e pest ,  ok?
Rapid beast ,  mean cr ab,  ok?
Peak Rancid Rambo Beast ! (P  RR  B  )

The “bad guy” is supposed t o come as an angel of  light  in t he 
name of  wor ld peace... but  only as a t empor ary ruse; t heref ore 
Obama smirked while accept ing t he covet ed “Peace Pr ize”! The 
“New Wor ld Order ” plan is anyt hing but  new; let s st op t he lies.

A kind ape... bombs r at  r ace!
(AKA: I r an' s Carpet -bombed.)

Mad bar bar ian, coke pet s...
  “ I  '  m     r  e  p  r  o  b  a  t  e  ; a bad snack! 
    I ' m a packed, aber rant  SOB,
      am a bat -ear ed pr ick snob,
      a cr abbier  t op mad snake! ”
      (Bad skept ic or  mean Arab?)

  Mean beast ! - Pr ick abr oad!
  Abasement !! - Pr ick abr oad!
  Tsk! Bar bar ian pace/ mode!
  Rabid abasement , OK?? C  r  a  p  !!!!
  Top r ank became as r abid.
 “ Pr obe dar k maniac beast !!! “
 “ I  am a knob,  bast ar d,  cr eep.
   I ' m a car pet ed Ar ab' s knob! ”
      Peak absor bed, maniac r at !
     Tackier  apeman!  Dr ab SOB!

“ Bonk! I  am a bast ar d cr eep!
A ber ser k t op bad maniac!

  An Ar ab backed I mpost er ! 
   (Arab beast -man, rope-dick.)

   Ace Bastar d! Pr ime knob! “

 “ Sad bonk. . .  macabr e pir at e. . . ! “

  “Cr ap! Am br oad snakebit e!
   Cr ap! I ' m a dear  beast  knob! “

*  “A   b  o  m  b     e  r  a  d  i  c  a  t  e  s     p  r  a  n  k  !  
A  p  e     b  o  m  b  !   S  t  a  r  k     r  a  d  i  a  n  c  e  !  “ *
    [ seems like a nuke  could soon remove Obama ]
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Anagrams,  “musical let t ers”,  reorganized,  amazingly  contain Creat ion' s wisdom

"Pr esident  Bar ack Hussein Obama"
decodes int o all of  t he f ollowing:
key:  AAAA BBCDEEEkHI I NNMOPRRsssTU (27)

Amer ica' s boneshaker s up bandit !
(s  n  o  bb  e  r  i  e  s     s  h  a  c  k     u  p     r  a  t    i  d  e  a     m  a  n  .  )  
B  r  a  i  n  s  i  c  k     m  a  st  e  r  s   u  p     a     b  o  n  e  h  e  a  d  !  
A   Democrat  speaks inane rubbish.  
America abort s;  and keeps Bush in?
A dark American boss: Shit  been up?
Abused American banks t o perish.
  B  r  a  i  n     s  h  o  c  k  e  r!   B  e  a  s  t    u  p  s     i  d  e  a   m  a  n  !  
A   b  e  a  s  t    b  r  a  i  n  !   D  o  m  i  n  ee  r  s     s  h  a  c  k     u  p  !     
O Dear  Me! Br ains in beast  shack up!
Business: " He? A pink Arab Democrat ! ”
Muck br ains as bonehead pir at es!
Br ainsick boneheads up a mast er.
Pushed as best  American brain,  OK?
Brain asks: American hope busted?

“ I ' m a kind,  sober ,  abst r use panache! “  
 Up shabbier , dar ksome, nice sat an!
 Cheekier  banana,  t op absur disms!
“ Huckst er  I  am,  a peabr ained snob.
I ' m a snakebit e,  pr oud as br anches!”
“Eur eka! Hi snob,  Dr ast ic BS apeman. “

D  e  b  o  n  a  i  r     a  s  h  a  m  e  s  !     B  a  n  k  r  u  p  t  c  i  e  s  !  
“Super ! A br ainsick meat head snob!
Snobbish idea man! Rat  r ace pukes!
Obscur e anat hema; spikes br ains...”
Debonair  apeman huckst er ' s bias...
   Kind br aincase abhor s amput ees.
“Abandon sick,  br ashier  amput ees!!”
Ut opia' s br ain seems backhander !
Mad bar bar ian! Cheekiness spout .
Nice penis deat h mask! Bar bar ous!
Keen pubic hair s sober  mad Sat an!
Sneakier  champion. . .  absur d beast
Bemoaned ass as t hick super br ain!!
Spiked br ain obscur es anat hema;
 H  a  n  d  s  o  m  e     a  p  e     b  r  a  i  n     s  u  c  k  e  r  s     b  a  i  t  !
Ape sucker s shabbier  damnat ion!
R  u  bb  i  s  h     s  p  e  a  k  e  r     a  c  e  s     d  a  m  n  a  t  i  o  n  !
Par asit e br ain mucks boneheads!

Mad phobia ensnar es SUCKER bait .
  Pr aise saner  bubonic deat h mask!!
Br ains bounce... Pr aise deat h mask!!
   Pea- br ained cr abs OK ent husiasm!
   Bir d- br ains amuse cheapo skat e!

Dumb pr aise sat anic boneshaker ! 

Champion bar d, sneakiest  abuser !
 Sick,  bar bar ous,  handiest  ape- men!
 Super b debonair e,  Sick anat hemas.
Ape Shit !  Br ain mad, keen, scabr ous.

Suspicion meansѧB  a  d   H  e  a  r  t  b  r  e  a  k  !
Madhouse cr ap! Snakebit e br ains
Br ainsick bonehead up as mast er !
Bonehead par asit e mucks br ains!
The bar bar ism. . spacious and keen!
   Champion st r eaked br ain abuses!
Kind sabot eur s became pir anhas.
Peskiest  and bar bar ous machine.
Muckiness as t he bar bar ian dope!
Unbiased chain-smoker s ape br at .
B  e  c  a  m  e     p  r  a  n  k  i  s  h     s  a  b  o  t  e  u  r     a  n  d     i  s  . . .  
    c  h  a  i  n     s  m  o  k  e  r     b  u  t    p  e  a  -  b  r  a  i  n  e  d     a  ss  !
 Peskiest  br ain, unashamed cobr a.
 Apeman br anches absur dit ies. Ok?
“ Dear  snob,  up snakebit e char isma! 
Up debonair e ass! Snakebit e char ms. . .  “
“ U  p     b  a  s  t  a  r  d  s  !   I     a  m a   n  i  c  e     b  o  n  e  s  h  a  k  e  r  !   "
     I  am a shar pened snob;  sucker  bait !
     I  am a shar p snob, cr ude snakebit e.
     I  am snobbish and up as r acket eer !!
     I ' m a cant anker ous; shabbier  spade.
     I  am a naked ape son;  shit  scr ubber .
     I  am: st ubbor n, sad, cheap, sneakier !
     I ' m a r ude cheapskat e; SOB' s br ain.
     I  am a spar kish br ut e, and obscene!!
     I  am a dick!  Up abhorr ent  baseness!
     I  am bad; r epr obat e as chunkiness.
     I  am t  u  b  e     b  o  r  n  , s  a  d     s  n  e  a  k  , s  i  r     c  h  e  a  p  .
     I  am a spunkier  chosen beast  bar d!
     I  am st ubbor n as a skinhead cr eep! “

 “Amen!” Bar bar ous,  sept ic skinhead!
  Muck br ain as r aspiest  bonehead!
   Pr ankish beast ! Obscur e idea man!
Shabbier , r ansomed, sat anic puke!
Bar bar ous, mean, sept ic skinhead!
A snubbier , dar ksome, cheap saint ...

   I mpr udence as shabbier  Sat an, OK?
I mpudences t o shake bar bar ians!
The impudence soaks bar bar ians!

   Br ainsick meat head abuses por n!
Top banana smir ks debaucher ies.
I  am a pr ankish, obscene, sad br ut e.
I nebr iat e humpback sods an ar se!
“I  am a cr ab up bonehead' s st inker s.”
Basket  case in par amour ' s behind?
“Suck-it -and-see! Heap bar bar ism on!“ 
I nhumane beast  br akes spor adic!
Sane humpback?? Br ain-r ot  disease??

Skinhead beast  or  super b maniac?
“Shit ! Sickened bar bar ous apeman!”

Bemoaned sneak;  pubic hair  st ar !

Pharisees doubt  American banks.
N.  Korea- base, disturbance, mishap.
Break point :  USA became in shards.

  A  b  u  s  e  d   -    a  n  d     b  r  a  i  n  s  i  c  k     a  t  m  o  s  p  h  e  r  e  .

Naked ass! Emancipat or  r ubbish!
Pr ankish beast , demoniac abuser !
Cher ubs' s pea-br ained sat anism, ok?

Adept  chain smoker , br ain abuses!
“ I ' m snubbier -  t opr ank ace asshead!
  Pr ouder  snake, shabbiest  maniac! “
    Beadiest  cobr a spar ks inhumane.
    Cher ub' s snakiest  par anoid beam!
   Super man br ainsick as t o behead?
  Spunkier ,  sat anic r ambo beheads!!
  R  u  bb  i  s  h  ! H  e     c  a  s  e  s   t  o  p  -  r  a  n  k     i  d  e  a     m  a  n  .  
Maniac' s spunkier , absor bed hat e!
   Sickened! This bar bar ous apeman!

    Debonair e beast  pukes anar chism
     Debonair e cher ub sat anism peaks!!
      Sect ar ianism up! Bad boneshaker !!

I  s     n  o  t    b  a  r  b  a  r  i  c  ?   K  ee  p  s     u  n  a  s  h  a  m  e  d  ?  
...macabr e, br ut e skinhead passion...
    Maniac' s boneshaker  br ut es paid,
     br ainsick as boneheads upst r eam!
Tackiness or  pea- br ained ambush?
Rubbish! Ador e apeman t ackiness?
He Bankrupt ed Americans! I s a SOB! 
Ape shit ! Sod! Keen Bar bar ian Scum!

  Hacker  obt ains super b man' s idea.
  B  r  a  i  n  i  e  r     d  e  m  o  n     h  a  c  k  s     u  p  ,    b  e  a  t  s     a  ss  !
     H  a  c  k  e  r  '  s     b  r  a  i  n     u  p     d  o  m  i  n  a  t  e  s     b  a  s  e  .
      Cher ub man bonks par asit e ideas!
       Obscur ed br ain spikes anat hemas.
         Debunker  ashames SOB pat r ician!

“ Abuses span aber r ant  homocides, k? 
Sober  up br aincase! Deat h in mask! 
Keen cohabit s as mad super br ain! “
  Shock beast  idea man super br ain!
Beat - up,  br ainsick handsome ar se!
Beat  br ainsick unshamed poser !
Debase pr ankish,  manic sabot eur !
“Suck demise br ashier  t op banana!
Bonk shar p-ear ed beast  musician!
Emaciat e r akish and super b snob!
Br uise/ Behead maniac' s t op- r ank!!

And spike t his bar bar ous menace! “  
     S  k  i  n  h  e  a  d  s     m  e  n  a  c  e     b  a  r  b  a  r  o  u  s   t  i  p  .  
   S  a  b  o  t  e  u  r  s     p  i  n     m  a  c  a  b  r  e     s  k  i  n  h  e  a  d  !!!  
    Unbiased st ar  as knob impeacher !
 P.U.! Br ainsick abasement ; sad her o!
 “ Radiat e macabr e pushiness!”  Bonk! 
   Cheapest  bar bar ianism; so nuked.
  B  a  k  e  d  -  b  e  a  n     a  s     h  i  s  t  o  r  i  c     s  u  p  e  r  m  a  n  ?
  R  a  b  i  d  n  e  ss  !   A  n     u  p  b  e  a  t     c  h  a  i  n     s  m  o  k  e  r      
   b  e  c  a  m  e     p  r  a  n  k  i  s  h     b  e  a  s  t !     D  i  n  o  s  a  u  r  !  
 

“ I  am a snobbish cr eat ur e,  

  spanked! ”

Obama-nation:  “National Socialism” (1939-1945 Germany); power in fewer hands
has already before drastically TWICE PROVEN TO BE A TERRIBLE IDEA.

The prophetic "OBAMAGRAM " decoding is CLEAR AND MOST HIGHLY obvious.

Obama Can't Save You unless You prevent Obama from casting more deceptions; which started with his fake/forged
Hawaiian birth certificate (see: obamacrimes.com).  Otherwise, perhaps, the future is already foretold.

The first decoding literally states Obama (“Oh....bomb-us??”) will at least appear to be taken out in a bomb blast.

The beast system is not loyal to anyone, only the beast system itself, even Obama.
"They", the global criminal aristocracy, will apparently have Obama ass-asinated.

If Obama is not seen live at ground zero just prior to the the detonation (Washington DC?)
 his pseudo-demise could only be yet another ruse. [ A large deep tunnel system exists under DC.
The white house has a hidden entrance to an underground tunnel network and secret facility. ]

Why a nuke?  The incredible decoding states: “ A   b  o  m  b     e  r  a  d  i  c  a  t  e  s     p  r  a  n  k  !”  
(Letters of “ President Barack Obama” ):  and “ A  p  e     b  o  m  b  !   S  t  a  r  k     r  a  d  i  a  n  c  e  !  ”

"Stark Radiance" seems to imply nuclear. It appears one of the two decoded Obamagram scripts will be played out. 

To help prevent future horror: hot photatocopy this, email, print booklets, even sell for a profit.

ABOUT THE fascist “NEW WORLD ORDER”  BEAST SYSTEM; PUBLIC OPINION MEANS EVERYTHING.

Things are now getting worse – even more than under the former puppet scrub Bush Jr.!  Total Darkness!

Action! : The major media celebrity liars WORLDWIDE need to be arrested & incarcerated
until the trial, then quickly after them, the world's criminal elite class for trial .  And ASAP!

The global elites have to be contained by the good forces within the various world militaries; a mutiny! Those helpful in
their round-ups will receive full pensions funded from the gold, silver, real estate, etc. reclaimed for the people
from the   Rothschild's   and other elite  s  .  The “6660” or so elites should be contained in a “floating capstone” prison

island, where they can dominate themselves and we can watch via a new reality tv show, like “Lost”, but more fun & real.

So QUIT ACCEPTING THE CORRUPT SYSTEM'S EUGENICS/MERCURY  TAINTED VACCINATIONS , TOXIC FLUORIDE ,
NAKED BODY SCANNING, MASS MEDIA LIES, WARS, AND OTHER SOCIALIZED CONDITIONING! AWAKEN TOODAY!

Discuss together and prevent the elite's ongoing bio-attack strategies!  Do it for you and others! 
( More information, updated daily:  GCNlive  .  com   (The Genesis Communication Network)

Ultimately the criminal elites will help in deciding their own eternal judgment.  So will you...
Help by utilizing the internet to help create a mass awakening & e-mail this to   friends  !   Say “No”
to preemptive war with Iran and world war - and “Yes” to no fluoridation & naked body scans!

Internet Sharing Keyword: “ GrowFreedom” Share!  Post!  Print !  Email!  GODSpeed!
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P.L.A.N.S. 1.0 ( People Legalize a New System! One Point Zero; eloquent
true hope for our survival )

To solve our biggest problems, we, the people of this world, most
seriously need to ditch the era-old overly complicated privately-owned
elitist-controlled banking complex; removing the immense power of their
leveraged wealth from the elites and replacing the now former system with a
simple, transparent, and fair public monetary credit model. This message
needs to be translated and transmitted fast to every person under the
influence of banker and establishment corruption around the whole world,
and that signifies everyone.

Getting to the details... The current system has been and still is
currently not only more and more robbing you of much of your time and
future prosperity, it is killing you; either slowly or quickly; subtely or
suddenly. Celebrity examples such as Oprah or even Tom Cruise choose not
to tell you about it as their group discretion is a large part of the system's
deception; but they know, and they know you most probably don't. Such
people have joined with the system; with the elite who run it. Such
insiders are even willing to breathe the chemtrail dust themselves for the sake
of the system. Surely you have heard at least rumors about the massive
atmospheric “chemtrail” spraying program that has been going one since the
mid 1990's. There are dozens of high quality documentaries about chemtrails.

And if you have sons and daughters, this system has also been
intentionally soft-killing your children, and for profit, at an even increased
rate of late. And it is extremely late in the game already. General life
expectancy has been dropping. Illness in all its forms has been skyrocketing
in babies and the aged. You may know this to be true as we are all
witnessing it in friends, family, and neighbors. Big pharma and this
medical model and Obamacare also need to be taken out of power then
replaced with a less costly and much more nature-based health set of services.
That is becoming common conversation. It depends on your environment
and general individual luck, but the parasitic system gone bad has been
robbing you of years of your lives, and an otherwise much better state of
happiness. You ask, “But that is the way it pretty much always has been
{ we were born into it }. What can we really do about it?”

First we have to talk openly about these matters; spoken from us to
the remaining majority of system farmed trendy turkey-like persons and
similar misguided sheeplike and apathetic problematic persons who just go
along with the current ways (because that is all they know and care to think
about); amongst all of ourselves, everywhere. As it has been generally said,
we must 'awaken' the rest of us to this extent of reality and convince them to
be a part of a much more sane and better replacement system. Going
forward, every man, woman, boy and girl speckling the world – must not feel
scared or bullied by establishment controlled doctors, lawyers, politicians,
corporations (yes, even our employers), police and military, including also
parroting establishment educators who will not stop teaching established lies
to our children in schools in support of the fascist system ; but instead feel
free to be free and talk about the vitally important matters brought up in
this electronic or we-the-people-printed handbook.

The only way to right our global condition, and live healthier and longer
and happier, is that We must first think and speak and then, eventually but
as soon as possible, rise and stand up against the current rich class of
socio-fascistic authoritarians forcing their deceptions, privately managed
credit system, medical tyranny, and other methods of abusive control down
the pyramid of wealth/power onto us. We must seize and utilize their
wealth in the creation of a new system and disable them from power. We
simply must do so soon; for our current livelihoods, and our posterity.

This booklet also contains dozens of good ideas to help with an
overall solution to truly make for a better world for us and our lineages; but
essential having an open-mind to the historical problems, as fact-finding
neo-historians uncover and detail for us, and also having an open mind for
solutions - is necessary. So let's not be distracted by these politicians and
controlled system media mouthpieces and the system's endless streams of
mind-numbing entertainment - and let's talk about it all! All the evidence is
already presented on the internet in hundreds of thick books, articles, and
lengthy video documentaries. It does not need need to be cataloged here.
The proof is in the pudding. This handbook was meant to address the big
issues, not going into detail about the hundreds of ways the current system
has been screwing us all; as few would take the time to read, and re-read,
recommend to others, or print anything lengthy. This summarization also
needs to be read aloud in public without the system hushing or pushing us.
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We need to ultimately unify around a new draft of a people's world
constitution and listing of natural lifelong birth-rights and mutually persist
in protecting those rights.

So lets talk about how this corrupt system and their intelligence agencies
over us is actually the most powerful mafia and terrorist organization there
ever was and ever will be. Let's bust their cover and control over us first
with our mouths. Let's talk about 9-11 having been a staged event by the
system, and many other horrible events. Let's commonly identify who
really played the largest hand in those events. Let's give protection for the
speech of those victim's families whose emotional wounds have already
healed after so many years, but now may be experiencing intellectual healing
by seeking and speaking the truth concerning what really happened to their
loved one(s). Let's talk about the many decades long list of government lies,
over-taxation, over regulation, state-sponsored-terrorism and the mounting
police-state militarism. Let's talk about the toxins put intentionally into
our drinking water and the marketing of processed and genetically modified
foods. Let's talk about the intentionally poisonous ingredients, such as
mercury, in these so-called 'vaccines' especially the ones the likes of Bill Gates
is pushing. Let's compare 2013 to Hitler's ways. We have a
self-proclaimed right of free speech, right? Or is it something just
eloquently scribbled on an old piece of paper by the likes of Thomas Jefferson;
with those rights now reduced to a here-and-there temporary privilege which
depends on the topic? Should talking about the various means of state of
corruption and how it all pieces together still be a 'no-no' topic? Not if
they are forcefully removed from power. Look how the system has already
planned to suppress free speech and questioning of the official' story around
the 50th anniversary of the system's assassination and cover-up of America's
last inspiring and people-empowering president, John F. Kennedy; as one
case in point. So speak all of your minds!

It really does not matter what what month or year it is that you are
reading this, but these paragraphs and this PLANS 1.0 ( People Legalize A
New System!) handbook was first distributed on the internet in August
2013 -- about dozen years after the most controversial 9-11-2001 big attack
against our previous world-views, ways of life, freedoms, and happiness.

System sponsored terror shrouds our memories of what our lives used to
be prior to this onslaught, with seemingly endless propaganda and talk of
terrorism forced by the big media and between ourselves, and worse, much
more real wasteful and bloodsoaked militarism all around the world; even
periodically raiding neighborhood streets and homes inside America.

Whether today if you think world history, as seen and felt by you, are
real happenings as have been presented by big media and establishment
controlled history books published by corrupt textbook companies -or- as the
staged events that all the evidence and facts eventually do point to - these
actions taken by the 'system' (as we call it) have steered and accelerated our
world into the level of fascism and black-suited new nazi police state
tyranny that we all hear about and feel today. We are being deeply
surveilled/spied-upon/ tracked, checkpointed, propagandized, raided, and
pushed around in mass (slowly/incrementally more and more with time) by
this era's class of money-grovelling socio-fascists [that's what they are,
technically!] - while the incremental big economic squeeze is being placed on
virtually all of us. Just look back again at your bills and bank account. It
all has become the 'new normal'. Sad but true.

But this corrupt system, the 'new world order' system; only represents the
control and intrigue of definitely less than 10 million people around this
planet; much less than a percent. We, every man, woman, boy and girl,
sum total over 7 billion people; more than 700-to-one over each and every
member of this corrupt authoritarian system. Can we replace this corrupted
global system with a much better one? 2/3rds of the word "change" is hang.
It is theoretically possible, we have the strength necessary to pull it off
together, but only if we all collaborate and work together towards such a
glorious goal.

There exists the original constitution and bill of rights of the united
states. But definitely in some ways it has become antiquated. For
example - we don't need to send local politicians to washington - we have the
internet today. So we need a new constitution and even better form of
collective self-government. For starters, just I, the invisible and
anonymous terrified-about-the-state-of-the-system little human-being typist
of this booklet recommend the “People's Universal Declaration of Freedom”
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one page statement posted on thousands of places on the internet since 2008;
for a good starter seed text. It is included in this handbook; but maybe
someone else can write something better or more inspiring. It states the
same major purpose. We need to devalue, dis-empower, and singe the
money of this privately owned monetary system – and replace all of it with a
simplified, transparent, and fair public global monetary credit model; such as
a dillar, a digital dollar, or some perfect form of 'bit coin'. And We the
people of this World need to institute a much better, smaller, and highly
limited form of government and policing force. We don't need intelligence
agencies at all when everything becomes transparent to us and there are no
longer black-ops or psy-ops to run and state secrets to protect. We also
need to abolish the militarizes and employ those forces and armaments
against threats coming in from outside the planet, such as future incoming
asteroids; or perhaps even future hostile alien life.

And now what you know and mutually feel, that this system is
killing us, needs to be relayed as well to all your neighbors. How else will
this message get to them if you don't bring it to them? 1 person cannot
message the whole world. But 10 can multiply to 100, and a 100 can lead
to a 1000, etc. You can do it. Then when enough people unify and stand
up together, as it is our birthright to do so, goodness and sanity will defeat
this infection of evil elites and system corruption. Then people will
simultaneously inherit the home and land they are currently living on; sin
mortgage and tax. A good system doesn't need to own, threaten, or tax our
homes. Then a new global bill of people's individual rights will be generally
agreed upon as well. Then we will also farm and eat better, including
system suppressed highly nutritious and delicious hemp seeds for one example.
Then we will all be free and prosperous. Then an age of health, equality,
abundance and innocence will emerge; and evil will be locked up for an entire
era to come. Perhaps first we will need to create ourselves a second
internet, without corporations. We can do it. We need to disobey the
system with a collective force, and whoever or whatever supports it - from
the depths of oblivion to even the top of the spiritual world; primarily by
instituting amongst ourselves a new evenly distributed, and limited, form of
money. We need to take the power of paper and ink out of the elite's and
private banking system's hands. Let's ask all of ourselves: Is there really a
better idea?
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We The People 

Declare:

“ The

         

Independent 

                         

States

                           

of America, ISA”
            

Scan in.  Duplicate.  Place in a picture frame.  Make posters. 

Share freedom via email.  

Document keyword: “GrowFreedom”

                         

We The People for 

the Establishment of 

The Independent States of America, I.S.A  

This document can be found online using keyword: “GrowFreedom”

We The People can make a dramatically positive difference together.  We need a common theme.  We 

can all live in a better and happier world.  We need to do something big to mark a real change, 
hopefully prior to financial collapse and hyper-inflation of the US dollar in the Fall of this year 2012.

In the year 2012, we are United as 1939 Germany: one entire country, one currency, one financed 
puppet commander, and many wars.  We are no longer 50 independent states.  We are now much like 
the “unsinkable” Titantic, crashing into icebergs and taking on more and more water (debt). Our 
country has been sinking; slowly and listing dramatically. The elite class, who have schemed 
collectively as one mind, wants another world war for the poor to suffer and die in.  Are we just going 
to take orders, get suited up as with one uniform, to kill more?  Is it brave to bomb other people? Is 
there a more peaceful way to be? 

Yet the seemingly forgotten 10th amendment to the Constitution grants each of our 50 states 
independence from central control.  But the out of control central government is now creeping into our 
own homes. It started long  ago with cancer causing fluoride waste-product from the aluminum 
industry put into more of our drinking water. Are we each free anymore? Have we now just become 
little slaves; Are we meek or really are we brave?  Are we just the home of the slave?

Together we can remove the old corrupt global establishment that en-debts and controls the United 
States of  America. We can definitely restore sanity, peace, balance, prosperity, & all beneficial human 
freedoms.

All we have to do to create a solid foundation for real positive change (not chump change) is agree to 
do one thing together, or at least most of us.  That is, We wish to establish a new government by and for 
We The People in the eyes of Creation.  We need immediate volunteers. The best chance of this is 
sharing this idea everywhere,  Let's Establish of the “Independent States of America” or I.S.A. 
Simply don't say and write U anymore, instead say and write I; as in “I can make a difference.”

You can be the “I” in I.S.A.; a slight change of wording, but a big, real and tangible difference.  We can 
establish a benevolent system; perhaps one that provides property to new citizens, when they turn 18.

Together, We can overcome a lying out-of-control parasitic criminally corrupt government. If every 
soldier joins us, then we don't even need to get our guns out to expunge today's class of corrupted 
politicians, in order to get them completely out of the way. Not centralized power, but 50 good short-
term governors for the 50 independent states, elected by the people of each state. 50 currencies and 50 
constitutions, for the protection of minority rights everywhere; as defined by the full voting electorate 
of each of the 50 states.

The USA can easily be made into The ISA.  No more national war mongering state Offenses, just a 
strong set of 50 Independent State “Defenses”!  A beneficial system; perhaps one that provides a home 
for every new family. 

“I” agree to the establishment of the Independent States of America, in order to fully replace the old-
establishment of elite corporate controlled, horribly corrupted, war mongering centralized power of 
Washington DC; we declare 50 states.

Just get two others to sign before framing your statement. It is the duty of every free and independent person  to promote 
freedom and pass around many copies.  If this quickly becomes a fad; We will convene for real progress. There is no web site 
behind this; nor any particular people.  It is free to say “Yes!”.  

____________________________________   Date: ______________ 

____________________________________             ___________________________________ 
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Universal People's Statement of Freedom
(Maximum Freedom or Fascist Slavery; it's each individual's decision. Public opinion means everything.)

 

Lovers  of  Freedom  have  continuously  struggled  against  the  forces  of  tyrannical  governments  for  
multitudes of centuries in the ever deceptive and animated contest between the spirit  of enslavement  
versus the spirit of liberty.  When in the course of world events it becomes clear government has become 
intentionally deceitful,  destructive, and  murderous - using any form of falsehood, manipulation of  
media, or theater as cover for an array of crimes - as well as for the next form of government, it is a  
matter  of  self-defense for the people  of  the nation  and the world  to  throw off  a corrupt  system of  
government enslavement; and with expediency set then widely announce another special date, apart  
from July 4th, that will in the future echo worldly celebrations of the cause of liberty.  The people should  
subsequently convene in large numbers on that  date and also through the public global computing  
system of the time, for a convention of the people. The result of the open convention is to have authored,  
selected, and begun the implementation of a more protective system of shared rights, law, governance,  
and justice for the current and future generations; of any nation; for the collective happiness of all.
 

The laws of a Republic should be written clearly in the form of a constitution.  However when once trusted political 
figures individually or as a whole concert of corruption, or the distribution of wealth or establishment system as a 
whole, betrays the trust of the citizenry by operating outside of the rules and constraints listed in such a  constitution, 
then the citizens of the broken republic should take the stated recommendations of their previous declaration of 
independence  &  constitution,  along  with  methods  of  self  defense,  back  into  their  own  hands.   More  than 
responsibility, it is the most sacred duty of the spirit of liberty and justice for all.
 

By the year 2008, through a persistent stream of offensive actions, including 9-11-2001, the organization widely 
known as the "United States Government" has declared itself murderous; while bankrupting the working class of 
America and instituting fascist rule.  It has become evident to multitudes of people of every nation that the current 
government  is  allied  with  a  cabal  of  corrupt  international  banking, war-mongering,  so-called  "freemasonic", 
“illuminati” or "new world order", interests.  Therefore the “United States Government” has severely turned away 
from serving its sacred cause of freedom!

Therefore the “United States Government” has failed and is de-facto illegitimate as of the time of the announcement 
of this declaration at the start of the new people’s convention.  Revolution is the only possible cure for fascism; and 
it has already gone beyond the need for a once independent people to have a fresh start!  The people's convention 
date will be decided by the truth movement.
 

Consequently,  All  of  its  previous authority  over  the  citizenry is  thereby removed  by this  declaration;  and All 
freemasonic governments worldwide should be dissolved entirely by the great many world’s people.  All existing 
mob-ridden local governments over the individual and the municipalities should be fully dismantled, re-instituted, 
and rebooted with a fully transparent, efficient, protective, and accountable system model the people's convention 
democratically  selects.   All  civil  rights  & laws  should be  voted  for  in  a  true  1-person-1-vote  democratic  and 
transparent form - as we always carry a vital responsibility to together choose what has control over our lives and 
what would ensure us maximum safety & happiness.
 

This  progressive  change of  government  should  be  enabled and  empowered  by the  entirety of  all  national and 
returning  armed  forces  together  with  all  non-terminated  local  police  and  the  widespread  armed  citizenry.   
No more system tyranny!
 

As we acknowledge this world-wide published declaration in multitudes, we pledge allegiance to each 
other.  We are firm in our disassociation from the previous “United States Government” or any corrupt 
power.  In unison We proclaim to disallow that organization to silence us, to control the mass media or 
the internet, to suppress us, to spray chemicals upon or conduct any experiments on us, to detain us, to 
imprison us, to terrorize nor genocide us, to tax us, to bill us, to create dollars or borrow credit, nor 
counterfeit paper money, to legislate for us nor to adjudicate any proceedings, to direct our armed 
forces,  to make war, or make agreements in our name, nationally or internationally.  We are fully  
aware of our Creation-given rights; including dissent.

 
Addendum: Initial action list for the people’s convention (recommended date: July 5th, 2011; location: St. Louis, MO)
 
      *  Withdrawing our businesses and franchises from federal or state-wide taxation of the "United States Government" and its 
equally corrupt  mother companies, the United Nations, International Monetary Fund, and World Bank.
     *  Create a new fully accountable system of money and taxation commissioned by the improved freshly-chartered citizen’s 
government to: pay off all national debts, redistribute wealth fairly, fund the new government, and reinvigorate the economy.
     * Build a beautiful new national capitol city designed by non-freemasonic architects and constructed by the many hands of the 
nation within a large, and voted-upon, national forest.  A new capitol is essential to mark the change in thinking.
    *  Close and refurbish Washington DC, converting the former capitol into a city -wide orphanage and school campus for the 
nation’s underprivileged children; dedicated in honor of patriots who lived bravely before us without shame.
      * Establish a new passport identification, numbered as chronologically signed, and imprinted inside a new & improved Bill of 
Rights - to be made  available for all listed and future citizen signatories of this declaration of  freedom from system tyranny  
statement; that anyone and everyone around the world is invited to recognize and support together forevermore.  ( All inmates  
individually reviewed for possible release. )
    *  No more will we allow homeless/helpless to be picked up, medically experimented upon, or murdered.  Every destitute 
person should be given an opportunity by the new system to construct a dwelling and share in a community atmosphere.
      * An end to the concept of “foreclosures”.  No more will the system be able to profit by conspiring to set market conditions so 
that people are unable to afford their family homes.  Each house now belongs to the family, not to a bank. 
    *  Project Fresh Start – Organic Home Gardening Incentive Program, using a portion of elite reclaimed wealth, to finally 
solve world hunger.  We should each also be motivated to erect personal greenhouses and maintain private gardens year-round.  ~~~

Democracy arises out of the notion that those who are equal in any respect are equal in all respects; because men are equally free, they 
claim to be absolutely equal. Republics decline into democracies and democracies degenerate into despotisms. - Aristotle     
 
If the world knew how to use freedom without abusing it, tyranny would not exist. - Tehyi Hsieh
   
The  modern banking system manufactures money out of  nothing. The process is  perhaps the  most astounding piece of sleight of 
hand that was ever invented. Banking was conceived in inequity and born in sin... Bankers own the earth. Take it away from them but 
leave them the power to create money, and, with a flick of a pen, they will create enough money to buy it back again... Take this great 
power away from them, or if you want to continue to be the slaves of bankers and pay the cost of your own slavery, then  let bankers 
continue to create money and control credit. - Sir Joseph Stamp, former president of the Bank of England

Yes, we did produce a near perfect Republic. But will they keep it, or will they, in the enjoyment of plenty, lose the memory of 
freedom? Material abundance without character is the surest way to destruction.   - Thomas  Jefferson  ~~~ To me the sole hope of 
human salvation lies in teaching. -  George Bernard Shaw ~~~ The empires of the future are the empires of the mind. -  Winston 
Churchill   ~~ "I have unwittingly destroyed my country." - Woodrow Wilson {After signing the Federal Reserve Act in 1913) ~~~ 
The basic idea behind teaching is to teach people what they need to know. - Carl Rogers ~~~ Awaken people's curiosity. It is enough 
to open minds, do not overload them. Put there just a spark.  - Anatole France ~~~ Education...beyond all other devices of human 
origin, is a great equalizer of conditions of men -- the balance wheel of the social machinery... It does better than to disarm the poor of 
their hostility toward the rich; it prevents being poor. - Horace Mann ~~~ There is no education like adversity. - Benjamin Disraeli 
~~~ It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy [life, liberty, happiness…] in creative expression and knowledge. -  Albert 
Einstein ~~~ We think of the effective teachers we have had over the years with a sense of recognition, but those who have touched 
our humanity we remember with a deep sense of gratitude. - Anonymous student

$$$ We need to replace the self-destructive US dollar, now propped up as the world's reserve base currency.  The current elite 
class  have ideas for that already: the Amero, The Globo, the SDR, and the Bancor.  However, we need to incarcerate the elite 
and reclaim the wealth they have stolen from the world through their big currency schemes of the past.  A new world reserve 
currency would need a new name & new publicly transparent oversight and frequent audits by the people of the world. 
Elected boards should be established, and no board member should at any time profit excessively from their elected duty. 
Here is an idea for a name of a new global currency, the Dillar.  For two reasons, the next currency will have a digital overlay 
to guard against counterfeiting, yet retaining privacy of use, so a digital dollar could be shortened to the Dillar.  Also, since, 
We, the people of the world, are currently in a pickle, and the Dill is a name of a pickle, for humor's sake, the “Dillar” to 
replace the “Dollar” works too and would be the easiest transition.  A fresh start for example would be this simple rule: 
everyone who had turned 18 years old, or does on their birthday, will receive D100,000 Dillars to start their new life and 
career.   That would have the effect of distributing the wealth of the world evenly and fairly.  They could choose to invest it in 
themselves via education, or into stocks in a new market, or into their own business, or assets such as their own house, etc. $$$

Soldiers Code
1. I am an American soldier - A protector of the citizenry, sworn to uphold the Constitution of the United States.
2. I will treat others with dignity and respect and  expect others to do the same.
3. I will honor my country and my fellow soldiers; those who are not traitors to the Bill of Rights & Constitution.
4. I am proud of my country & its flag.  I wish to look back and say that I am proud to have served my fellow citizens.
5. Lastly,  no  matter what the situation I am in,  I will never do anything  for pleasure, profit, or personal safety which 
would disgrace my country, my uniform, my unit, my high school class, and the people of my country.
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The War Against the Cowboys The Oregon stand off and US imperialism
by Justin Raimondo, January 04, 2016

As our old republic fades into history, replaced by a voracious global Empire, the division between foreign
policy and domestic policy is erased. A conquistador treats his helots on the home front with the same contempt
he has for his subjects abroad. In both cases, conquest and subjugation is the goal – and rebellion is the
inevitable result.

Just as the people of Iraq rose up and finally threw out the American occupiers, so the people in the American
West are rising up against their federal overlords. This is the reason for the occupation of a federal facility in
Burns, Oregon, where hundreds of protesters rallied against the jailing of ranchers Dwight Hammond and his
son Steve.

The Hammond case has become a cause celebre West of the Mississippi, where federal control of huge swathes
of real estate has become a life and death issue for ranchers and others who make their living off the land. As
the feds encroach on their livelihood, they are pushing back, and nothing illustrates this better than the
Hammond case.

In 2001, the Hammonds started a controlled burn on their own land to eliminate invasive junipers from ruining
grazing for cattle: the fire spread to neighboring federal lands. As the Tri-State Livestock News reports:

“The first fire, in 2001, was a planned burn on Hammonds’ own property to reduce juniper trees that have
become invasive in that part of the country. That fire burned outside the Hammonds’ private property line and
took in 138 acres of unfenced BLM land before the Hammonds got it put out. No BLM firefighters were needed
to help extinguish the fire and no fences were damaged.

“’They called and got permission to light the fire,’ Dwight’s wife, Susan, said, adding that was customary for
ranchers conducting range management burns – a common practice in the area.

“’We usually called the interagency fire outfit – a main dispatch – to be sure someone wasn’t in the way or that
weather wouldn’t be a problem.’ Susan said her son Steven was told that the BLM was conducting a burn of
their own somewhere in the region the same day, and that they believed there would be no problem with the
Hammonds going ahead with their planned fire. The court transcript includes a recording from that phone
conversation.”

There was a second fire in 2006, started by Steven Hammond to counteract the lightning fires that threatened to
envelope their land and their home. The Bureau of Land Management says that a single acre of federal land was
affected by the fire – and they pressed charges, even though lightning fires were raging all over the area and
there was no way to determine which fires were burning what land.

The Hammonds were originally charged under the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 with
nine counts – including starting several other fires — but the jury saw otherwise and acquitted them of all but
two counts: starting the fires they admitted to in the first place. The judge sentenced them to less than the
federal mandatory, stating that what the government was asking – five years – was “disproportionate” and if
imposed would’ve “shocked my conscience.”

The government wasn’t satisfied with that, and they appealed the decision. Judge Ann Aiken – the same judge
who ruled that the prison system has a right to keep its safety standards confidential, even though a prisoner had
died under dicey circumstances – agreed with the Justice Department, and the Hammonds must now serve full
five-year sentences, minus time already served. They have agreed to turn themselves in, in spite of the protests
on their behalf.

http://original.antiwar.com/author/justin/
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2016/01/03/militia-members-occupy-us-building-in-oregon-after-protest/78226600/
http://www.tsln.com/news/18837869-113/where-theres-smoke
http://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2015/12/widely_used_county_jail_standa.html


What is clear is that the government is out to make an example of the Hammonds. Their case represents the
resistance of rural ranchers and farmers to the aggressive tactics of the government and the radical
“environmentalist” movement, which aim at eliminating the few private landowners remaining in the region.
The Hammonds are the last holdouts in an area that has seen the Bureau of Land Management revoke permits,
block water usage, and use every means to harass them and force them to move out.

Take a look at this map showing the extent of federal control of Western lands. This maps the conquest of the
region by faceless bureaucrats in Washington – in the same way that the post-9/11 rampage of US imperialism
maps the conquest of the Middle East. And it’s the same gang at work. No wonder ranchers and their families
and supporters are taking up arms against the federal government – this is no more surprising than the Iraqi
resistance to the US army of occupation.

Yet there is a difference. The Iraqis had a hope that they might ultimately win: the armed “militia” resistance to
federal encroachment can harbor no such hope. If the federales want to move in and wipe them out, as they did
at Waco, they could do so – and the US media would be cheerleading the slaughter (just as they did in Iraq, by
the way…). Ammon Bundy, son of Cliven Bundy — who led a similar act of armed resistance in Nevada – is
now saying that the occupation of the BLM facility in Burns will be for “years,” and he is urging supporters to
travel to the area in support of his efforts.

To say that this is an adventuristic suicide mission would be an understatement. Yes, the Nevada action forced
the feds to stand down: they knew if they moved against the ranchers it would cause a political firestorm, and
lives would be lost. This time the feds cannot afford to back down precisely because they did so the last time.
And in any armed confrontation with the federal government, the ranchers are bound to wind up dead.

However, that is neither here nor there: the ranchers are resisting, and they must be defended, no matter how
shortsighted their tactics may be.

http://theconservativetreehouse.com/2016/01/03/full-story-on-whats-going-on-in-oregon-militia-take-over-malheur-national-wildlife-refuge-in-protest-to-hammond-family-persecution/
http://original.antiwar.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/fed-lands.jpg


One more thing: the Twitterverse is attacking the ranchers on the crazed grounds that America doesn’t have
equality of government repression. Yes, you read that right. The protesters in Ferguson were faced with tanks,
and military-style repression, so why don’t we see the same response to the Oregon protesters, they stupidly
ask.

It’s hard to even confront such arguments: are these people really saying that repression is a “right” that has to
be equally distributed? Is it something in the water that has lowered the intelligence of these people to such a
degree that they really want the government to come down hard on everyone?

The irony of this is that the fight against police repression is the same fight as the ranchers’ battle against
federal overreach. In both cases, protesters face the armed might of the State. It’s particularly disgusting that the
Twitter types who support the BLM and the government are saying that this is all about “white privilege,” and
that if the ranchers were black protesters in an urban area they’d be blasted to kingdom come. So now we have
the “social justice warriors” screaming for the ranchers’ blood.

This is how the government divides and conquers: pitting race against race, religion against religion, etc. It’s the
oldest tactic in the ruling elite’s book.

The media is predictably siding with the authorities: notice how they’re already calling the protesters
“militants.” That’s the same language they use to describe alleged “terrorists” in the Middle East – a designation
that means nothing less than a death sentence.

We’ll see how this plays out. I wouldn’t doubt for a minute that the feds would pull another Waco if they
thought they could get away with it. And with the political atmosphere in this country being the way it is, they
just might.

What’s particularly alarming are the cries of “Terrorist!” rising like a poisonous fog from the “progressives.”
It’s a testament to the degree that the militaristic rhetoric of the post-9/11 era has managed to define the terms of
the discourse that these people aren’t in the least bit ashamed of themselves. Even Code Pink, those supposedly
pacifistic peaceniks, has been siding with the government: apparently, their opposition to imperialism on the
part of Washington doesn’t include aggression inside US borders. But then again we always knew Medea
Benjamin was the worst kind of partisan hypocrite.

The urban left is cheerleading Washington’s war against the cowboys, using every meme from the
“anti-terrorist” playbook to target a powerless minority that is bravely fighting against the mightiest military
machine on earth. A more revolting spectacle is hard to imagine – but 2016 is young yet, so we’ll just have to
see what the new year has in store for us.

NOTES IN THEMARGIN

You can check out my Twitter feed by going here. But please note that my tweets are sometimes deliberately
provocative, often made in jest, and largely consist of me thinking out loud.

I’ve written a couple of books, which you might want to peruse. Here is the link for buying the second edition
of my 1993 book, Reclaiming the American Right: The Lost Legacy of the Conservative Movement, with an
Introduction by Prof. George W. Carey, a Foreword by Patrick J. Buchanan, and critical essays by Scott Richert
and David Gordon (ISI Books, 2008).

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/01/double-standards-cited-armed-protest-oregon-160103081113265.html
http://original.antiwar.com/justin/2009/10/08/code-yellow/
http://www.amazon.com/Reclaiming-American-Right-Conservative-Movement/dp/1933859601/antiwarbookstore
http://www.amazon.com/Reclaiming-American-Right-Conservative-Movement/dp/1933859601/antiwarbookstore
http://oll.libertyfund.org/?option=com_staticxt&staticfile=show.php?person=3821&Itemid=28
http://antiwar.com/raimondo/book1.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Gordon_(philosopher)
http://www.isi.org/books/bookdetail.aspx?id=fca823d0-03d5-4d79-903a-f6ac1e1c81f6
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The Rule Of Law No Longer Exists In Western Civilization

Paul Craig Roberts

My work documenting how the law was lost began about a quarter of a century ago. A close friend and
distinguished attorney, Dean Booth, first brought to my attention the erosion of the legal principles on which
rests the rule of law in the United States. My columns on the subject got the attention of an educational
institution that invited me to give a lecture on the subject. Subsequently, I was invited to give a lecture on “How
The Law Was Lost” at the Benjamin Cardozo School of Law in New York City.

The work coalesced into a book, The Tyranny Of Good Intentions, coauthored with my research associate,
Lawrence M. Stratton, published in 2000, with an expanded edition published in 2008. We were able to
demonstrate that Sir Thomas More’s warning about prosecutors and courts disregarding law in order to more
easily convict undesirables and criminals has had the result of turning law away from being a shield of the
people and making it into a weapon in the hands of government. That is what we witness in the saga of the
Hammonds, long-time ranchers in the Harney Basin of Oregon.

With the intervention of Ammon Bundy, another rancher who suffered illegal persecution by the Bureau of
Land Management but stood them off with help from armed militia, and his supporters, the BLM’s decades long
persecution of the innocent Hammonds might have come to a crisis before you read this.

Bundy and militiamen, whose count varies from 15 to 150 in the presstitute media, have seized an Oregon
office of the BLM as American liberty’s protest against the frame-up of the Hammonds on false charges. As I
write the Oregon National Guard and FBI are on the way.

The militiamen have said that they are prepared to die for principles, and the rule of law is one of them. Of
course, the presstitute media is making the militiamen into the lawbreakers—and even calling them
terrorists—and not the federal government’s illegal prosecution of the Hammonds, whose crime was their
refusal to sell their ranch to the government to be included in the Masher National Wildlife Refuge.

If there are only 15 militiamen, there is a good chance that they will all be killed, but if there are 150 armed
militiamen prepared for a shootout, the outcome could be different.

I cannot attest to the accuracy of this report of the situation:
https://www.superstation95.com/index.php/world/723 The resources required to verify the information in this
account of how the government escalated a “crisis” out of the refusal of a family to bend is beyond the
resources of this website. However, the story fits perfectly with everything Lawrence Stratton and I learned over
the years that we prepared our book on how the law was lost. This account of the persecution of the Hammonds
is the way government behaves when government has broken free of the rule of law.

I can attest with full confidence that the United States no longer has a rule of law. The USA is a lawless country.
By that I do not mean what conservative Republicans mean, which is, if I understand them, that racial minorities
violate law with something close to impunity.

http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2016/01/05/
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2016/01/05/the-rule-of-law-no-longer-exists-in-western-civilization-paul-craig-roberts/


What I mean is that only the mega-banks and the One Percent have legal protection, and that is because these
people control the government. For everyone else law is a weapon in the hands of the government to be used
against the American people.

The fact that the shield of law no longer exists for American citizens is why, according to US Department of
Justice statistics, only 4 percent of federal felonies ever go to trial. Almost the entirety of federal felonies are
settled by coerced plea bargains that force defendants to admit to crimes that they did not commit in order to
avoid “expanded indictments” that, if presented to the typical stupid, trusting, gullible American “jury of their
peers,” would lock them away for hundreds of years.

American justice is a joke. It does not exist. You can see this in the American prison population. “Freedom and
Democracy” America not only has the largest percentage of its population in prison than any country on the
planet, but also the largest number of prisoners.

If you consider that “authoritarian” China has four times the population of the United States but fewer prisoners,
you understand that “authoritarian” China has a more protective rule of law than the United States.

Compared to “freedom and democracy America,” Russia has hardly anyone in prison. Yet, Washington and its
media whores have defined the President of Russia as “the new Hitler.”

The only thing we can conclude from the facts is that the United States Government and those ignorant fools
who worship it are evil incarnate.

Out of evil comes dictatorship. The White House Fool, at best a two-bit punk, has decided that he doesn’t like
the Second Amendment to the US Constitution any more than he likes any of the other constitutional
protections of US citizens. He is looking for dictatorial methods, that is, unlegislated executive orders, to
overturn the Second Amendment. He has the corrupt US Department of Justice, a criminal organization, looking
for ways for the dictator to overturn both Congressional legislation and Supreme Court rulings.

The media whores have fallen in line with the would-be dictator. All we hear is “gun violence.” If only Karl
Marx were still with us. He would ridicule those who turn inanimate objects into purposeful actors. It is
extraordinary that the American left-wing thinks that guns, not people, kill people.

The position of the “progressive left-wing” in the United States is perplexing. Here are Americans, immersed
into a police state, as are the Hammonds, and the progressive left-wing wants to disarm the population.

Whatever this “progressive left-wing opposition” is, it has nothing in common with revolutionaries. The
American left-wing is totally irrevelant, a defeated force that sold out and no longer represents the people or the
truth.

Even more astonishing, judging by comments on RT’s report on the situation and the readers comments, all RT
and American blacks want to know is where is the National Guard in Oregon? Why isn’t it called out against
the White militia protests as it was called out against the Black Ferguson protests?
https://www.rt.com/usa/327809-bundy-militia-oregon-reaction/
If protesting the murder of a young black American by Ferguson police is not legitimate and the protesters are
“terrorists,” why aren’t the Oregon protestors terrorists for trying to protect jailbirds from their “lawful
sentence”? This is the wrong question.

It really is discouraging that the American black community is unable to understand that if any American can be
dispossessed, all Americans can be dispossessed.



It is also discouraging that RT decided to play the race card instead of comprehending that law is no longer a
shield of the American people but is a weapon in the hands of Washington.

Why doesn’t RT at least listen to the President of Russia, who states repeatedly that America and the West are
lawless.

Putin is correct. America and its vassals are lawless. No one is safe from the government.

Dr. Paul Craig Roberts was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy

and associate editor of the Wall Street Journal. He was columnist for Business Week, Scripps

Howard News Service, and Creators Syndicate. He has had many university appointments. His

internet columns have attracted a worldwide following. Roberts' latest books are The Failure

of Laissez Faire Capitalism and Economic Dissolution of the West, How America Was Lost, and

The Neoconservative Threat to World Order

http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/inbound/nbe81oi9d
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/inbound/7o5oendn3o
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/inbound/w9noii8


Become a Leader Yourself

You can join right now by just making the decision.

Start your own local GRIP chapter and website. You don’t need anyone else’s permission.

The “GRIP party” is just the word we will all unite together around, but it is yet to be defined.

Discuss what what kind of government everyone would like to have. Post your ideas.

If and when the majority wants it to happen, GRIP will become a NEW government; possibly
one day a New World Government, granting us ALL basic human rights & freedoms.

And we will design it the way that we want it to be: efficient, just, and accountable.
A fresh new updated government: By, For, and Of... We The People.
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These are what millions in the general public call “Chemtrails”.

This is not jet engine exhaust. Jet exhaust, when conditions are just right for
contrails to briefly appear, they soon evaporate and disappear.

Chemtrails, or “geoengineering” particulate dust, is chemical spray out of a
fleet of spraying tankers aircraft - most with “nozzles” pumping this stuff out.

It is happening all over the United States, Europe and many other areas of the
world. This corrupt system has been spraying our atmosphere with these

particulate toxins intensely for more than a decade. We and our environment
(air, land, water, food) have been considerably poisoned by this secretive

biological atrocity. These traitorous government payrolled freaks think they
are doing good. They are not, they are polluting and lastingly poisoning our
environment with heavy metals and whatever other crap they are spraying.

This white dust has been collected an analyzed, through HEPA-filters in the air,
and also when they spray so low that it blankets the ground, often seen as a

white dust on car windshields.

It turns out this is COAL POWERPLANT ASH, known as “COAL FLY ASH”. The
following detailed study/report has identify this toxic pollutant crap as the main

ingredient. We need to fire the whole EPA and others immediately!

Start Caring About The Air You and your children are breathing Folks!
Help stop this atrocity! If it to be stopped - YOU must HELP TOO!
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Abstract: The widespread, intentional and increasingly frequent chemical emplacement in 

the troposphere has gone unidentified and unremarked in the scientific li terature for years. 

The author presents evidence that toxic coal combustion fly ash is the most likely 

aerosolized particulate sprayed by tanker-jets for geoengineering, weather-modification 

and climate-modification purposes and describes some of the multifold consequences on 

public health. Two methods are employed: (1) Comparison of 8 elements analyzed in 

rainwater, leached from aerosolized particulates, with corresponding elements leached into 

water from coal fly ash in published laboratory experiments, and (2) Comparison of 14 

elements analyzed in dust collected outdoors (4 samples, 3 locations) on high-efficiency 

particulate air (HEPA) filters with corresponding elements analyzed in un-leached coal fly 

ash material. The results show: (1) The assemblage of elements in rainwater and in the 

corresponding experimental leachate display a similar range of chemical compositions 

which are shown to be consistent with previously published data for three elements; and, 

(2) The assemblage of elements in the HEPA dust samples and in the corresponding 

average un-leached coal fly ash samples display a similar range of chemical 

compositions. The consequences on public health are profound, including exposure to a 

variety of toxic heavy metals, radioactive elements, and neurologically-implicated 

chemically mobile aluminum released by body moisture in situ after inhalation or through 

transdermal induction. 
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1. Introduction  
 

 

The interplay of political, military, and commercial interests during World War II  led to the 

development and grand-scale deployment of a host of herbicides and pesticides such as 

dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT). In her 1962 book Silent Spring [1] Rachel Carson called 

attention to the unintended consequences of herbicide and pesticide use, and launched the modern 

environmental movement. Half a century later there is growing evidence of a grave new and persistent 

global environmental health threat, again fomented by the interplay of political, military, and 

commercial interests. To date this new threat, posed by widespread, intentional tropospheric aerosol- 

particulate emplacement, has gone unremarked in the scientific literature for more than one decade. 

Here, based upon original research, the author discloses substantial evidence as to the identification 

and nature of the specific particulate substance involved and begins to describe the extent of this global 

public health and environmental threat. 

Recently there have been calls in both the popular and scientif ic press to begin discussions about the 

possibili ty of engaging in future stratospheric geoengineering experiments to counter global warming [2,3]. 

Geoengineering, also called weather-modification, has been carried out for decades at much lower 

altitudes in the troposphere. The recent calls for open discussion of climate control or geoengineering 

tend to obscure the fact that the world’s military and civilian sectors have modified atmospheric 

conditions for  many decades as has been described by science historian, James R. Fleming [4]. 

Some of the early weather-modification research resulted in programs like Project Skywater (1961–1988), 

the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s effort to engineer “the rivers of the sky”; the U.S. Army’s Operation 

Ranch Hand (1961–1971), in which the herbicide Agent Orange was an infamous part; and its Project 

Popeye (1967–1971), used to “make mud, not war” over the Ho Chi Minh Trail. These few examples 

of weather-modification, all of them secret at the time they were engaged, show that the weather is in 

the words of the military, “a force multiplier” [5]. 

In the spring of 2014, the author began to notice tanker-jets quite often producing white trails across 

the cloudless blue sky over San Diego, California. The aerosol spraying that was happening with 

increasing frequency was a relatively new phenomenon there. The dry warm air above San Diego is 

not conducive to the formation of jet contrails, which are ice condensate. By November 2014 the 

tanker-jets were busy every day crisscrossing the sky spraying their aerial graffiti. In a matter of 

minutes, the aerosol trails exiting the tanker-jets would start to diffuse, eventually forming cirrus-like 

clouds that further diffuse to form a white haze that scattered sunlight, often occluding or dimming the 

sun. Aerosol spraying was occasionally so intense as to make the otherwise cloudless blue sky overcast, 

some areas of sky turning brownish (Figure 1). Sometimes the navigation lights of the tanker-jets were 

visible as they worked at night, their trails obscuring the stars overhead; by dawn the normally clear-blue 

morning sky already had a milky white haze. Regardless, aerosol spraying often continued throughout 
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the day. The necessity for daily aerosol emplacement stems from the relatively low spraying-altitudes 

in the troposphere where mixing with air readily occurs bringing down the aerosolized particulates and 

exposing humanity and Earth’s biota to the fine-grained substance. The author’s concern about the 

daily exposure to ultra-fine airborne particulate matter of undisclosed composition and its concomitant 

effect on the health of his family and public health in general prompted the research reported here. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Composite of four images of the blue sky over San Diego taken on cloudless days 

showing various instances of the on-going daily tanker-jet spraying of ultrafine-particulates 

into the troposphere. Upper Left: Spraying just started. Note that one tanker-jet turned off 

the spray in mid-flight. The “clouds” are dispersed particulates; Lower Right: Overcast 

“clouds” produced by intense tanker-jet emplacement of particulates. 
 

Since the beginning of the 21st century there have been numerous observations of tanker-jet aerosol 

particulate spraying. Sometimes samples of rainwater, soil, and other residue were collected by 

concerned citizens and sent to commercial certified laboratories to be analyzed, although without an 

understanding of what tests should be made. The composition of the aerosolized particulate matter has 

been a tightly held secret. In the face of this unknown, there has been much sincere speculation in 

books and on the Internet, but also disinformation, attempts to convince the public that the particulate 

trails are nothing more than ice crystals formed from jet exhaust, and to pin on concerned citizens the 

pejorative moniker “conspiracy theorists”. 
From the variety of observations reported in books and on the Internet, one might reasonably 

conclude that, at least during the early years, various weather-modification experiments were 

undertaken. But as indicated by photographic data and chemical analyses of post-spraying rainwater, 

one  particular  methodology  was  developed  that  ultimately  was  observed  by  the  author  to  be 

operational on a daily basis in the skies over San Diego, and reportedly is now operational over much 

of the United States and in a number of foreign countries as well [6]. Beside the observational 

commonality,  post-spraying  rainwater  was  frequently  found  to  contain  aluminum  and  barium, 
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two  elements  usually  not  present  in  naturally-occurring rainwater;  sometimes  strontium,  a  third 

element, was included in the tests and determined to be present [7]. The presence of strontium together 

with barium suggests that the undisclosed particulate matter is derived from a natural product, because 

alkaline earth elements, Group II  on the Periodic Table, behave similarly and are often found together 

in nature. For example, cement contains calcium and often contains some strontium as well. That bit of 

insight evoked further considerations related to the potential costs and logistics of annually producing 

millions of tons of the undisclosed particulate matter and doing so out of public view. 

Industrial coal burning produces four types of coal combustion residuals (CCRs): fly ash, bottom ash, 

boiler slag, and flue gas desulfurization product (FGDP), i.e., gypsum. Bottom ash is heavy and settles 

out; coal fly ash, on the other hand, is comprised of micron and sub-micron particles that would go up the 

smokestack unless captured and stored. Because of its well-known adverse environmental health effects, 

Western nations now mandate that coal combustion fly ash is to be captured and stored [8,9]. 

Representatives of coal burning utilities and their trade organizations actively promote commercial 

applications for coal fly ash, which, to name a few, include uses as additives to Portland cement, 

agricultural soil amendments, replacement for compacted backfills, mine reclamation, melting river 

ice, and as subsurface for roads. Some applications pose potential environmental health risks in the 

short term and/or in the long term as coal fly ash is a concentrated repository for many of the trace 

elements that were trapped in coal during its formation, including, but not limited to, arsenic, barium, 

beryllium, boron, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, lead, manganese, mercury, molybdenum, selenium, 

thallium, thorium, vanadium and uranium. 

Although seemingly unacknowledged in publicly accessible reports and in scientific literature as a 

potential material for geoengineering, coal fly ash is one major global waste product stream with the 

appropriate grain-size distribution for aerosolized tropospheric spraying that is readily available at 

extremely low cost and with existent processing and transport infrastructure. The author submits the 

following hypothesis: Coal fly ash is most likely the aerosolized particulate sprayed in the troposphere 

by tanker-jets for geoengineering, weather-modification and climate-modification purposes. 

The objectives of the research are to provide substantial scientific evidence as to the correctness of 

the hypothesis, namely, that coal fly ash is the aerosolized particulate sprayed in the troposphere by 

tanker-jets for geoengineering, weather-modification and climate-modification purposes and to reveal 

some of the adverse human public health consequences and the antagonistic consequences on Earth’s 
environment and biota. 

 

2. Experimental Section 
 

 

The methodology is two-fold: (1) Compare element ratios analyzed in rainwater, which were 

leached in the atmosphere from aerosolized particulates, with the corresponding element ratios that 

were extracted from coal fly ash into water in laboratory leaching experiments; and, (2) Compare the 

element ratios analyzed in dust collected outdoors on a HEPA filter with corresponding element ratios 

analyzed in coal fly ash material. 

One of the reasons coal fly ash is sequestered, usually in lined ponds, is that a variety of toxic 

chemical elements are readily extracted by water, including but not limited to aluminum, arsenic, 

cadmium,  chromium,  thallium,  lead,  mercury  and  uranium.  Scientists  have  conducted  leaching 
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experiments on coal fly ash samples, but none of the various investigations appear to be as thorough as 

that of Moreno et al. [10]. They obtained coal fly ash samples from 23 different European sources 

(from Spain, The Netherlands, Italy and Greece) which they analyzed for 33 chemical elements. 

They leached 100 grams of each coal fly ash sample with one liter of distil led water for twenty four 

hours, and then determined the concentrations of 38 elements in the leachate, the water-extract, from 

each experiment. Although there were some variations observed in the pre-leach coal fly ash chemical 

compositions and in the relative proportion of extracted elements in the leachate and variations in the 

resulting pH, the overall pattern of leachate elements was remarkably consistent among the different 

fly ash sources. Table 1 summarizes the average values for European coal fly ash pre-leach 

compositions and the average values of leachate chemical compositions that include those used in the 

present investigation. 
 

Table  1.  Average chemical composition of  the  23  un-leached and leached (leachate) 

European coal fly ash samples from Moreno et al. [10]. 
 

 

 

Element 

 

Un-Leached 
ȝg/g 

Leached 
(Leachate) 

µg/L  

 

 

Element 

 

Un-Leached 
µg/g 

Leached 
(Leachate) 

µg/L  

Aluminum 1.40 × 105 5.37 × 103 Molybdenum 1.10 × 101 3.66 × 10−1
 

Antimony 1.20 × 101 3.60 × 10−2
 Nickel 1.22 × 102 1.68 × 10−2

 

Arsenic 7.06 × 101 8.35 × 10−2
 Niobium  6.22 × 10−4

 

Barium 1.38 × 103 5.34 × 10−1
 Phosphorus 1.22 × 103 2.22× 102 

Beryllium 9.66 3.00 × 10−4
 Potassium 1.43 × 104  

Boron 2.38 × 102 3.32 Rubidium 1.04 × 102 3.04 × 10−2
 

Cadmium 1.87 7.61 × 10−4
 Scandium  4.32 × 10−3

 

Calcium 4.03× 104 3.48 × 105 Selenium 2.24 × 101 8.12 × 10−2
 

Cesium  2.78 × 10−3
 Sili con 2.27 × 105 6.57 × 103 

Chromium 1.54 × 102 2.99 × 10−1
 Sodium 2.98 × 103 1.51 × 104 

Cobalt 4.13 × 101 2.30 × 10−3
 Strontium 1.09 × 103 5.09 

Copper 9.94 × 101 6.97 × 10−3
 Sulfur 3.78 × 103 1.57 × 105 

Gallium  2.24 × 10−2
 Thallium  4.61 × 10−4

 

Germanium 1.18 × 101 6.20 × 10−3
 Thorium 3.25 × 101 9.83 × 10−4

 

Hafnium  1.01 × 10−3
 Tin 8.48 6.96 × 10−4

 

Iron 2.89 × 104 1.22 × 102 Titanium 7.01 × 103 4.27 × 10−2
 

Lead 1.29 × 102 1.30 × 10−3
 Uranium 1.34 × 101 4.65 × 10−4

 

Lithium 1.95 × 102 1.18 Vanadium 2.53 × 102 1.18 × 10−1
 

Magnesium 1.02 × 104 2.85 × 103 Zinc 1.90 × 102 2.70 × 10−2
 

Manganese 4.84 × 102 4.35    

 

With its normally limit ed natural cloud cover San Diego is ideal for observing tanker-jet dispersal 

of ultra-fine particulates. Because the city lacks heavy industries and their particulate pollution, it is an 

ideal environment to ascertain by rainwater measurement the nature of the specific particulates being 

sprayed  which  are  leached  by  rainwater. The  author  personally  collected rainwater  samples  for 

chemical analysis and compared those data to corresponding average values of experimental leachate 
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chemical analyses [10], which as shown below provides a firm basis for identifying the particulate 

substance being emplaced as an aerosol in the troposphere as coal fly ash. Because of persistent 

spraying, rainwater devoid of spray contamination was not available. 

For three months during a period of intense aerial spraying in 2011, an individual in Los Angeles, 

California captured and had analyzed outdoor air-borne particulates. The results were posted on the 

Internet [11]; subsequently the author obtained the analytical laboratory report. The requested analyses 

returned results for aluminum, barium and twelve trace elements. But the meaning of the data was not 

clear at the time. Comparison of those data with corresponding pre-leach average coal fly ash chemical 

analyses (Table 1), as shown below, further reinforces the correctness of identifying the particulate 

substance as coal fly ash that is being sprayed into the troposphere by tanker-jets for geoengineering. 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

 

The average elemental composition of each of the 38 elements from the 23 different sources of 

European coal fly ash leach studied by Moreno et al. [10], presented as ratios relative to barium, is 

shown in Figure 2 as a function of Atomic Number. Normalization to one common element, in this 

case barium, makes comparisons possible when total mass or total volume is not available. In this plot, 

the less abundant leachate element ratios are not shown. Note that aluminum (Atomic Number 13), 

strontium (38), and barium (56), elements which are sometimes determined in post-spraying rainwater, 

are relatively abundant. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 2. The average leachate chemical concentration of each of the 38 elements from the 

23 different sources of European coal fly ash (Table 1) studied by [10], normalized to 

barium so as to facilitate comparison with analyzed post-aerosol-spraying rainwater. 

Elements of lower concentration are not shown. Red leachate elements correspond to those 

measured in San Diego rainwater (Figure 3), from left to right, Boron, Magnesium, 

Aluminum, Sulfur, Calcium, Iron, Strontium and Barium. 
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Two commercial state-of-California certified laboratories, Babcock Laboratories, Inc. and Basic 

Laboratory, were engaged for the San Diego rainwater analyses by inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectrometry. Their analytical results were consistent to within 2%–10%. Figure 3 shows concentrations 

of 8 chemical elements, normalized to barium, measured in post-aerosol-spraying San Diego rainwater 

for comparison with corresponding element ratios in the [10] water-extract of coal fly ash leaching 

experiments (Table 1). 
 

 
 

 

Figure 3. The chemical concentrations of 8 elements, normalized to barium, measured in 

post-aerosol-spraying San Diego rainwater for comparison with similar average element 

ratios in the leachate of coal fly ash from Figure 1. This figure shows that post-spraying 

rainwater leached the same elements, in similar proportions, to the elements leached from 

coal fly ash in laboratory investigations [10]. P rev i o u s l y  p u b l i s h ed  v a l u es  f r o m 

i n t e rn e t  p o s t ed  an a l y t i ca l  r es u l t s  a re  a l s o  s h o wn  [1 2 ] . This is strong 

evidence that the substance emplaced into the troposphere is coal fly ash. 
 

Like a fingerprint, the 8-element ratios of the San Diego rainwater extract of the tropospheric-emplaced 

particulate matter match element-by-element the laboratory water extract of coal fly ash within the range of 

observations. Said another way, the tropospheric-emplaced matter has the same water-leach characteristics 

as coal fly ash for at least eight elements, which is indeed strong evidence of the identification of the 

aerosolized substance as coal fly ash. For any indicated element the difference between the rainwater 

extract and average experimental coal fly ash element extract is less than the differences observed between 

the element extracted experimentally from the various coal fly ash sources [10]. 

The 8-element “fingerprint” shown in Figure 3 is comprised of elements with different chemical 

properties and thus provides extremely strong validation of the hypothesis: Coal fly ash is most 

likely the aerosolized particulate sprayed in the troposphere by tanker-jets for geoengineering, 

weather-modification and climate-modification purposes. 

One limitation in the use  of  commercial laboratories is  in  their limits of  detection for  some 

elements. Note from Figure 2 that the experimental coal fly ash leachate element ratios span six orders 
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of magnitude. When academic research laboratories, with their high sensitivity capabilities, hopefully 

repeat the post-spray rainwater measurements, additional “matched pairs” for other elements will 

doubtlessly be added to the coal fly ash “fingerprint” presented in Figure 3. 

For about fifteen years concerned individuals have sampled water, soil, and other materials in attempt 

to learn what is being sprayed into the atmosphere. From 15 May 2011 through 15 August 2011, 

a period intense tanker-jet spraying, an individual in Los Angeles, California operated a Honeywell 

model HHT081 HEPA Filter in her backyard in the vicinity of Olympic and La Cienega Boulevard, Los 

Angeles, California, 90035. Samples were collected and then transferred via chain-of-custody to 

American Scientific Laboratory, a state-of-California certified laboratory for analysis of aluminum, 

barium, and twelve trace elements by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. 

Figure 4 shows concentrations of 14 chemical elements, normalized to barium, measured in the Los 

Angeles HEPA air filter dust for comparison with corresponding element ratios for un-leached 

European coal fly ash data (Table 1) from [10] and un-leached American coal fly ash data from [43], and 

with additional HEPA air filter data from Montebello, California and from Phoenix, Arizona; locations 

without coal fired utility plants or heavy industries. 

 
Figure 4. The chemical concentrations of 14 chemical elements, normalized to barium, 

measured in the Los Angeles HEPA air filter dust for comparison with corresponding 

average element ratios for un-leached European coal fly ash data (Table 1) from [10] and 

un-leached American coal fly ash data from [43], and with HEPA air filter data from 

Montebello, California and from Phoenix, Arizona areas without coal fired electric power 

generating facilities or heavy industry pollution. This figure shows the 14 elements 

measured collected in four different HEPA air filter dust samples occur in the 

approximately same relative proportions as similar elements in un-leached coal fly ash 

from published laboratory investigations.  This  is  further  evidence  that  the  substance  

emplaced  into  the troposphere by tanker - je ts  is coal fly ash.  
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Coal fly ash from difference sources vary somewhat in their relative proportions of chemical 

elements. The ranges of variation in composition for the un-leached 23 European coal fly samples and 

for the 12 United States coal fly ash samples are shown in Figure 4. Significantly, nearly all of the data 

for the four HEPA air filter dust samples fall within the ranges of variation shown; even the four 

outlying data points are located near the endpoints of the respective ranges of variation. This is strong 

evidence that the dust collected on the HEPA air filters has the composition of coal fly ash. Furthermore, 

the 14-element “fingerprint” shown in Figure 4 is comprised of elements with different chemical 

properties, implying a unique process, and thus further provides extremely strong validation of the 

hypothesis: Coal fly ash is most likely the aerosolized particulate sprayed in the troposphere by tanker-

jets for geoengineering, weather-modification and climate-modification purposes. 

Reliable observers have reported tropospheric aerosol emplacement since the late 1990s. In the 

early phases of the program one might suspect that a variety of substances were tried. At what point 

was coal fly ash chosen as the preferred substance? In the past, one of the great uncertainties about 

analyzing post-aerosol rainwater has been which elements to measure. Aluminum was commonly 
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measured, while barium and strontium were sometimes measured; other chemical elements were rarely 

measured. As aluminum, barium and strontium are prominent water-extracts of coal fly ash, their 

presence in post-aerosol rainwater might be taken as a 3-element fingerprint of aerosolized coal fly 

ash, albeit with much less certainty than the 8-element fingerprint shown in Figure 3. Based upon the 

3-element fingerprint, with its limited certainty, the year 2002 is the earliest data found to date 

showing simultaneous measurement of these three elements in post-aerosol rainwater [12]. Within that 

certainty-limitation, the 3-element fingerprint in post-spraying rainwater measurements indicates the 

global extent of tropospheric aerosol coal fly ash dispersing: such measurements have been made in 

the United States, Canada, France, Portugal, Germany, Australia, and New Zealand. Further, this list is 

unlikely to be exhaustive. The global extent of tropospheric coal fly ash emplacement is inferred from 

rainwater analyses reporting the three elements (aluminum, barium and strontium) that are prominent 

in the leachate of laboratory coal fly ash water-leach experiments. 

The research reported here provides strong evidence that coal fly ash is the aerosolized particulate 

sprayed   in   the   troposphere   by   tanker-jets   for   geoengineering,   weather-modification   and 

climate-modification purposes. The evidence presented warrants discussion as to (1) what additional 

investigations should be undertaken to confirm further the identity of coal fly ash as the aerosolized 

particulates, (2) the consequences of troposphere-emplaced coal fly ash on public health and on Earth’s 
biota, and (3) the resultant geophysical implications. 

The rainwater and dust sample collection, in San Diego, Los Angeles, Montebello, and Phoenix, 

respectively, took place in areas far removed from aerosol-polluting heavy industries under 

circumstances of intense and persistent aerial spraying of fine grain particulates that left a white haze in 

the sky. The tropospheric li fetime of the particulates was sufficiently short as to necessitate near-daily 

spraying, which is an argument against the collected samples originating far away, such as from China 

due to the global movement of weather. Whereas the “fingerprint” evidence is compelling, strongly 

suggesting identical processes/materials, additional investigations should be undertaken and, indeed, are 

being planned. 

Off the coast of Southern California individuals have observed tanker jets “dumping” massive 

quantities of particulate matter in relatively short bursts, colloquially called “bombs”, which disperse 

significantly before prevailing winds bring the matter to the coast line. One plan under consideration is 

to use aircraft to capture in flight some of the concentrated material, which would then be analyzed 

physically and chemically, and as well be subjected to leaching experiments. 

In the 1970s acid rain [13] liberated aluminum in a chemically mobile form from otherwise inert 

sources, such as mine tailings, that posed an environmental health threat to a host of organisms [14,15]. 

Forest  die-offs,  reduced  survival  or  impaired  reproduction  of  aquatic  invertebrates,  fish,  and 

amphibians were directly connected to aluminum toxicity, while indirect effects on birds and mammals 

were also identified [16]. Tropospheric aerosolized coal fly ash poses a similar environmental health 

threat without necessarily requiring an acid environment. In the experiments by Moreno et al. [10], 

distil led water led to aluminum extraction while other chemical reactions yielded leachate pH values in 

the range 6.2–12.5. The pH of post-spraying rainwater is a function of the composition of the coal fly 

ash and the degree of its equilibration with atmospheric water. Natural rainwater has an acidic pH of 

about 5.7 due to interaction with atmospheric CO2  [17]. The pH of the analyzed post-spraying San 

Diego rainwater was 5.2 whereas in instances elsewhere it has been observed as high as 6.8. 
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Long exposure to air pollution particulates, not necessarily coal fly ash, in sizes ≤ 2.5µm (PM2.5) is 

associated with morbidity and premature mortality [18,19]. One may therefore reasonably conclude 

that aerosolized coal fly ash, at least the PM2.5 component, is detrimental to human health. 
The ultra-fine particles of aerosolized coal fly ash do not remain at tanker-jet operational altitudes: 

they mix with and pollute the air people breathe. Tropospheric aerosol coal fly ash can potentially 

endanger humans through two primary routes: (1) ingestion of rainwater-extract of coal fly ash toxins, 

directly or after concentration by evaporation and (2) particulate intake through inhalation or through 

contact with the eyes or skin [20]. In the latter instance, harm to humans can arise from in situ 

body-fluid extraction of coal fly ash toxins [21] as well as from the consequences of tissue contact [22]. 

Coal fly ash that is PM2.5 is readily entrained in terminal airways and alveoli and retained in the lungs 

for long periods of time; the small grain size enables it to penetrate and reach deep within the airways 

where it can cause inflammation and pulmonary injury [23]. 

Coal fly ash contains a host of potentially leachable toxins, including aluminum, arsenic, barium, 

beryllium, boron, cadmium, chromium (III), chromium (IV), cobalt, lead, manganese, mercury, 

selenium, strontium, thallium, thorium, and uranium. Coal fly ash has been described as being more 

radioactive than nuclear waste [24]. Moreover, many of the most toxic elements are enriched in the 

PM2.5  component of coal fly ash [25]. Whether or not the coal fly ash used for geoengineering is 

selectively enriched in PM2.5 is not known, but enrichment in the small particle size fraction would be 

advantageous in yielding greater surface area for sunlight reflection. 

The extent of adverse health consequences from aerosolized coal fly ash depends on a variety of 

factors  including  age,  physical  condition,  individual  susceptibility,  concentration  and  exposure 

duration. Moreover, some toxic elements from tropospheric spraying of coal fly ash, in addition to 

direct bodily input by inhalation or transdermal infusion, may be concentrated by processes in nature. 

Arsenic, for example, one of the coal fly ash toxins, poses the greatest health threat in its inorganic 

form. Arsenic can be taken up by a variety of organisms and, like mercury, can be passed up the food 

chain [26]. Arsenic can be involved with hypertension-related cardiovascular disease [27], cancer [28], 

stroke [29], chronic lower respiratory diseases [30] and diabetes [31]. Arsenic leached from coal fly 

ash taken in by pregnant women can crossover the placenta to the fetus [32]. Concentration and 

exposure duration increase likelihood of this happening. 

The evidence presented here of deliberate, widespread and pervasive spraying of coal fly ash into 

the troposphere, which mixes with the air people breathe, opens new research possibilit ies into the 

physiological effects of long-term exposure to a substance that potentially releases multifarious toxins 

upon exposure to internal body fluids. Those subjects are beyond the scope of the present article. 

Nevertheless, mention  should  be  made  of  perhaps  the  least  appreciated coal  fly  ash  potentially 

water-extracted toxin, chemically mobile aluminum. 

Although  aluminum  is  abundant  in  the  Earth’s  crust,  it  is  highly  immobile.  Consequently, 

our planet’s biota, including humans, have not developed natural defense mechanisms for exposure to 

chemically mobile aluminum. It is a matter of grave concern that aluminum in a chemically mobile 

form can be readily extracted from coal fly ash with rainwater or in situ with body fluids. Aluminum is 

implicated in such neurological diseases as autism spectrum disorder (ASD), Alzheimer’s disease, 

Parkinson’s disease, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [33–37] all of which have 
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markedly increased in recent years. Aluminum is thought to impair fertility in men [38] and is also 

implicated in neurological disorders of bees and other creatures [39–41]. 

If  in fact some instances of neurological diseases are related to weather-modification activities 

during the last two decades involving the tropospheric coal fly ash aerosols, then the recent ramp-up in 

tanker-jet spraying, as witnessed by this author in San Diego, will likely cause a sharp spike in their 

occurrence. Epidemiological investigations of wide-ranging scope, including for example childhood 

and elderly disorders and birth defects, may begin to shed light on the human toll extracted by spraying 

coal fly ash into the troposphere. Those investigations should especially consider airline flight crews 

and frequent airline travelers who breathe the air at nearly the same altitude as the spraying. 

The near-daily intense aerial spraying over San Diego witnessed by the author is part of a 

multinational Western, if  not global, program that has been observed for a number of years in United 

States, Canada, Europe, Australia and New Zealand, but never acknowledged publically by officials. 

Without public candor it is difficult to know the underlying motivations and the range of specific 

activities involved. One thing seems certain: the potential damage to public health and the environment 

is likely to be unprecedented in its planetary scope. 

The process of burning coal concentrates the impurities in coal fly ash, an unnatural anhydrous chemical 

complex whose environmental health hazards are well-known. For decades individuals and organizations 

have fought long and hard for regulations requiring sequestration of this hazardous industrial waste 

product. So what, one might ask, is the reason for the current, widespread, pervasive spraying of coal fly 

ash into the troposphere with its potential harm to public health and the environment? 

Since the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was established in 

1988 there has been much interest in global warming, which is perceived as a security threat. 

Geoengineering offers two basic approaches to the problem of global warming: Remove and trap 

carbon dioxide, or block sunlight from reaching the Earth. Trapping carbon dioxide is a dif ficult, 

prohibitively expensive, undeveloped technology. Blocking sunlight is almost universally recognized 

by geoengineers as being relatively inexpensive, easy to implement, and moreover has a precedent in 

nature: major volcanic eruptions inject ash into the upper atmosphere (stratosphere) which may remain 

suspended for a year or more, dimming sunlight and momentarily cooling Earth. 

While academicians debate geoengineering as an activity that might potentially be needed in the 

future [2,3], evidence suggests that Western governments/militaries moved ahead with a full scale 

operational geoengineering program. But instead of mining and milling rock to produce artificial 

volcanic ash in sufficient volumes to cool the planet, they adopted a low-cost, pragmatic alternative, 

but one with consequences far more dire to li fe on Earth than global warming might ever be, and used 

coal combustion fly ash. To make matters worse, instead of placing the material high into the 

stratosphere, where there is minimal mixing and the substance might remain suspended for a year or 

more, they opted to spray coal fly ash into the lower atmosphere, the troposphere, which mixes with 

the air people breathe and gets rained down to ground. 

Aside from the serious potential toxicity ramifications on public health and Earth’s biota that derive 

directly  from  aerosolized  emplacement  of  coal  fly  ash  into  the  troposphere,  such  pervasive, 

widespread, tanker-jet spraying affects weather and Earth’s heat balance in ways that act in opposition 

to cooling the Earth. Those who reside in locations where natural cloud cover is rare, like San Diego, 

notice the rapid cooling after the sun goes down, except on cloudy days when heat is retained. During 
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the daytime coal fly ash clouds may block sunlight, but at night may retard heat loss from the Earth, 

act to prevent rainfall, and contribute to global warming. Nighttime tanker-jet spraying, presumably to 

the hide the activity from public view, further retards heat loss. 

There is yet another consequence of tropospheric coal ash spraying that is contrary to cooling the 

Earth and has potentially far-reaching adverse ecological and public health implications: weather 

modification and concomitant disruption of habitats and food sources. As reported by NASA, “Normal 

rainfall  droplet  creation  involves  water  vapor  condensing  on  particles  in  clouds.  The  droplets 

eventually coalesce together to form drops large enough to fall to Earth. However, as more and more 

pollution particles (aerosols) enter a rain cloud, the same amount of water becomes spread out. These 

smaller water droplets float with the air and are prevented from coalescing and growing large enough 

for a raindrop. Thus, the cloud yields less rainfall over the course of its lifetime compared to a clean 

(non-polluted) cloud of the same size” [42]. In addition to preventing water droplets from coalescing 

and growing large enough to fall to Earth, coal fly ash, which formed under anhydrous conditions, will 

hydrate, trapping additional moisture thus further acting to prevent rainfall. That may cause drought in 

some areas, floods in others, crop failure, forest die-offs, and adverse ecological impacts, especially in 

conjunction with the chemically-mobile-aluminum contamination from coal fly ash. The consequences 

ultimately may have devastating effects on habitats and reduce human food production. 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

 

The original research reported here provides strong evidence for the correctness of the hypothesis: 

Coal fly ash is most likely the aerosolized particulate sprayed in the troposphere by tanker-jets for 

geoengineering, weather-modification and climate-modification purposes. That evidence is based upon 

the  discovery  that:  (1)  the  assemblage  of  8  elements  in  rainwater  and  in  the  corresponding 

experimental leachate are essentially identical; and, (2) the assemblage of 14 elements in the HEPA 

dust and in the corresponding average un-leached coal fly ash are likewise essentially identical. 

Evidence indicates that tropospheric spraying of coal fly ash (1) has been taking place throughout 

the 21st century, (2) on an international scale, and (3) with significant ramping-up since about 2013. 

Throughout that period of time there has been a program of well-orchestrated disinformation, but no 

public disclosure, no informed consent, and no public health warnings. 

The profound implications on environmental health include exposing humans and Earth’s other 

biota to: (1) chemically mobile aluminum, implicated in neurological disorders and botanic demise; 

(2) exposure to toxic heavy metals and radioactive elements; (3) preventing rainfall with concomitant 

loss  of  food  production  and  habitats;  and,  (4)  possibly  contributing  to  global  warming  with 

concomitant arctic melting. 

More than a half century ago Rachel Carson called the world’s attention to the unintended 

consequences of herbicides and pesticides widely employed by agriculture. Instead of turning a blind 

eye, people everywhere became motivated to stop the worst of this environmental onslaught. Today we 

are fully aware of the vast interconnected web of dependencies and symbioses that comprise li fe on 

our planet. Earth exists in a state of dynamic biological, chemical, and physical equilibrium whose 

complexity  far  exceeds  the  understanding  of  contemporary  science.  The  pervasive  tropospheric 
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spraying of coal fly ash threatens this equilibrium, whose delicacy or whose resilience we cannot 

quantify. Human health is at risk as is Earth’s biota. Are we to remain silent? Or will we exercise our 

primal right to speak in our own defense as a species and question the sanity of emplacing coal fly ash 

in Earth’s perpetually moving atmosphere? 
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Did your skies look like
this when you were a kid?

LOOK UP!

geoengineeringwatch.org geoengineeringwatch.org geoengineeringwatch.org

THE

FACTS:
Geoengineers are proposing spraying 
20 million tons of aluminum in the skies 
to reflect sunlight back into space.

High levels of aluminum, barium, and 
strontium are being found in thousands 
of snow, rain and air samples around 
the world.

Nano-sized metal particulates used  
in Geoengineering can be inhaled or 
absorbed through the skin.
           
The US Military has a document called 
Owning the Weather by 2025 and has 
used weather as a weapon.

Most jet engines today are nearly  
incapable of producing a contrail. 

There are over 120 active weather  
modification programs going on in the 
United States.

20% of the suns rays no longer reach 
the surface of the earth.

1 on 3 people die with Alzheimer’s  
(aluminum being a contributor).

1
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7
8 For more information visit:

Recommended Documentaries:

whyintheworldaretheyspraying.com
globalskywatch.com

Holes in Heaven 
Why in the World are They Spraying?
What in the World are They Spraying?

Look Up
Skyscratch

Have you noticed that  
sometimes the clouds 

are weird shapes? 

What if we told you  
“It’s NOT Mother Nature?”
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Geo-engineering* is responsible for:

Weather
Manipulation Sky Darkening Air PollutionDeforestation

Soil
Contamination

• Floods

• Droughts

• Earthquakes 

• Tsunami

• Violent storms

• Natural disasters

• Freezing  
  temperatures

• Disaster Insurances

• Banking

• Utilities companies

• Property Developers

• Drought & Flood 
  resistant crop  
  production (GM)

• Weather warefare    
  (weapons)

• Loss investments in  
  solar power and  
  renewable energies

• VItamin D deficiency

• Rickets

• Depression

• Paranoia

• Mental illnesses

• Utilities companies

• Pharmaceutical  
  industry

• Nuclear power investors

• Private healthcare

• Bee decline & other    
  pollinators

• Tree decline

• Fungus rise

• Oxygen reduction

• Flora decline

• Extinction (mass  
  animal deaths)

• GM agriculture

• GM farming

• Depopulation programs

• Increase of cancer

• Hay fever

• Seasonal flu

• Asthma

• Alzheimers

• Parkinson

• Mutiple Sclerosis

• Autism

• Pharmaceuticals 
  industry

• Private healthcare

• Organic crops crisis

• Acidification of the soil

• Aluminum oxidised soil

• Fauna decline

• Water pollution

• Rivers pollution

• GM Agriculture based     
  production

• Aluminum resistant  
  seeds

*cloud seeding, chemtrails, sky dimming, solar radiation management, ocean fertiliation, Stratospheric Aerosol Geo-Engineering

Who is benefitting:

Which is causing:
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Decade Long Ice Age Predicted As Sun ‘Hibernates’

Written By: Jon Austin November 30, 2015

TN Note:

There is an abundance of evidence that the weather on earth is controlled by the sun’s solar radiation
activities, and solar scientists are predicting a long period of inactivity that will being about frigid
conditions on earth for a good period of time. So, global warming is far from being a “settled”
conclusion as claimed by the United Nations and other warming alarmists.

A team of European researchers have unveiled a scientific model showing that the Earth is likely to
experience a “mini ice age” from 2030 to 2040 as a result of decreased solar activity.

Their findings will infuriate environmental campaigners who argue by 2030 we could be facing
increased sea levels and flooding due to glacial melt at the poles.

However, at the National Astronomy Meeting in Wales, Northumbria University professor Valentina
Zharkova said fluctuations an 11-year cycle of solar activity the sun goes through would be
responsible for a freeze, the like of which has not been experienced since the 1600s.
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From 1645 to 1715 global temperatures dropped due to low solar activity so much that the planet
experienced a 70-year ice age known as Maunder Minimum which saw the River Thames in London
completely frozen.

he researchers have now developed a “double dynamo “model that can better predict when the next
freeze will be.

Based on current cycles, they predict solar activity dwindling for ten years from 2030.

Professor Zharkova said two magnetic waves will cancel each other out in about 2030, leading to a
drop in sun spots and solar flares of about 60 per cent.

Sunspots are dark concentrations of magnetic field flux on the surface that reduce surface temperature
in that area, while solar flares are burst of radiation and solar energy that fire out across the solar
system, but the Earth’s atmosphere protects us from the otherwise devastating effects.

She said: “In cycle 26, the two waves exactly mirror each other, peaking at the same time but in
opposite hemispheres of the Sun.

“We predict that this will lead to the properties of a ‘Maunder minimum. We need greenhouse gases.
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December 2nd, 2015

Michael, I think it is actually simply better not to post a new version of the ebook, as simply this one was made before it
was just now half-admitted in the press, it wasn't in any was a reaction to any announcement of it. I think it is just as
good without additional articles. It in this version, it proves there was a 2-month delay period (October/November
2015) between deployment of these anti-gravity vehicles and and the half-announcement of it in the press recently.)
That says something, that it was so far unannounced to the public, and now they are only half announcing the full scope
of it currently. People shoudl just link to this one, it includes the closeup scapshots in front of and behind the Sunaco
station and your link to the video + Dr. of Nuclear scien J. Marvin Herndon's report. Really, there is nothing more
that we need to do. The Alternative Press needs to start documenting this on this profound technological breakthrough
and how it is being used today. Our work is really just to report on this when the anti-gravity vehdicles were initially
starting to be deployed on top of the public in some incremental abolishment of all local policing jurisdictions. That's
quite a story headline, so I don't think the alternative press will skip out on reporting on it. The first alternative new
outlet to first report on this well will likely be "the" press brand in the future.

https://archive.org/details/Anti-gravitySurveillanceTakeover2015-2016Episode5

December 1, 2015

Michael ,

Yes, there will be no time for a public debate, local police jurisdictions are now obviously nullified legally or not by
complete utter precise weaponized independent air superiority, the public will only fool itself into thinking such such an
unannounced alien-ish invasion and takeover is only keeping them safe, with barely no mention of all the items on the
cons side of the equation; such as the general public not benefiting from the new transportation breakthrough. Only in
an insider controlled way as Bezos has obviously been given the inside track that anti-gravity drones are coming that can
deliver Amazon products to someone within hours with precision set delivery at any minute of the day. He should be
expanding that and setting his business's sites on developing a literal "clouds" based gps navigation system for public
transportation, trucks, and citizen altitudinal-gps commuter system. That's why he is going forward to the rather
ridiculous propeller version drone program now now, to lay those tracks.

Anti-gravity craft are not effected by the wind, they can be controlled to not move sideways if there was a sideways wind,
they are as precise as a pen and paper.
https://archive.org/details/Anti-gravitySurveillanceTakeover2015-2016Episode5
includes Mr. J. Marvin Herndon's research paper. I will include your request, then as it is 1-2 versions beyond good
enough already, I will send out the link to that version tomorrow, and that is it for new versions of this ebook,the star
wars saga also only has so many episodes. We should find new hobbies onwards and just let all the seeds out there
grow, if they grow at all. Other thought leaders will emerge with ideas about this. We don't have to do anymore.
There are actually alot of people out there who think like us, millions, but they are just not aware of the issue yet for
them to be more involved themselves.

And keep in mind also the general public has been rendered down is generally stubborn like a wet match about issues of
great importance where they would have to think together by and amongst themselves and formulate some kind of
response. Then people most likely not start the first cable access channel even if it was just a website everyone can
long into to discuss and debate things with others from all around the world, while those not part of the active
discussions and debates can still view them. I doubt even an issue of this magnitude will even inspire the people to
come together and come of with a few more rules placed into immediate effect too themselves, particularly about the
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issues about undisclosed anti-gravity surveillance. Since they are out in public and people all see them around Albany NY
and possibly some other cities now, and are likely talking already, we don't need to push the anti-gravity issue anymore
than this; as there are many other people, millions more, in the minority of those who would be alarmed and concerned,
since they already spilt the beans all over the sky in Albany for 2 months.

Surely many more than just us will think it should be used for better an much more efficient and safe public
transportation, and freeing up the streets from buses, and trucks for that matter. The trucker's wouldn't like, unless
they were the first to receive gps flight controlled anti-gravity add-on pods on their truck. But others will naturally have
similar thoughts, good ideas concerning new implementations and benefits of the technology, say in terms of anti-gravity
heavy lifting computer programmed or human piloted hi-rise building construction drones. Other people, in other
countries, all over the world will think it and push for it, and wish to capitalize it off themselves. I don't think we need to
report on this anymore. It is better that we didn't, so more other people would produce their own articles and reports
about it, and they surely will, as anti-gravity technology is now here to stay, and people all over the world are already
going to take natural interest in this topic. If Henry Ford was driving the first car around in the world around his
hometown in 1900 that there would be a chance that word wouldn't quickly get out about it? So, I'll post it, and then
no more material will be added to that ebook beyond the text of the email; and nor there is a need to be more
information as newer information will likely reported by many other since they are flying dozens of these anti-gravity
crafts over the entire Albany public nightly and probably elsewhere already. People are obviously seeing them and talking
about them more and more. The evidence is out there already, obviously many have taken an interest in the subject
already. So we should just find new evening hobbies, so others such as news sites cc:d here will report on it themselves
more more themselves and so on, and we should only wait for other media reporting to happen now. This is an issue we
don't want to 'own', we want to give it to others to own next and so on. The next version and posting tomorrow will be
the final evolution of that seed.

We'll stay in touch as fellow citizens/friends tho.

-Lance
To: eastcoast20066 <eastcoast20066@aol.com>
Cc: johnw <johnw@rutherford.org>; watson_paul3 <watson_paul3@org.com>; cnorris <cnorris@wnd.com>; kurt
<kurt@infowars.com>; thesecureteam <thesecureteam@gmail.com>; corsi <corsi@wnd.com>; showtips
<showtips@infowars.com>
Sent: Tue, Dec 1, 2015 8:18 pm

Subject: they can silently lower a junk yard magnet under one from behind a car while levitating at 20 feet above ground
level

Michael ,

Beyond more potential Female Body Inspection from stable low altitude silent levitation using more national debt...

Hmmm...

Maybe you can bring three willing women out to bare their breasts or buns to one, like a good mooning, when one is
hovering over your subdivision to see if you can draw one in withing 300 feet. Maybe they will point a stable laser
pointer light onto their cleavages and you can catch that one video too.

You know they can silently lower a junk yard magnet under one from behind a car while levitating at 20 feet above
ground level and pick your whole car up with you in it before you have time to open and jump out the door and drop you
in your car into the ocean from 1000 feet while jamming your cell phone and car gps transponder as easy as that. They
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can just EMF pulse you and your whole car and phone electronics. So you probably shouldn't try any more stunts with
them; as then it would also look like you drove away / fleed for a long time as if you have something to hide. They
could also say some person is a dangerous criminal terrorist on the run while they know the person's car is
simultaneously at the bottom of the ocean or in an actual junkyard crusher.

You have enough footage anyway for the reporting that you wanted to do. What were you thinking about that as you
read this? Maybe this is why they needed to come out with secret abduction against the american people in the NDAA
because now they have technology that enables them pick up any car by surprise at any time and covertly take the car
and the person away to some facility, car crusher, or ocean. I suppose that new ability will be interpreted by most
people as a new ability to keep them safe, with anti-gravinty drones coming in like peeping toms to up to people's
windows just to keep everyone inside home safe or just scanning the inside of the house through the walls with
dangerous high frequency electromagnetic radiation. I supposed most americans won't mind unless one of the
737-sized anti-gravity planes accidentally bumps their nosecone or wingtips though somebody home window; or as long
as it only has happened to somebody else, or some other family. In other words, unless the anti-gravity craft don't
break someone's home glass windows or just lift their neighbor's car with a 1000 foot magnet on a cable with precision;
as long as it happening to somebody else or someone's else's family than most people will be ok with it. In other words
the majority of people will just cowardly say that it is probably helping keep everyone safer from their boogyman proxy
groups.

--- eastcoast20066@aol.com wrote:
From: eastcoast20066@aol.com
To: commonpeoplepress@techemail.com
Subject: Re: Anti-Gravity takeover 2015-2016 Episode 5 ebook.pdf
Date: Tue, 1 Dec 2015 20:13:15 -0500

Please give me your thought on the FBI links I sent you?

-----Original Message-----

From: CommonPeople Press <commonpeoplepress@techemail.com>
To: eastcoast20066 <eastcoast20066@aol.com>
Sent: Tue, Dec 1, 2015 5:10 pm
Subject: Re: Anti-Gravity takeover 2015-2016 Episode 5 ebook.pdf

Michael ,

That is a good title. So, why don't you email me some of your mp3s. I'd like to tune in. I'll include the new stuff that
you want inserted in, and then I'm going to just leave it as it is, no more information additional information is necessary,
unless you next get video evidence of the of topless genetlemen's clubs or speak-easy's in the back of them while they
are hovering around too... or if you get picked up for a ride and are allowed to film the inside of one.

i'll write you again sometime after your next reply - -Lance

From: eastcoast20066@aol.com
To: commonpeoplepress@techemail.com
Subject: Re: Anti-Gravity takeover 2015-2016 Episode 5 ebook.pdf
Date: Tue, 1 Dec 2015 09:07:02 -0500

Anti-Gravity - Tyranny In The Sky
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HI Michael ,

I hope you are able to concentrate on your music. Beyond this, there is really nothing more that should be done. I
was kidding about bring in some ladies to lure them in closer, i was just trying to depict their ability to hover anywhere,
even 1 foot off the ground. I'm just updating the document with the discuss of this email, and then that's it. I have
my regular work and other concerns to think about, and not only that, no more information is needed in the ebook. I
going to post a new version and send you the link, which you can put up on your your channel or just updating the
previous one that was posted - but that will be the last update to that ebook on my part.

I wrote you this longer email yesterday, but it basically expresses that we should *not* do any more reporting ourselves,
it is time for other in the alternative or independent media or other folks to report on it, and if they see us just reporting
on it, they'll be less likely inclined to report on it, especially in writing. So with us doing less, they will most likely do
more. So I have done my tour of it in terms of the ebook, which doesn't need any more information or updates in it.
There are other people with other minds and media organization that can connect the rest of the dots. It's logical
anyhow, fairly easy to figure out. Now it is up for others to figure out. I wish to get back to my regular work and
making some other types of art unrelated to all this; so no more late nights writing any more into this or reporting on it.

You certainly need the support of he alternative media. By now someone should be contacting you. By email at least?
I think just leaving as it is, as it is already seeded out there. Remember we want to befriend the enemy, that would
have the best result for everyone along the way and in the end. So be relatively nice to them if they ever follow you
around. I think it is best not to go out and try to have interactions with the craft, but only film them if and when they
keep following you - but i suggest don't' try to get out and get as much new recordings as possible. You already have
way more than enough. Either this information will get out,, which i presume it naturally would, or it won't due to
cultural ignorance, idk. There is really nothing else I can do about it. This is the final version of the ebook, it was only
meant to document the beginning of anti-gravity deployment, not the ongoing history of it. Your youtube channel and
those that view and download your videos is where more updates should be made; when if if you feel like publishing
more interactions. I'm basically saying we more than was needed already. Just the anti-gravity topic alone is good
enough for that ebook.

So no more encouraging each other to do more reporting on this... it just a matter of time before the alternative media
be reporting this, or some other outlet. They just need to point to any of the ebook versions already that has fully
documented it: https://archive.org/details/Anti-gravitySurveillanceTakeover2015-2016Episode5

Anti-gravity vehicles are in our public skies, it can't be exactly interpreted as a secret anymore. It's pretty obvious...
even kids can easily tell the difference in how a regular plane should be flying. So now it is just time for other people to
'get' this information.

Media organizations should present this in a press conference type of fashion for it to become well known; that is
something you or i are incapable of doing, so we should just leave it in the alternative media's hands. Hopefully
through anti-gravity breakthrough more of a befriending of the enemy, as in the idea of loving one's enemies that have
been said by other wise men in the past. That is all we can hope for, whereever the alternative media starts picking up
on this story and where they take it. Thy should really get together to report it in parallel simultaneously. They can
just link to version 3 4 or 5 of the ebook as well. It's more like a press kit full of photos already; all released copyright
free into the public domain. They also need to get obviously behind your back Michael, as they should think they
would be next to encounter these unannounced anti-grafts upon them otherwise. People just can't be ostriches
about this one, especially intelligent people, haha...
https://archive.org/details/Anti-gravitySurveillanceTakeover2015-2016Episode5
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cc: Paul Watson and Chuck Norris, and infowars and other light side reporters - maybe they know another reporter or a
dozen who can resume on this story. I've done my complete tour with the ebook.

From: eastcoast20066@aol.com

To: commonpeoplepress@techemail.com
Subject: Re: they can silently lower a junk yard magnet under one from behind a car while levitating at 20 feet above
ground level
Date: Wed, 2 Dec 2015 10:45:52 -0500

Thank you for your support -
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From:

eastcoast20066@aol.com

To: commonpersonpress@dcemail.com

Subject:
Re: Believe it or not! The government is being more like aliens;now deploying

large anti-gravity craft.

https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1

Michael, all you have to do is go outside for a ride and they then turn their attention on you?

Yes - They are hovering over my house every night - They look like really bright stars in the sky.
They are tracking me every night 24/7.

Most people are going to question about how they know where you are at anytime. You don't
think it is your car or phone giving your location away?

I don’t know.

So if you.. say go for a ride with someone else, then these stalking craft know where you are?

Yes - I have used 3 different cars.

Wow. If so, that is so ultra creepy of a future for anyone. That would effectively turn the
countryside into a physical matrix camp. If they hurt you, laser you, or disappear you - that
would be the beginning of a whole new kind of war on humanity.

Thank you - We will talk more you are doing a great job brother.

I am also copying Alex Jones and one of his co-producers John Bound. + 40 bcc
witnesses... and of course the famous action hero Chuck Norris - because real conservatives
should care about this. I know he must be aware of this now, I have sent him information at
least a dozen times over the past 3 weeks. Just imagine how a fleet of these unidentified
stalking crafts could mess with Texas.

I love Chuck Norris it would be to have his support.

If infowarriors are being reduced to infoworriers about this, then they need to band together,
because this story isn't just a story, it is an epic transition - and they can't cover their eyes
about it going forward for much longer - as the crafts here to stay. I'm not going to let
infowars.com ( or theintercept.com ) get off the hook about this, if they are cozier in denial or
not. They want the public's full trust, then they need to earn it the right way. They like to say
they are the tip of the spear - when right now, during this period, you most definitely are the top
real news reporter.
With enormous respect for your concern and empathy and reporting, Lance
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Dear Random Journalists, many affiliated with the alternative media :

This issue is primarily about the overall issue, unannounced huge anti-gravity jet-shaped vehicle surveillance over our
cities --- that has the ability to levitate silently in one particular spot/location a mere few feet about the ground, or water;
left undisturbed/un-rippled, or to perhaps unfathomable altitudes above ground level; not about the
messengers/reporters of this new aspect of our shared reality ---> with the clear exception of brave citizen Micheal
Weise who has bravely filmed this incredible activity and posted more than enough evidence to his "RadioEast1"
youtube channel for the whole world to see. It is not about anything or anyone else in particular. Your email
addresses were collected from websites at random, especially from the invaluable alternative media, and copied
collectively on this as there is strength in numbers. This is a scary issue, but journalists together have collective power
together. Those behind the crafts can't stalk into submission all the members of Glenn Greenwald's TheIntercept.com,
for example, (they should have a press conference together and/or all media groups should converge together to report
this incredible story to the general public) - even Matt Drudge probably doesn't want to touch this one alone.

It is an amazing and almost unbelievable topic if it wasn't for the clear evidence as now seen publicly about the Albany
NY skies obviously by tens of thousands of New York commuters, truck drivers, or sky-watchers at night (Area 51 has
clearly expanded their operational zone across the country under the thin-veil of the cover of night), but we have
collective strength, protection, in numbers, in order to openly speak about what is clearly really going on.

About 300+ journalists and organizations all over the world have already been copied with this information already. It
is effectively seeded out there. There are hundreds , if not thousands already, of instances of the video and ebook on
servers all over the world already. Just one copy of this digitized video can be used to make hundreds of thousands of
others.

Just know your email addresses were copied as there is strength in numbers regarding this issue. There is no need for
your particular email addresses to be copied again - as all of you have already received this information and the attached
video. Auto responders have been received. Some addresses don't accept attachments over 5Mb. This letter is
now sent without the video attachment. Just know there there are hundreds of people that have this information
already. Even if youtube wrongly/unjustly censors Micheal's "RadioEast1" channel, the cats are already out of the bag
big-time. That is why it was important to copy so many journalists and news organization of all types with this
information. Only so many can be copied on each email to: and cc: field however.

Not reporting on this would be an act of futility as anti-gravity vehicles are not going away; they are here to stay. The
first press organization to cover this story well and in detail and persistently, steadfastly, resiliently, will be "the" press
organization of the future; like how Matt Drudge of drudgereport.com came to global fame from reporting on the
Clinton/Lewinski affair in 1997.

It makes sense to at least forward this information right now, today, tomorrow, etc., to others via email, until 10,000s of
thousands organically have each other backed up, to when this topic, this epic event, can and will be openly
discussed without any fear-factor delaying it being fully reported and subsequently publicly debated.

Let us keep a close-eye on our brave fellow citizen Michael Weise. He needs help from the world of journalism, our
constant eye on him to keep him safe. It would be unwise for these behind these anti-gravity crafts to attack him, as
that would clearly be the start of whole new type of hot war against humanity in general. Like Edward Snowden,
Michael Weise is also a hero citizen reporter/journalist. Let us uphold him as so, and protect him with our watchful eye
in the weeks and months ahead.

As his exact location, at any time, has been and is apparently already known to the levitating/silent anti-gravity
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surveillance vehicles, as evidenced over the past 2 months of his obvious surveillance and video reporting, Michael has
wisely chosen to make his name, home address, and contact information publicly available. He is innocent, a brave
public hero citizen journalist/reporter, and has nothing to hide. His video reporting of what has been happening *in the
sky above him*, initially though his video camera and youtube channel "RadioEast1" is entirely covered by the 1st
Amendment natural right to free speech.

Our fellow citizen, and hero citizen journalist, stalked by the anti-gravity craft from Albany ALB:

Michael Weise
88 Old Coach Road Clifton Park New York 12065
518-383-6933

As all of you have been notified, I will edit/de-list your email addresses, especially those with names attached. Again,
they were collected from random websites, especially from alternative/independent media organizations. In other
words, most of your email inboxes won't receive this information again.

The evidence is profoundly clear in the video that was attached in the previous email. Also, keep in mind that over
200+ other members of the global media were already contacted as well. You and/or your organization is not alone in
awareness and knowledge of this.

In summary, regarding the magnitude of this topic, it would make logical sense for willing organizations/journalists to join
forces in reporting this topic of EPIC importance collectively. Physically set or virtual press conferences, video
broadcast/documented, on-air radio and telecasted discussions, would the next best step to break all ice regarding this
news topic.

This is a paradigm shifting journalistic event. All fellow journalists that you each personally know, which each of
you(and/or your organizations) can provide this video/ebook and perhaps this text of this letter to, should be made
aware as well of this topic + and Michael's comprehensive video evidence.

https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1 We all should become modern-day Paul Revere's at this time, because
Anti-Gravity large vehicles (the size and shape of Boeing 737s; with most currently bearing Delta tail logos as a cover)
hasn't been announced yet, dubiously, by the white house (as if they aren't already been made aware of the deployment
of these anti-gravity surveillance craft onto the public), but dozens of these crafts have been clearly seen, and
documented in the evening/night and dusk sky all around the Albany NY (and also recently seen and filmed over Denver,
Colorado).

Please do start preparing your staff reporters to produce their own articles concerning this issue and to publish relevant
new articles/reports when deemed most appropriate. None of this information is copyrighted. Michael's handy-cam
videos, the text of these emails, and the digitally published free ebooks, are all provided fully into the public domain.
It has been emailed out sufficiently. By definition, a big part of journalism is about documenting reality and keeping the
public informed of important issues. This issue is is both real and epically important.

Thank you for accepting this information and sharing it with as many other as possible, distributed throughout your news
organization(s), and in all directions via the internet and via memory cards and smartphones, etc; as this is a matter of
spectacular breakthrough transportation technology that is certainly of general interest to every man, woman, child on
our planet Earth.

Keep forwarding for everyone to view this video and become aware of the issue of anti-gravity surveillance!
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From: eastcoast20066@aol.com
To: commonpersonpress@dcemail.com
Subject: Re: EPISODE #4: Believe it or not! The government is being more like aliens; now
deploying large anti-gravity craft.
Date: Tue, 24 Nov 2015 17:30:19 -0500

Hey brother,

I have no plans to do any UFO Bus tours at this time. lol

I do not want to put other life's in danger.

These aircraft fly sideways a lot - Backwards has happen a few times - In the last video I

know it was delta plane. But - they use many UFO aircraft to track me. They are everywhere

- All you have to do is look up at the brightest star in the sky and it will be a UFO hovering

with a spot light on. It crazy..I want you look for this your self. Maybe you can make some

videos too.

These planes are unman drones in my opinion.

Looking forward to part 4

Radio

Much love - Radio
--- eastcoast20066@aol.com wrote:

-----Original Message-----
From: Common Person Press <commonpersonpress@dcemail.com>
To: eastcoast20066 <eastcoast20066@aol.com>
Cc: allnewspipeline <allnewspipeline@inbox.com>; thesecureteam <thesecureteam@gmail.com>; kurt
<kurt@infowars.com>; george <george@coasttocoastam.com>; georgeknapp <georgeknapp@coasttocoastam.com>;
CoastProducer <CoastProducer@aol.com>; cnorris <cnorris@worldnetdaily.com>; runruh <runruh@wnd.com>; anothony
<anothony@infowars.com>; nico <nico@infowars.com>
Sent: Tue, Nov 24, 2015 2:10 pm
Subject: EPISODE #4: Believe it or not! The government is being more like aliens; now deploying large anti-gravity craft.

Michael , seriously... but up to you - start renting a passenger van after you get a dozen or so people signed up for a
tour. It might only cost them $20-30 for a 2 hour our. If there are no extended vans available with seats, maybe throw
some hay back there and call it a hayride. People like that such novelties. A dozen people would cover the rental of the
van, insurance and gas.. You'll get some many referral customers, the van will be packed each night..
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The update to the ebook is being edited right now. I'll try to post an update tonight for you to download tomorrow morning.
This will include video stills from your latest video, especially the ag-craft that looks like it is flying tail-first (the magenta
delta tail?) right alongside your car at exactly the same speed. Was that ag-plane really flying backwards? Was it one
those delta-disguised planes? Also do you think that was AI-controlled, or a really skilled pilot? You realize they must
totally have your car 'on-screen' to be able to track it so preciously like that.

I salute, you and your girlfriend video-woman, so you can keep your eyes on the road while those crafts are barnstorming
you.

-Lance

cc: Kurt at infowars because he is probably next with getting an anti-gravity artic beacon following him around in
Austin. (Artic Beacons was his first website before he decided to go write for infowars.) & George Noory until he gets out
of denial. I'm not letting infowars.com off the hook on this either. They are acting like all talk as they haven't sent the RV
with Darren McBreen and Joe Biggs / Jakari Jackson / Anthony Guiciciardi over yet to film all these large anti-gravity
floating around you in Albany/Clifton Park.

Those infoworriers should call you today:

Fellow being stalked by the ant-gravity craft from Albany ALB:
Michael Weise
88 Old Coach Road Clifton Park New York 12065
518 383-6933

--- eastcoast20066@aol.com wrote:

From: eastcoast20066@aol.com
To: commonpersonpress@dcemail.com
Subject: Re: hyperlinked - Most amazing video ever (of anything) ever filmed so far, on 11.23.2015
Date: Tue, 24 Nov 2015 08:24:08 -0500

Funny emails brother - Look for my Nibiru video today.

Thanks,

Radio

-----Original Message-----
From: Common Person Press <commonpersonpress@dcemail.com>
To: michael <michael@theeconomiccollapseblog.com>; thesecureteam <thesecureteam@gmail.com>; allnewspipeline
<allnewspipeline@inbox.com>; george <george@coasttocoastam.com>; georgeknapp
<georgeknapp@coasttocoastam.com>; kurt <kurt@infowars.com>; watson_paul3 <watson_paul3@sky.com>; paul
<paul@prisonplanet.com>; steve <steve@prisonplanet.com>; me <me@glennbeck.com>; tips <tips@theblaze.com>;
paulcraigroberts <paulcraigroberts@yahoo.com>; gcelente <gcelente@trendsresearch.com>; Tclark
<Tclark@trendsresearch.com>
Sent: Mon, Nov 23, 2015 11:27 pm

Subject: hyperlinked - Most amazing video ever (of anything) ever filmed so far, on 11.23.2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9p7NBI9WQbM ( just click! )

https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1 ( if you need more proof )

I have already downloaded it for an additional backup!
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--- commonpersonpress@dcemail.com wrote:

From: "Common Person Press" <commonpersonpress@dcemail.com>
To: <Eastcoast20066@aol.com>
Cc: <thesecureteam@gmail.com>, <allnewspipeline@inbox.com>, <george@coasttocoastam.com>,
<georgeknapp@coasttocoastam.com>, <kurt@infowars.com>, <watson_paul3@sky.com>, <paul@prisonplanet.com>,
<steve@prisonplanet.com>, <me@glennbeck.com>, <tips@theblaze.com>, <paulcraigroberts@yahoo.com>,
<gcelente@trendsresearch.com>, <Tclark@trendsresearch.com>
Subject: Most amazing video ever (of anything) ever filmed so far, on 11.23.2015
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 2015 23:20:42 -0800

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9p7NBI9WQbM

Michael, That is the most amazing video you filmed... those a-g crafts were really showing you what they can do on your
most recent video. It looked just like a UFO flying through the sky exactly at your lateral address with incredible
precision. This is the most incredible video ever taken so far - really mind expanding...

I sent you that note before, but just retyping it here. You are are their favorite so far, it is like they love you. Like squirrels
coming back for more peanuts whenever your are outside. I would ask them for a ride, with a sign. You'd have to leave
your camera behind, but I'm sure they'd drop you off gently in the trees near your house. Nobody, except me, would
believe what you'd say about it, stunning - wow but I'd believe anything you'd say, because in no way do you ever have to
exaggerate about anything.

What do you think about renting a van for a night, and buy about 10-12 neighbors on a pizza party hour excursion.... wow...
they can't ultimately take your whole subdivision out. If somehow you can get a tripod to stabilize your camera some night,
that would add more additional realism, at least almost another view of them. Do you know anyone with a telescopic HD
camera?

In any case, they already have got your number Michael and your precise location at any time. Maybe the pilots are even
reading your emails.

A-G pilots: Please drop a ladder down for my good friend Michael... and take him to the moon and back - he's harmless and
would like to know you guys better if possible! He would only want to make friends! I know you can't do that because you
have self-destruct or even remote control taser wires sown in your flight suit underwear, and return to base auto-pilot - but I
just want to also say hi! Please always be good to Michael, as you have been so far. He knows there is good in you - but
you are understandably under deep state matrix control. You can be a pilot of commercial passenger A-G craft the size of
Boeing 777s one day, to the delight of thousands of passengers per week... taking them from Iceland to Disneyland in less
than an hour each way... once somehow we can emancipate you from the the deep state matrix that owns you right now.

Michael, you are brave like Captain Kirk. I admire your bravery and most incredible epic reporting... I'll check in with you
each evening, usually late. I am involved in programming new search engine algorithms, which takes up most of my time -
but I'll log in to this email to stay in constant contact with you.

Where is the Alternative media? This must be currently stunning them into silence - but they are aware. I email distributed
over 200+ copies of Episode 3 around the world this past week to all sorts of media outlets and various people, and this
new development makes for Episode 4 to come out this weekend!

-Lance, C3PO

cc: Chuck Norris, he always knows what to do in any situation. Mr. Norris, what should we do?

https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1

https://archive.org/details/Episode3-TheGovernmentIsActingMoreLikeAliens-DiscussWithOthers

This calls for an Episode 4 ebook.
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Link reference:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUvYzsgnWiE
https://archive.org/details/MassPoisoningOfThePeopleReport
https://archive.org/details/Grip-os-GovernmentRe-installationParty2016-2020Film-speech

https://archive.org/details/Anti-gravitySurveillanceTakeover2015-2016Episode5

(sharable PDF of this report hosted on the archive.org document viewing website)
https://archive.org/details/TopUrgencyCitizenAlarmVideoAnti-gravityMilitarizedVehiclesDe
ployed

https://www.youtube.com/user/secureteam10 ( The are compiling Michael’s videos in 1 )

https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1/videos

Michael ,

Check out rutherford.org. They are the best civil rights organization in the United States

- much more legitimate than the ACLU. They are also located not all that far from you - but

they help hire pro-bono attorneys, and your case is absolutely historic and classic. I'm going

to copy John Whitehead and his colleague Nisha on this letter.

But feel free to call them: Phone: (434) 978-3888 (8:30 AM - 5:00 PM EST) Fax: (434) 978-1789

Email: staff@rutherford.org

Also The Intercept ( https://theintercept.com/ - tips@theintercept.com ) has contacted me

and said:

Thanks! We received your document

"Emergency-PublicDomain-Article-1st-Persistently-Anti-Gravity-Military-Stalked-Man.pdf".

along with the cover-letter - basically the text of this letter. They also said they are going

to post it in their forum for their affiliate journalists to come up to speed with your

story. You should be hearing from other journalists from around the world soon. Can you

send me the link to the video and the time-code on it so I can see the things those pilots have

been dropping on you. I remember you holding the camera in your front yard of your house and

you having to dodge something that one of those anti-gravity pilots was was dropping or ejecting

onto you, but then it didn't seem you could pick it up from the ground?

Call the Rutherford Institute today and leave a message, then try them during business hours

tomorrow... Phone: (434) 978-3888 (8:30 AM - 5:00 PM EST) Fax: (434) 978-1789

-C3PO
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--- eastcoast20066@aol.com wrote:

From: eastcoast20066@aol.com

To: nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com

Subject: Re: Albany NY Airport = Anti-Gravitic Technology NWO Military Airbase Public

Installation - additional information

Date: Thu, 12 Nov 2015 17:10:37 -0500

" Did you tell that person what was going on? Do you know who you spoke to? "

I called the 1800-256-9231 number 40+ times before I got through. It took me 4 hours of trying to call them. Some kid finally
answered the phone - I told him it was emergency and try to let him know what was going on - But - he quickly put me on
hold - When he got back on the phone - He ask for my information and said someone would call me back - that was 4 hours
ago.

I will try again tomorrow - What is the regular caller number?
"I don't know why they are procrastinating calling you"
They may be scared of this story or maybe they need more proof?.- I don't know...
It's a hard pill to swallow...
The US military is now using anti-gravity commercial air planes to track and possible abduct people. I when to a local news
paper call the Schenectady Gazette and talk to report gave him all the information. I will call him tomorrow.

If you only knew that crazy shit that has happened to me in the last 6 weeks. They have try dropping these white orbs at me
and I have it on video - This is some crazy star wars shit going on in the sky.

I think launch a civil rights lawsuit against the Albany Airport for disclosure may be needed to get this story off the ground.

-----Original Message-----
From: NY Citizen Reporter <nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com>
To: eastcoast20066 <eastcoast20066@aol.com>
Cc: george <george@coasttocoastam.com>; CoastProducer <CoastProducer@aol.com>; staff <staff@rutherford.org>;
info <info@theintercept.com>; redicecreations <redicecreations@gmail.com>
Sent: Thu, Nov 12, 2015 1:22 pm
Subject: Albany NY Airport = Anti-Gravitic Technology NWO Military Airbase Public Installation - additional information

Michael , That is good to hear. Did you tell that person what was going on? Do you know who you spoke to? Things
are kinda hectic in that office, and it is Austin, so they can be slackers at times. Otherwise the best thing to do is call in as
a regular caller, it might be 20-60 minutes of waiting, then you'd be on live radio with Alex. You can download the infowars
show archives an hour after each show hour through gcnlive.com I don't know why they are procrastinating calling you -
you are sitting on top of one of the all-time biggest news stories going on above our heads (at least yours, that is) in the
whole world. 80% of the people on the planet are interested in UFOs. By any chance did the SecureTeam fellow email
(or call) you back? As you well know, aliens have antigrav too, lol. I'd like to hear more about your childhood abduction -
it is no wonder why you are the most concerned about the potential use of this silent levitation technology. Alex should
really have you on as a guest for a half hour. You can apply for a job as a report there too at jobs@infowars.com or
through the infowars.com website. They also have a contact form. infowars.com/contact. I'm going to copy George
Norry of CoastToCoastAM again. He's really busy/distracted too, but he loves big UFO stories. Please tell me how the
call to infowars went. You are a hero, but unfortunately hero's don't get paid in this evilarchy; Edward Snowden in another
example. He is still stuck in Russia. ( see recent article on him here: https://theintercept.com/ )

I'm also copying the Rutherford Civil Rights Institute, because another aspect of your story is that you Civil Rights are being
violated by these PeepingTom anti-gravitic surveillance/scout crafts following you around and stalking you around your
subdivision. Maybe they will do a story on you, or maybe launch a civil rights lawsuit against the Albany Airport for
disclosure on what is really going on there, and claims for damages, for getting you upset, interfering with your work,
making you lose your bus driving job, emotional suffering, etc. Please write every 2-3 days so I know they haven't
abducted you to the nwo prison city under the Denver Airport.

Also: cc Red Ice radio. Infowars and CoasttoCoast would really be dropping the ball in a goofy way if they don't call you
asap.
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--- eastcoast20066@aol.com wrote:
From: eastcoast20066@aol.com
To: nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com
Subject: Re: (ALB) NWO Anti-Gravitic Technology Public Military Airbase Installation - additional information
Date: Thu, 12 Nov 2015 15:40:46 -0500

I called Infowars today - They said someone would call me back - I will keep you posted - It has been raining here in NY -
No Videos to report - Thanks again for all your help...
Radio
-----Original Message-----
From: NY Citizen Reporter <nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com>
To: watson-paul3 <watson-paul3@sky.com>
Cc: producer <producer@infowars.com>; Eastcoast20066 <Eastcoast20066@aol.com>; madsen
<madsen@infowars.com>
Sent: Thu, Nov 12, 2015 12:23 pm
Subject: Re: (ALB) NWO Anti-Gravitic Technology Public Military Airbase Installation - additional information
+ Eastcoast20066@aol.com { Michael Weise 88 Old Coach Road Clifton Park New York 12065 (518)383-6933
https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1/videos }

Hi Paul Watson of PrisonPlanet.com ,

I wish I was that cute blonde police officer behind the desk at near the Bilderberg conference in Austria, and I would
perhaps better to peak your interest right away. lol

But now that I might have your attention - the fact is that there are levitating jumbo jets parking themselves in mid-air,
silently with big glaring spotlights, before silently hovering around just a couple of hundred feet above the ground, over the
Albany New York, should peak anyone's interest. Look how many decades people have been waiting for this to spring out
of AREA 51.

This is the first public display, yet unannounced, of Star-Wars-like AnTi-GrAvITy. This is probably the biggest
technological leap, well more revolutionary than the leap from propellers to jets.

This fellow, Michael Weise, is also the first test surveillance target of this fleet of craft stationed at the Albany New York
airport. He is filming them, but they for several weeks straight have followed him around and pointed their crafts and
spotlights directly at him, and right above on top of him. He has it all filmed. If you watch his videos, that become
clear. Several of his commentators on his video has also written comments that he is unmistakably being tracked and
followed around, usually each night - ironically making it easier for him to capture activity of these craft on his video camera.

I have listened to infowars since 2002. We actually know each other on good terms, but I don't want to tell you my name
because I'd rather help Michael report his videos to the alternative press anonymously. It's not about me, it is about these
anti-gravity crafts and it is definitely about Michael. It has been about two weeks since I notified infowars about this story
and Michael's need for some press coverage. Please do contact him today.

You know how to reach/call Alex. This is a huge story, and Jakari and Joe shouldn't be in Louisiana at some university,
they really should be up in New York filming these anti-gravity craft hover around and park themselves in the air as they
survey the area in their semi-clandestine and undisclosed operation. The world's people could greatly benefit from the
technology and no doubt their tax money (debt) funded the development of this at AREA 51, et al. Imagine how anti-gravity
vehicles could revolutionize public transportation, save traffic congestion and highway deaths.

Please do take the time to watch Michael's videos. And please call Alex to recommend that he at least send Wayne
Madsen out to interview Michael. If you would be so kind to call Michael yourself. He really needs some help from the
alternative media. He is not able to go to the controlled matrix media with this incredible story and his current dilemma of
being stalked by these craft wherever he goes around his suburb and Albany. His life may be in danger, and he needs
the help of the alternative media to blow this story wide open, and nobody could help with that better than infowars.

Michael Weise
88 Old Coach Road Clifton Park New York 12065
518 383-6933 ( Call him, to encourage him... )
Eastcoast20066@aol.com
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--- watson-paul3@sky.com wrote:
From: watson-paul3@sky.com
To: nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com
Subject: Re: (ALB) NWO Anti-Gravitic Technology Public Military Airbase Installation - additional information
Date: 12 Nov 2015 06:26:24Additional info:

Subject: Nov 2015 Evidence Videos of Active Albany New York Airport (ALB) NWO Anti-Gravitic Technology
Airbase

EPIC EVENT - Large Anti-Gravity Surveillance Craft with very bright spotlights with telescopic cameras being rolled out
onto the American public, first in the state of New York. MAXIMUM MEDIA COVERAGE URGENCY REQUESTED

TheSecureTeam (https://www.youtube.com/user/secureteam10) reporters, InfoWars Radio, CoastToCoastAM radio,
and All Real, non-censoring [aka. alternative], news outlets,

Our brethren fellow US citizen, Michael Weise (home phone: 518 383-6933 ), is capturing the most amazing videos each
night for the past couple of weeks. This really needs our attention, and he needs the spotlight of the alternative media put
on him too. Please first see his YouTube channel ("RadioEast1") @ https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1/videos ,
Then call him at 518-383-6933. He has amazing recent experiences, and all on video.

Highly advanced large NWO anti-gravity crafts in the shape of commercial airliners of various sizes are LEVITATING out of,
being silently PARKED STATIONARY and SILENTLY in the air/sky around, and are slowly descending into the Albany
INTL airport regularly and and at a remarkable rate, silently, dramatically filmed dozens of times on video. Apparently
perhaps more than a dozen large hyper-advanced ANTI_GRAVITY craft have been actively stationed there at New York's
ALB airport - and being used for yet unknown/clandestine purposes.

This is obviously an Huge/Epic story to report on. This is much like the beginning of a real-life Star-Wars, or Blade-Runner.
type saga on Earth. Think about that.

Can reporters with sensitive high definition cameras, be dispatched right away to the perimeter of Albany NY Airport during
dusk and evening hours? He has a mid-grade camera, but he has captured these craft glide directly over his head, just a
couple hundred feet above ground level - with near HD clarity.

Here is a video from the evening over November 10th. Please view today:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aF4X_oCnPHk (and please download and PRESERVE A COPY of this startling video
using a youtube video download application)

The Anti-Gravity Craft Stalked Citizen Journalist who is being stalked by the shadow-state air force for over a month ( and
Albany New York Bus Driver ) can be contacted through his email address: Eastcoast20066@aol.com Please do not
delay in reaching out to him. He needs the help of the alternative media to help him bring this incredible discovery out to
the public.

https://archive.org/details/1stPersistentlyAnti-gravityMilitaryCraftStalkedMan ( a 14-page detailed report about his recent
video recordings of these large anti-gravity craft quite obviously and in some technical manner stalking his location - the
craft appear to be following and specifically surveying him as a test subject. ) Here is his youtube channel active of
11/11/2015 that should not be censored: https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1/videos

Here is a message the Michael Weise replied to me with earlier today:

Subject: Re: TOP URGENCY - ATTN ALEX JONES of InfoWars.com, TODAY MAXIMUM COVERAGE and REPORTING
URGENCY REQUESTED Date: Wed, 11 Nov 2015 11:56:08 -0800

Thank you - I really needed the help in reporting this story - I am ready to release my information to the public as I have
nothing to hide. I want to add that I am X CDTA bus drive because of this Tyranny in the sky I had to quit my job. This has
been going on for many months - I still have my CDTA ID with a good picture to use in the story?

Please let me know what I can do to help Share this info? I will leave my information below. Thank again for helping me...

Please keep sending out these emails I will be hitting the streets tonight documenting more videos.

Notes: I do not use a cell phone and I have used multiple cars to film these videos. I believe I was chipped when I was
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abducted as a kid - that's another story To Be Continued....

Michael Weise
88 Old Coach Road Clifton Park New York 12065
518 383-6933 (Call him to encourage him! ) Eastcoast20066@aol.com

Note: The US Military is using commercial aircraft to track Americans - I have identified Delta Airlines as being one of them.
I have 100% Proof!!!!

The Time is Now! God bless you friend - Much Love - Radio

From: "NY Citizen Reporter" <nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com>
Reply-To: <nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com>
To: <eastcoast20066@aol.com>
Cc: <glenn.greenwald@theintercept.com>, <laura.poitras@theintercept.com>,<jeremy.scahill@theintercept.com>
Subject: /details/Episode1-ThreatOfAnti-gravityCraftInTheHandsOfThePower-elite
Date: Mon 11/16/15 05:33 PM

https://archive.org/details/Episode1-ThreatOfAnti-gravityCraftInTheHandsOfThePower-elite ( 60-page initial "press kit"
report, already the most under-reported story of 2015 )

Michael, I'll first copy The Intercept... they have a Secure Drop Server, but after a couple of days already I can't tell if their
document server is being manned; so I'll email them direct - as this isn't exactly a secret topic if there are currently dozens
of hundreds of these crafts in the New York sky for the general public to see each night now.

Do you think the Shadow-state perhaps have enough anti-gravitic craft in New York to hover-cover all the Intercept's
reporters all at the same time - intimidating and controlling entire press organizations?

https://theintercept.com/staff/

-L

--- eastcoast20066@aol.com wrote:

From: eastcoast20066@aol.com
To: nycitizenreporter@dcemail.comSubject: Re: Radioeast1 youtube videos
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2015 19:27:30 -0500

Sounds good brother -

"Are the crafts perhaps hovering over you when you are sleeping at night too or do they just give you a percentage of their
time?"

All night long. They look like stars in the sky. I just when for a ride and my girl was pointing out to me. They are
everywhere...

-----Original Message-----

From: NY Citizen Reporter <nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com>
To: eastcoast20066 <eastcoast20066@aol.com>
Sent: Mon, Nov 16, 2015 4:18 pm
Subject: Re: Radioeast1 youtube videos

Michael ,

I'm going to re-send you the archive publication link, and the file to your email address, with cc or various press contacts in
the cc: field. Is that ok, or how would you like me to contact media outlets at this time, or would you like me to wait a day
or so more before sending them any more updates?

Are the crafts perhaps hovering over you when you are sleeping at night too or do they just give you a percentage of their
time?

--- eastcoast20066@aol.com wrote
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-----Original Message-----

From: NY Citizen Reporter <nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com>
To: eastcoast20066 <eastcoast20066@aol.com>
Cc: jobs <jobs@theintercept.com>; submissions <submissions@globalresearch.ca>; submissions
<submissions@coasttocoastam.com>; cnorris <cnorris@wnd.com>; jfarah <jfarah@wnd.com>
Sent: Mon, Nov 16, 2015 4:00 pm
Subject: Re: Fwd: Radioeast1 youtube videos

Michael ,

The ebook detailing the situation has been updated to a version name of "Episode II" ( attached 3.18mb .pdf ) It can also be
downloaded from the following easily shareable link/page:

https://archive.org/edit/Episode1-ThreatOfAnti-gravityCraftInTheHandsOfThePower-elite

I'm going to send it out to 100 press inlets/outlets around the world in this next hour.

Michael, have you been contacted by any other press organizations as of yet? If let me know, or whatever you think is
best.

You have the courage and honor of John Wayne, or more. I don't think John Wayne had a chance to stand up to such a
threat that you are facing, and that is facing you. You already have the press's attention, although they might be reserved
in responding right now. You would be the best guest for Coast To Coast AM. Hopefully CoastToCoast will call you
soon.

With brotherly love...

From: eastcoast20066@aol.com
To: nycitizenreporter@dcemail.com
Subject: Fwd: Radioeast1 videos
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 2015 11:33:10 -0500

On Fri, Nov 13, 2015 at 10:34 AM, <eastcoast20066@aol.com> wrote:

Hi -

Please review the information below - I have a story to tell my friend.

Note: I make no money off Youtube.

Key points I want you to say over the video " If you can "

1. Michael Weise claims he is a Targeted-individual .

2. Michael Weise and his Youtube channel Radioeast1 Radioeast1 was the first to document commercial airplanes
now have anti-gravity and are possibly tracking a Americans.

3. Please ask them to review my story on the discussion page of YT Radioeast1 or go to Michael Weise Face-book for
more information. Thank you for your support guys as you can see I don't have a lot of time to play games -

Much love - The Time Is Now.

Radio

Michael Weise
Clifton Park NY
518 3836933

Please review...
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ALBANY NEW YORK BUS DRIVER BEING TRACKED AND CHASED BY MULTIPLE UFOs and ANTI-GRAVITY
Planes FOR MANY MONTHS ”

” Summary: A fellow in upstate New York ( YouTube channel: “RadioEast1” has filmed many videos of Military
Industrial complex ANTI-GRAVITY SILENTLY LEVITATING CRAFT now levitating in daylight, but mostly at night, in full
view. They appear to have a dozen or so ANTI-GRAVITY JETS stationed at the ALBANY NEW YORK INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT and perhaps elsewhere already.

Americans are being track using Commercial Planes. I have the videos to prove this is really happening. These planes
can hover and fly backwards - sideways and make no sound. They turn on the jets only when people are around or when
they are landing at the airport. Note: This is 100% fact at this point.

I am showing you guys the future of the New World Order America is here now. I am being illegally tracked by the US
military industrial complex. They are flying out of the Albany international airport. They have their own runway at the air port.
This is a fact and I have the Videos to prove it. I Now have identified the marking on some of these aircraft as being Delta
planes. I will be blasting the name of the private airline company working with the US military industrial complex as a cover
to track Americans.

I am a 45 year old man from upstate New York being track by the US Military Industrial Complex. Please review my
story below and learn the truth about America and the New World Order agenda. My story - I have been studying functional
medicine for the last 5 years trying to expose the causative factor in modern disease we see today. I drove a CDTA bus as
I was working on being a integrative health coach and soon my life changed forever as I became a targeted individual.
Anyone who knows me knows I had a big mouth for the truth. I wanted everyone to know about the Tyranny in the world
and how we are being poison from Chemtrials to GMOs to vaccines and beyond. I was posting in forums and was very
active in fighting for Autism as both my brothers and sisters kids are on the spectrum. Unfortunately - The powers that be
are everywhere and the NSA now have computers integrated into everything. They must have known I had been trying to
exposes these truths. I believe this is how I became a Black listed. Please note that I am not a criminal or a terrorist. To
make a long story short.

They sent someone from the shadow government to talk to me. It was like this guy could read my mind. He knew things
about me know one knew - He thought I was funny as I could see through his game. These government guys have rings on
their hands that look like a bird. I called him out on the ring.. He knew I was not some dumb punk and told me he was a
reptilian hybrid and that I did not have much time left before they come for me. He said that he was impressed with me and
wanted me to research the truth about the Eugenic agenda. "This is the New World Order guys." They next day after work
around 1am - I seen my first UFO scout ship tracking me. The world governments have been controlled by the alien
agenda for very long time. This goes back to Sumerian script and beyond. They have created the hybrid Rh negative blood
type to control the population.. I am sure may of you know about the 13 family's that control the world? Most of the UFO in
the sky right now are US military industrial complex planes. They have drones controlled planes using super computers
that fly them. These scout planes now have Anti-Gravity as you can see I have documented in many videos to prove this
fact. These planes can hover and fly backwards - sideways and make no sound. US Military Using Commercial Aircraft To
Track Americans guys - This is not a fear porn joke guys. Note: I am not a criminal or a terrorist - I do not own a gun.

I have been back round check many times as being 19A certified Bus driver. I am a nice guys who cares about helping the
sick(.)

I am a 45 year old man from upstate New York being track by UFOs A.K.A US Military Industrial Complex.
Americans are being track for abduction using commercial aircraft that hover. This is really happening. These scout
planes now have Anti-Gravity and I have over 70+ videos to prove this.

These planes can hover and fly backwards - sideways and make no sound.

They turn on the jets only when people are around or when they are

landing at the airport - I have documented this all on video.

They own the airports world wide - They own the skies.

They is great tyranny going on in America right now and this deception is bigger than anyone can comprehend.

Please call me and help me tell my full story -

5183836933

RadioEast1 ;-)
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Michael,

I'll first copy The Intercept... they have a Secure Drop Server, but after a couple of days already I can't
tell if their document server is being manned; so I'll email them direct. This isn't exactly a secret topic
if there are currently dozens of hundreds of these crafts in the New York sky for the general public to
see each night now.

Do you think the Shadow-state perhaps have enough anti-gravitic craft in New York to hover-cover and
intimidate all the Intercept's reporters all at the same time?

https://theintercept.com/staff/

-Lance

Dear TheIntercept.com,

" Hello. Sorry, but we're not planning on writing about any of this. " - The Intercept ( Editor/Censor in chief)

Why? Is it not true? You are telling me all Michael's videos are fake? Are you fake? Is the Intercept
fake? I challenge you to take another look at all the video evidence at Michael RadioEast1 Youtube channel?

What kind of life you are you and your staff going to live as reporters? Enslaved journalists? You are
supposed to be the heroes - the go-to people with big breaking news like this. Michael is a whiste-blower just
like Edward Snowden, yet of a somewhat different suit. And the two of them won't be the last ones either;
unless we expose and dispose of this deep corruption right now, together.

https://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1/videos

The government/state has star-wars like technology and it is hovering all around Albany NY. Your organization
wants to be milk-toast or on the cutting edge of reality? Don't tell yourself anti-gravity surveillance craft isn't as
privacy diminishing as the NSA! The NSA can't kill you with precision across the internet with bits, but these
crafts can with bullets and lasers. And they will, ultimately, and kill many more innocents and journalists alike if
not put into check now. Humanity is at a meta-stable precipice right now. A better world, or a total Blade-
Runner type enslaved society.

The choice of the future can be yours Intercept staff. I suggest you have a big group meeting about this
TOMORROW (TODAY), bond together, and expose what is going on now in upstate New York, and help save
Micheal's life too.
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I'm not going to give you an easy choice. I'm going to SHAME-bomb you guys into shame more and more if
you don't at least write one big article about the release of these crafts - even in your home state there of New
York. One big article is already done, the 60-page PDF I am attaching here, but the story needs a platform that
The Intercept can provide. If you won't even Call Michael Weise, then you guys are nothing but paranoid
cowards only wishing you were something more. Being stalked by the ant-gravity craft from Albany ALB:
Michael Weise, 518 383-6933

Yes, Darth-vaderish technology is scary. Imagine how Michael feels being a test-target right now with these
things hovering around him, staring him down facing him through trees in his subdivision and all around
wherever he goes at night. Get together an come out with a big press conference about this or only *burn later*
for not helping to do something about it now.

This threat is our skies is REAL. Michael's on the street videos are REAL.

I am really going to SHAME-bomb The Intercept if Michael tells me that The Intercept hasn't even called
him. Also, I respect Snowden now, until the point he takes his big fame and becomes a big hypocrite about
what is going on in the Albany NY skies right now, and if doesn't eventually come straight about 911
either. And that goes for all of you cowards, if you keep being that on in disguise.

Again, get together, host a public press conference, about the threat in the skies now to the general public, and
to journalists now and into the future, and video it. This technology MUST be made public, into the right hands,
and used for the public GOOD, not enslavement.

I am going to send one shame-bomb on The Intercept tonight as a first salvo warning.... In 3 days of not
changing your outlook it will be integrated into the report if you don't come out of your new-found cowardice,
along with your note to me and this not back to you that you are reading right now. Does the staff at the
Intercept really want to live like a shameful slaves, presstitutes?, under a scientific technological 'running-man'
dictatorship into the future?

You are only facing much more future danger than if you came out now and rallied the rest of the press behind
you regarding breaking this story wide open for the public to understand - right now - tomorrow, or as soon as
you can get your reporters together and have a press conference together and show the evidence of these
incredible anti-gravity surveillance craft on a large projection screen for all other journalists to and see and run
with. Or you will be running from these types of craft later - along with many others, especially if the Intercepts
decides to be cowards about it now while the metal is hot.

-Lance Waters, aka. C3P0, and your nickname could be Michael SkyTalker
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Albany International Public Airport [ALB] Ownership Information for

concerned citizens and alternative ( and even commercialized ) media:

Beware of their motives for lying and covering-up of this information.

In other words, expect lies from ‘officials’, and the censoring

big-corporate media - who have for so long lied about and covered-up

what really happened, and why it was planned to happen that way, in Sept

2001. Tens of millions of people have learned otherwise. The biggest

“theory” over 9-11-2001 is the government’s cover story. “AREA

51/Groom Lake/Dreamland”where this anti-gravity technology was in

part secretly developed and tested for many decades is no

“theory”either, despite the government’s decades of lying to the

public and promoting that real facts are just‘conspiracy theories’

There is no statute of limitations on the crime of murder, and we should

not give power to a murderous-of-the-innocent corrupted government.

Ownership: Publicly owned

Owner: ALBANY COUNTY ARPT AUTH

LEASEE. PROPERTY OWNED BY ALBANY COUNTY,

112 STATE ST., ALBANY, NY 12207; TELEPHONE

518-447-7000

737 ALBANY SHAKER ROAD

ALBANY, NY 12211

518-242-2200

Manager: FRED ACUNTO

Fellow being stalked by the ant-gravity craft from Albany ALB:
Michael Weise
88 Old Coach Road Clifton Park New York 12065
518 383-6933

737 ALBANY SHAKER ROAD

ALBANY, NY 12211

518-242-2352
Albany County Arpt Auth, Arff Bldg Rm 200,

Albany, Ny 12211, 518-242-2200
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Michael’s current, latest, video production TERRORISM IN THE SKY ABOUT THE PARTICUALTE
SPRAYING is above. He is a heroic folk hero already. He’s a hero to the children mostly.
The youtube link where Michael posted it to is:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGqOtRPTX9s ( copy and paste to view
Michael’s latest video, currently the one as shown above. )

MAKE SURE YOU COPY AND SHARE THIS FREELY DISTRIBUTABLE
CITIZEN’S GRASSROOTS REPORT TO EVERYONE WHO BELIEVES WE
SHOULD BE INFORMED ON WHAT IS GOING ON ABOVE OUR HEADS.

WE MUST ALSO END THE GOVERNMENT SPRAYING OF TOXIC COAL ASH
“CHEMTRAILS” AS IT HAS POISONED OUR WHOLE ENVIRONMENT WITH
TOXIC ALUMINUM, BARIUM, STRONTIUM & OTHER TOXIC SUBSTANCES.
FULL COVERAGE OF THAT TOPIC CAN BE FOUND AT THIS WEBSITE:
GEOENGINEERINGWATCH.ORG & YouTube.com/user/radioeast1/videos

COPY OUT TO OTHERS, MAKE SURE OTHERS THAT YOU KNOW READ THIS
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On Thursday January 14th 2016 - The
well known Gerald Celente of the Trends
Research Institute, trendsresearch.com,
openly called for the abolition of the
Democrat and Republican Party, and the
reconstitution of our government under a
new, more modern, more sane, more
efficient, less costly, more honest, more
accountable, more peaceful government.

We, and others view the current corrupted model as a clear road to
world government composed of fascists and communists. In North
America, we now have the son, Justin, of former communistic
Prime Minister of Canada Pierre Trudeau -- and Barack Obama,
biological son of US/Hawaii/Chicago Communist Party Member
Frank Marshall Davis. (This is why Obama’s Real Birth Certificate
was prevented from surfacing fore several years.) We we have
currently have a is bad case of mass corruption on a global scale.

For a full video documentary see: http://obamasrealfather.com/

This GRIP charter was initially posted to the internet in various places in June 2015, in advance
of the anticipated next economic depression anticipated for 2016. The following speech
narration (in MP4 video slideshow and MP3 format) can be found here:

GRIP, Government RE-Installation Party (Open Source De-centralized Grassroots Reform)

Preamble: Another, perhaps deeper, financial crisis and cover-up of its long
developed root cause, an unpopular new war or a comparable executive order, a
possible staged event that was wrongly blamed on a political enemy, over
militarization applied against the American people, or basically any negative
happening that has by now caused a larger percentage of Americans to question
if the sudden loss of their financial standing and,or freedoms is in fact part of a
covert agenda of the current established government - and by those who own and
control it, in light of integration of America into plans of global governance, or
whatever the motivation has become, has at this time of increasingly widespread
recognition of this GRIP party statement, ushered this message and idea
increasingly into the conscience of the American people.

It has been 240 years since 1776, seventeen seventy six, the year Our
Declaration of Independence was written and signed. It urged us at some point
in the future to replace a corrupted government that no longer protects the
entirety of the Bill of Rights, nor serves the best interest and benefit of the
general people of the nation. We have a much more cancerous government.
The founding fathers such as George Washington, The 1st President of the USA,

http://www.trendsresearch.com
http://obamasrealfather.com/


Thomas Jefferson, the author of the Declaration of Independence, and John
Hancock, the famous signer (and all the many founding fathers); and mothers,
symbolized by Betsy Ross, who sewed together the first flag of the USA, would
all agree that a people’s, counter-revolution to the, tyrannical forces, of this
federal state which has taken over our lands, our dignity, our Constitution, and
sacred Bill of Rights is now long, overdue.

The Government Re-Installation Party’s (G.R.I.P. - GRIP) initial charter is to
generate mass popularity by catalyzing a national conversation of fellow
Americans, who together feel that a restoration of citizen civil rights, is needed.
This is due to the fact that the two-party system of so-called Democrats and
Republicans now represents a long train of abuses, and has become only a
mockery of principles of our intended personal liberties, and dignity, that our
founders originally framed for all American families and individuals.

A long history of usurpations of our liberties, our peace-of-mind, including
branches of local government and individual state powers has undeniably taken
place, top-down, by a corrupted federal government, and also the so-called
“shadow government”, orchestrated through Washington DC. Literally tens of
thousands of examples of government over-reaches and abuses could be listed
in this text; with new outrages incessantly happening every day and at an ever
accelerated pace. Without stopping the tyranny in its tracks, We the People will
all, eventually and surely, be attacked and consumed by its corruption.

However, without going into an encyclopedic litany, of such usurpations of
power, and abuses from above and against the general citizenry of the United
States, we now rather open our minds to newways of thinking about our future;
to discuss and assemble, from all of our individual locations, forming an
upswelling, and citizen coalition of will and power, enjoined and in tandemwith
our men and women of the militarywho understand this profound mission, to a
focal point in time when enough awareness and a tipping-point is achieved.
Quicklywe need to spread this message of a governmental re-installation, and
rally in united support of this cause; and persist and endure in forcing a proper
and full-scale solution to this massive predicament that we all find ourselves in,
in the years 2015-2016.

A government is a very complex system, composed of millions of individual
parts, that either functions haphazardly and inefficiently, or theoretically
smartly and efficiently. A perfect analogy to a massively complex government
body, is its comparison to how an Operating System runs inside gigabytes of
memory space inside a desktop personal computer.



Therefore the basic belief of GRIP (Government RE-Installation Party is that the
haphazardly running, over-sized, morally and financially bankrupt, inefficient,
power-hungry, tyrannicallymurderous federal government that we still have in
2015-16-?? needs to be “RE-Installed” or “Upgraded” to a new “open-source”,
more accessible, better running, optimized, functional model of central
government, byNovember 2016 or at anytime immediately thereafter.

We can no longer trust the corrupted, non-transparent, slow, inefficient, and
abusive system of government we have now, to protect us, or to serve our future
needs of protecting our logical freedoms: giving us peace of mind and simply
leaving us alone to better raise our individual families.

It can be presumed that most every adult and child would agree, that creating
the best environment to protect and benefit our individual families, is a
common goal in all of our lives and endeavors. This is what government was
initially established for; not to conduct offensive wars around the globe for
corporate interests, and also make silent or hardcore war onto its own people,
here within the borders of the United States. Our Militarywas initially
commissioned to guard the borders of the country, and protect the treasured
Bill of Rights and Constitution, from enemies foreign and domestic.

Only a morally bankrupt or crazed government taking orders from a private
bank such as the Federal Reserve and a group of international elites would go to
great lengths to fool a nation’s own military into attacking their own families,
long-time friends, and other fellowpeople; to literallydestroy their own country
and also their own futures. However it appears our militarymen and woman
are indeed being trained in 2015 by sinister forces, to conduct such illegal
orders, as offensive foreign and domestic invasions. One such training
mission in 2015 was given the code-name, “Jade Helm”. Training for internal
domestic invasion, and martial law abuses of the citizenry, are certainly
infinitely dishonorable missions for members of our military to accept.

This is why along, with completely obvious ground-swelling support for the
ideas of GRIP-OS, as a true alternate government upgrade re-installation choice
for the American people, the men and women of the militarywill most likely
join with, and manywill also become the initial new leaders of the GRIP-OS party;
and therefore never again be forced to take another illegal order by the existing
establishment oligarchs against the people of the nation.

All the troops sent abroad globally to impose the rule of the oligarchy, and their
network of insider-run corporations, can herebymake up their own mind and
plan their way to soon come back home to America; to the relief and delight of
their friends and families and to the rest of our global neighbors.



If our enemies come to our borders to fight us here; then wewill fight them back
at that point. We can and should, endure, with that purely defensive, and
non-offensive, philosophy! We will again trust that a more benevolent and less
corrupt US government is what the majority of the citizenry and the people of
the world would want. We must also have faith that the people of the world
will reform their own governments, at a later time, and renounce the
communist-Inspired, and led, United Nations. As a result, a freshly invented
truly democratic institutionalized world council of “advisors” rather than a
council of “dictators” would be of greater benefit to our whole world.

The “Open-Source” aspect of GRIP OS signifies that this party is By, For, and Of
any and all people of the United States, all men, women, and children, to
constitute and support a new and improved form of government that will best
serve their current needs and future interests. It is free to instantly join the
GRIP Partyas it is a mind set and is an evolutionary process. The power for it
and strength of it grows locally around you extending from your own mind.

Some of GRIP-OS’s objectives are: (1) to remove all sources of evident corruption
within our national government. The country of the United States will be
basically reformed as if we had all just showed up here; with the existing
buildings, housing, and infrastructure in place, in parallel with an immediate
nullification of all mortgages, (this is essential to guarantee the safety and
security of all American families during the transition period; a ban on all
foreclosures). Most of the existing banking and most of the treacherous legal
system is to be entirely rooted out. (2) to immediately hold an annual
Constitutional Convention of volunteers from the public to further
incrementally evolve a better system of government, (3) to replace the private
banking system’s Federal Reserve currencywith newlyminted real United States
dollars, in a 1-1 dollar for dollar trade, with the citizenry during a time that
“both” currencies would be accepted as legal-tender (the new currency printed
without the, tyrannical, Illuminati pyramid symbol, and also establishing a
transparent digital dollar currency to replace all accountable US dollars in order
to resume world trade and domestic commerce), (4) to provide for fair, accurate,
and sufficiently frequent elections, conducted locally and across the internet,
for all positions of leadership outlined by the people’s convention in their new
simplified form of government, (5) to establish new internet and local
brick-and-mortar based banking exchanges for the facilitation of currency
distribution and commerce, (6) to provide ample salaries for honorable
members of our military, and to create pension plans for those that remain
honorable to the common goals of the new improved government, (7) to care for
the needs of all those that help make The United States the safest and most
wonderful country to grow up in and raise a family inside it’s borders, (8) to



Re-industrial-ize the United States in ways that will benefit humanityas a whole,
placing limitations of the otherwise destructive nature of the military industrial
com plex. The main focus should be on efforts that benefit humanity best:
renewable and,or free-energy sources, healthy clean organic food production,
and a new reformed government-sponsored and administered medical system.
(9) to reform our system of justice, from the level of how police forces interact
with the citizenry, to a new Supreme Court. Current federal admiralty judges
and state prosecutors should be stripped of their power as the whole lot of
them have obviously been corrupted for decades. (10) Power and influence will
be granted conditionally by the newmodel of government to executives, of
whom consistently reflect good moral character. Any corrupted officials,
administrators, executives, judges, etc. and their accomplices, should simply be
potentially banned from their current professions after a trial decided upon by
a jury of random adult citizens. (11) Whistle-blowers will be rewarded with
protection, government bonuses, unemployment insurance, recommendations,
and jobs, and not be silenced.

The cost of inaction is a much less happy and healthy of world; where factions
of the overall oligarchy endlessly strive for domination and control in the
establishment of a Hitlerian totalitarian fascist world government model; never
ceasing conspiring against and preying upon innocent families and people
worldwide, and also subsequent perpetual warfare between factions of the
global oligarchy.

Therefore We The People of the United States of America need our Militarymore
than ever due to the current extreme amount of domestic treason against our
Bill of Rights and against innocent citizenry. We the People are supposed to be
the ultimate authority of the United States, as stated clearly in the preamble of
the US Constitution, that the members of the US Military have all sworn a
solemn oath to. We need to ask our Military forces to collaborate together into
a critical mass and take up the honorable mission of “rooting-out” of the
cancer-like tumors of corruption of the existing form of government; sector by
sector. Top-level US government and shadow-government officials should be
incarcerated and held for subsequent trial.

Such a process is similar to howa hard-disk or SSD would be re-formatted, prior
to the installation of an operating system upgrade. This process may take a
while as a criminal based government will not give up their stations and power
easily.

A country can survive the eventual full decapitation of a corrupted government
as long as the general needs of the citizenry are provided for during the
transition period, specifically: food, electrical power, and gasoline supplies



ensured byour “GRIP Partymanged” military; when given an honorable mission.
Backed up by helpful citizen militias, and a cooperative and capable thoughtful
citizenry; the welfare of the citizenry can be maintained during a transition
process to a new government model.

The proposed alternate GRIP-OS party has no formal leader, and currently no
centralized web-site. Create your own GRIP websites and self-promote
yourselves all over the map into a position of local or national leadership.
The writer, who initially assembled these ideas has no intention of seeking
power of office within the new better system. He feels that there are plenty of
good people who can self-elect themselves to all the roles necessary for a fully
functional newly constituted government. He anticipates that the initial
re-installation of government prior to the first new national elections will be
filled by leaders within our own military; who are first tasked with first
succeeding with the counter-revolutionary effort; in order to perform the
re-formatting, re-installation, and upgrade the system of government.

The first challenge is for the people of the United States, who have learned over
the decades that they can no longer trust the corrupted influences of the
Democratic or Republican Parties, to popularize! and demand! GRIP-OS model
US government reform, rather than another phonyDemocratic Republican
staged national election of communist-backed manchurian
(manufactured/groomed) candidates.

Yes, it is true that a segment of Americans were made wealthy by the corrupt
system. Theywill be the speakers, with podiums and microphones swiftly
given to them by the current powers-that-should-not-be, who will defend the
current corruption, for the vested interest of their colleagues. There speeches
should not be interpreted that the system has been fair and beneficial to all.
Rather, we should create a system in which we are governed by principles of
morality, instead of governed by established wealth, or unjust advantage.

The next step would be for the community to demand allocation of a nationwide
GRIP cable-satellite channel dedicated to government reform - inserted adjacent
to channel numbers of the most popular corporate news outlets. The owned
and propaganda spinning large corporate media channels, ‘so called “news”,
cable and satellite-tv news outlets, will be visibly upset that the general public
has decided to think for themselves rather than have a cult of establishment
propagandists and teleprompter reading presstitutes do the thinking daily for
us. Having at least 1, citizenry-enabled and governed, 24 7 media news and
information channel, is essential to successful reform. As the separation of
church and state used to be an important concept, and still should be, the
separation of government and media is just as important in the current era, to



help stop the proliferation of corruption.

The people of Canada, being a similar border nation to the United States may
also be inclined to join into a similar effort; to the end when the border between
Canada and US can even be removed, and we all live with a higher standard of
living under a new benevolent system.

The people need to be sincerely collectively involved in the reformat ting and
the declaration of a new improved system of government which they ultimately
wish to bequeath to their progeny, their children of forthcoming generations.
The ideas contained in this GRIP-OS partyplatform statement are certainlyopen
to improvement by the community. This is an “open-source”, all-invited,
platform, and movement.

What can you do now? Help grow a popular movement within our society for
GRIP-OS party reform by sharing this party platform statement with all
others, and all around the entire world, as positive change of this magnitude
can only occur through grassroots efforts of all the world’s people. Post the
GRIP Party Post or make your own new design and distribute them across the
internet and/or post them locally in your own area.

Encourage and support the motivated people involved in this party platform, to
“re-install” a modern, upgraded, and better version of government; just like we
would upgrade a shoddy old/inefficient operating system to a newmodern and
much more efficient one.

Welcome to the GRIP reform movement, another congratulation to all of us.

Start by forwarding this text of the speed (PDF) or Video slideshow (MP4) or
audio mp3 file to everyone you can contact, friends and strangers alike.

We have the 1st Amendment right of speech to share, consider, and also
assemble whenever and whereever we choose to in support of, this platform
statement.

The original Declaration of Independence also eloquentlyspecifies these natural
rights.

GRIP OS 2016.



Become a Leader Yourself

You can join right now by just making the decision.

Start your own local GRIP chapter and website. You don’t need anyone else’s permission.

The “GRIP party” is just the word we will all unite together around, but it is yet to be defined.

Discuss what what kind of government everyone would like to have. Post your ideas.

If and when the majority wants it to happen, GRIP will become a NEW government; possibly
one day a New World Government, granting us ALL basic human rights & freedoms.

And we will design it the way that we want it to be: efficient, just, and accountable.
A fresh new updated government: By, For, and Of... We The People.



Make Many Billions of copies of this across the Internet. Post all around Social

Media. Print this AERO Party Poster and place in public view. Make and sell

stickers, hats, t-shirts, posters, screensavers, pens, pencils, etc... As Donald

Trump has made most obvious - the current American system and media is

corrupt and rigged. Our society is being setup to fall under liberal fascism, which

is the opposite of Americaʼs constitution. We need a new & modern constitution.

New ideas for a new America, and one for a New Peopleʼs World Government.



TOP PUBLIC
ANTI-GRAVITY REVELATION

Share this censored newsbook in every way: internet, radio, print.

So, what is all the evidence pointing out?
An enormous amount of laundered ”black-ops” aka. “special
access” funding has been given to an undisclosed group of
corporate technocrats and their employees over past decades
to secretly develop ultra-advanced silent solid-state

anti-gravity vehicles of many different shapes, sizes and
capabilities (earth and space). Their program is equivalent
to a *break-away civilization* of hyper-privileged human
beings. It is fast and easy for them to go to the moon and
mars and beyond, perhaps also to the nearest star, Alpha
Centari, which is 4 light years away. What can they do or
have already done: establish a base on the backside of the
moon, go to venus or mars, mine asteroids, mingle with aliens?
What do they want to do? Control Earth and humanity; similar
to the ‘dark side’ in Star Wars. How can they do it? They
can fake an ‘alien invasion’, putting the public, whole world
in a state of fear. They can restrict human freedom, abduct,
murder fellow people, impose curfews at night, and keep
trying to scare the daylights out of most all of us. What
can we do? Inform ourselves fast. They have retrofitted
commercial aircraft with anti-gravity and have been openly
levitating these crafts in the Albany New York area in a
ultra-creepy police state public acclimation program. They
have been launching these anti-gravity crafts over medium
sized cities under the cover of Delta and Southwest logos;
as documented by citizen whistleblower and videoographer
Michael Weiss through his “RadioEast1” youtube channel. Wake
up to this and help others demand this *real* technology.



TOP PUBLIC
Share this censored newsbook in every way: internet, radio, print.

ANTI-GRAVITY REVELATION
(“2016-2019” The Movie)

So, how about “more” video evidence?
Michael Weise has over 140 video clips, over 3 hours of
evidence, on his Youtube Channel. These are real (not faked),
made only with his video camera in his hand. Michael Weise
has no inventive at all to fake or exaggerate any video
evidence. Michael is a test-target individual. He cares
to point out the reality of the situation; which is not just

his situation - it also our humanity’s situation.
http://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1

However, since this information confuses people so much as
they aren’t quite used to yet living within a “Star Wars”
type screenplay; there will be a hour long video documentary
assembling enough of Michael Weise’s video clips together
so that it has a chance of really sinking into people’s minds

closer to the extent of the reality of this kind of
anti-gravity enabled ultra-militarized scientific tyranny.
This film will be promoted mostly through memory cards, smart
phones, encrypted file transmission torrents and youtube as
the top of this corrupt ‘dark side’ system will try to

suppress its publication, syndication, and viral marketing.
However, we should all wake up and demand and seize this
ultra-technology for ourselves. To see the kind of world
where only state powers have anti-gravity, also watch

Bladerunner I & II.

http://www.youtube.com/user/radioeast1

